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Abstract
Refractive error is a significant cause of vision impairment both through the limited access to
correction in some areas and the associated ocular diseases for which refractive errors are risk
factors. Having timely, regular access to population level estimates of refractive error and vision
impairment is necessary to adequately plan public health resources and resource appropriate
interventions. A lack of access to current and regularly updated refractive error and vision
impairment prevalence data has been identified as a significant limitation in predicting future
population trends with many countries lacking any prevalence data or available data being outdated.
This project addresses this gap by utilising the untapped potential of Big Data in the form of
spectacle lens sales data and optometric electronic medical record data and assesses the potential
of these data sources as a public health tool. Chapter 5 contains a review of the application of Big
Data and Artificial Intelligence to the field of eyecare and describes the revolutionary potential these
new technologies may hold. Chapter 6 describes the data used in this project and the steps taken to
acquire and clean the data. Chapter 7 and 8 compare the prevalence of refractive error found using
spectacle lens sales data and optometric electronic medical record data to a large population survey
of refractive error and demonstrate that with careful analysis an accurate estimation of population
distribution of refractive error can be obtained from both types of data. Chapter 8 also estimates the
likely level of vision impairment by age 75 given the distribution of myopia in the spectacle lens sales
data. Chapter 9 analyses visual acuity data within the optometric electronic medical records which
allowed the optimum recall interval and visual acuity threshold for driving licence renewal to be
determined. Chapter 10 provides a summary and conclusion on the work, and contains
recommendations for future research.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In 1999 the World Health Organisation (WHO) launched “VISION 2020 – The Right to Sight” initiative
in order to eliminate avoidable blindness.1 As part of this initiative refractive error was identified as a
priority condition.2 In the intervening years, it has become apparent that of all refractive errors,
myopia is the most concerning as the prevalence has increased dramatically and is projected to
continue on this trajectory.3 This may result in an increasing number of individuals affected by vision
impairment both due to uncorrected myopia and the complications of myopia.4 One of the
recognised barriers to establishing the extent of these problems is the significant lack of population
level prevalence data for both refractive error and vision impairment.3,5
Accurate and current prevalence data for refractive error and vision is needed to allow policy makers
and relevant stake holders determine the need for public health interventions and to ensure the
necessary level of support is in place for those effected. Beyond merely establishing the extent of
the problem however there is an ongoing need for this data to assess the impact of any
interventions that are put in place. Current population level data on refractive error and vision is also
needed to ensure evidence-based decisions can be made by policy makers with regards to any vision
standards that may be applied to the public.
In recent years there has been an explosion in the volume of digital data created on a daily basis6
with the healthcare domain seeing a particularly large increase in data being generated.7 In this new
era of “Big Data”, insight to some research questions that previously were difficult or impossible to
answer, is now achievable. It may now be possible to bridge the gap that is present in refractive
error and vision data using these new techniques.
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1.2 Research Aims and Objectives
It has been established that myopia prevalence is increasing dramatically8,9 and is projected to
continue to increase over the coming years.3 A lack of current refractive error prevalence data has
been identified as a potential limitation in these predictions3 and also presents a barrier to assessing
the efficacy of possible interventions at a population level. The lack of data is likely as a result of the
prohibitive cost and significant amount of time required to conduct a typical epidemiological study
of refractive error. Therefore, the primary aim of this research was to examine and validate
alternative data sources and methods to determine the distribution of refractive error and vision
across the general population and validate these results against pre-existing research. Secondary
aims were to use these results to estimate the vision impairment due to myopia in a population and
demonstrate how these data sources and methods can be used as a basis for public health policy.
To achieve these aims a large database of refractive error and vision data was created from
spectacle lens sales data and optometric electronic medical record (EMR) data. The prevalence of
refractive error is reported and detailed comparison of these results with typical epidemiological
studies of refractive error is undertaken. Deriving a relationship between age and prescribed reading
addition allowed an estimated age for the spectacle lens data to be calculated. This facilitated a
comparison of both the spectacle lens data and EMR data across age groups with published data on
refractive error prevalence.
In order to validate the use of spectacle lens sales data as a source of refractive error
epidemiological data, a novel methodology was investigated which established the range of
refractive errors over which spectacle lens sales data can be used to estimate the distribution of
refractive error in a population. Having established this range, the potential level of vision
impairment due to myopia is reported across the range of myopic refractive errors.
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To further demonstrate how this form of data can be used as the basis for public health policy,
evidence-based recommendations for standardised driver vision screening were developed.
Determining the variation in visual acuity with age within the population of the EMR data allowed
the maximum length of time that could pass between vision screenings for an individual to still pass
the driving visual acuity standard to be calculated. The influence of varying the visual acuity standard
for driving on the number of individuals expected to meet the standard was also determined.
The long-term aim of this project is to continue data collection creating the most comprehensive,
current and easily accessible database on refractive error and vision available. This will provide a
foundation upon which public health policy in eyecare can be developed and also allow monitoring
of the impact of these policies over time.
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2 Refractive Error
2.1 Introduction
Refractive error is a condition in which the eye fails to create a sharp image at the retina resulting in
a degradation of visual acuity. Generally, refractive error can be considered as one of four distinct
types with all individuals experiencing 1 or more refractive errors over the course of their life.
Myopia (short-sightedness) causes difficulty with viewing distant objects and is usually caused by an
eye whose axial length has grown too long (Figure 2.1). Hyperopia (long-sightedness) causes
difficulty with viewing near objects and possibly distant objects depending on the degree of
hyperopia and age of the individual. Hyperopia is usually caused by an eye whose AL is too short
(Figure 2.1). Presbyopia causes difficulty with viewing near objects in older individuals as they lose
the ability to accommodate. Astigmatism is caused by a variation in curvature of the cornea or
crystalline lens which causes an object to have two points of focus.
Typically, in high income countries, refractive error can be easily addressed by the provision of an
optical appliance such as spectacles or contact lenses or through surgical techniques such as laserassisted in situ keratomileusis (LASIK). Unfortunately, despite the ease with which refractive error
can be corrected, it is still the leading cause of moderate to severe vision impairment in older adults
and second most common cause of blindness in older adults globally.10
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of axial length in emmetropia, myopia and hyperopia showing a long axial
length in myopia and a short axial length in hyperopia.. Reproduced from Schachar.11

2.2 Emmetropisation
To understand why refractive error develops, it is necessary to consider how refraction changes in
infancy and young childhood through the process of emmetropisation. At birth refractive error is
approximately normally distributed within the population.12 If this situation was to remain
unchanged the number of individuals effected by refractive error would be considerably higher than
that observed in most studies of refractive error (Figure 2.2). In early childhood, the process by
which refractive error reduces in most children is referred to as emmetropisation. The mean
refractive error in infants is hyperopic and there is significant variability as seen by relatively large
standard deviations.13 Over the first year of life, there is a shift to less hyperopic refractive errors
with a significant reduction in the variability of refractive errors.12 This occurs due to a combination
of changes in the power of the refractive surfaces of the eye i.e., the cornea and the crystalline lens
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and an increase in the axial length of the eye.13 At a population level, these changes have the effect
of altering the distribution of refractive error away from a normal distribution towards a
leptokurtotic distribution (Figure 2.2). This distribution is positively skewed as opposed to the
negatively skewed distributions seen in adults but otherwise is more closely aligned to the
distributions observed in adults than the approximately normal distribution found at birth.
The majority of the emmetropisation process has occurred within the first year of life13 with the
process finishing by approximately age 6 with low rates of refractive error in most populations by this
age.12 At this point the persistence of refractive error is likely due to a failure in the emmetropisation
process, a large initial refractive error at birth which failed to sufficiently emmetropise or a
combination of both. Given the significant number people requiring refractive error correction by
adulthood other processes appear to be involved in the development of refractive error.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of a normal distribution of spherical equivalent (dashed line) to the
distribution of spherical equivalent observed in adults participating in the Gutenberg Health
Survey14
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2.3 Myopia
Myopia occurs when there is an imbalance between the refracting surfaces of the eye (the cornea
and the crystalline lens) and the axial length of the eye that results in light focusing before it reaches
the retina. Although any component of the optical system of the eye can be responsible for myopia,
increased axial length is by far the most common cause of myopia.15–17 Average values of axial length
are considered to be approximately 23.5 mm with men usually having a slightly larger axial length
than women.17 High myopia is usually associated with axial lengths greater than 26 mm with axial
length rising to above 30 mm in cases of very high myopia.16
The aetiology of myopia and increasing axial length is complex and not fully understood. There are
several mechanisms suggested with both environmental and genetic causes proposed. There is
significant debate over the degree to which recognised environmental and genetic risk factors
contribute to myopia development although most authors agree both contribute to some extent.18,19
The following sections describe the current thinking in the mechanics of how myopia develops and
the risk factors for myopia.

2.3.1 Scleral Remodelling
The exact biological mechanism by which the axial length of the eye increases in myopia is not fully
described. The increase in axial length is usually as a result of a lengthening of the vitreous chamber
during myopia development (Figure 2.3).20 In myopia this change in vitreous chamber size usually
results in a prolate ocular shape with the change in vitreous chamber occurring primarily through
elongation along the visual axis.21 This is supported by animal studies which also demonstrate
prolate shapes in myopic chick eyes.21 Changes in the biomechanical structure of the sclera is the
prevailing theory as to how axial length elongation occurs.22 There is evidence that the sclera is less
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rigid in myopic eyes than emmetropic or hyperopic eyes with the sclera being least rigid in the most
myopic eyes.23 The sclera has also been observed to be thinner in myopic eyes24,25 with the greatest
degree of thinning happening in the most myopic eyes. This thinning appears to occur as a result of
the thinning of collagen fibre bundles and reduced collagen fibre diameters.22 There is also evidence
from animal studies that demonstrate scleral glycosaminoglycan synthesis is reduced when myopia
is developing.26

Figure 2.3: Lengthening of the vitreous chamber is the primary cause of myopia development.
Higher levels of myopia usually have greater vitreous elongation. Adapted from Baird et al. 27

Although there appears to be strong evidence that the observed changes in the scleral structure are
responsible for the increase in axial length observed in myopia, several authors22,28 have emphasised
that this evidence is primarily based on eyes that have been examined after enucleation which has
occurred in many cases after the death of the patient. This is likely to have been some time after
myopia developed and the changes in scleral structure may actually be in response to the increased
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axial length associated with myopia as opposed to having been responsible for the increased axial
length.22,28
The exact method by which the sclera is stimulated to grow and cause increased axial length in
myopia is poorly understood. Flitcroft explored the most likely causes of eye growth in a detailed
summary of the current research.29 There is evidence in both animal and human studies that the
retina plays a role in controlling eye growth. Flitcroft suggests the more myopic and skewed
distribution of refractive error apparent in those with a retinal dystrophy may be evidence of a
failure in the process of emmetropisation due to the retina’s dysfunction in controlling eye growth.29
There is also evidence that peripheral retinal defocus may be a key instigator of myopic eye growth
with several studies in both animals30,31 and humans32–34 finding off-axis hyperopia may signal for an
increase in eye growth (Figure 2.4). Interestingly, this seems to be a local effect with several animal
studies that used a lens or diffuser to affect only half the visual field demonstrating increased scleral
growth only in the affected part of the eye.35,36 The pathway by which the retina signals for increased
scleral growth is also not fully understood although retinoic acid and dopamine may play a role.29

Figure 2.4: Representation of hyperopic and myopic defocus in an eye. In a myopic eye, the relative
peripheral hyperopic defocus causes peripheral light to focus behind the retina is thought to drive
axial elongation. Reproduced from https://www.cvs.rochester.edu/yoonlab/research/mpc.html
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2.3.2 Education & Near Work
There appears to be a significant link between education and myopia. Studies have found evidence
for education as a risk factor for myopia development in populations of both adults and children.
Mirshahi et al37 found a significant effect of number of years spent in education and the risk of
becoming myopic in a German adult population. The authors observed a prevalence of myopia of
60.3% in those that had completed at least 13 years of education in comparison to a prevalence of
26.9% in those that had never finished secondary education. This study had a significant strength in
that they were able to control for 45 myopia-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms. They
observed weak genetic effects in the likelihood of myopia development however these were much
smaller than the effect of education.
Williams et al also observed significantly higher prevalence of myopia in those with higher education
in an adult European population.38 Myopia prevalence was 36.6% in those completing higher
education compared to 25.4% in those completing primary education only. As the authors were
comparing participants from different countries with different educational systems, a simplification
in the definition of primary (leaving education before 16 years of age), secondary (leaving education
up to 19 years of age) and higher education was necessary (leaving education at or after 20 years of
age). As the participants were from different generations, this simplification may overlook some
variance in education attainment. The authors also used a lower definition for myopia (≤ -0.75 D SE)
then the more common definition (≤ -0.50 D SE) used by Mirshahi et al.37 Regardless of the
differences between these two studies, both show strong evidence for a higher prevalence of
myopia in adults that have spent more years in education.
Studies in children have also observed links between education and myopia development. Saw et
al39 observed higher levels of academic performance in Asian children with myopia a finding that was
also observed in a cohort of predominately Caucasian children.40 Establishing that education
specifically is the primary driver of myopia development is difficult due to the number of possible
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confounding causes of myopia development. Most education systems involve time spent indoors
with periods of near work (Figure 2.5), both of which have been identified as risk factors for myopia
development.41,42

Figure 2.5: A typical educational environment involves time spent indoors with periods of near
work. Reproduced from https://www.irishtimes.com/news/education/middle-class-childrenoutperform-others-before-starting-school-1.3512956

The effect of near work on myopia in children is unclear with conflicting results observed. Myopic
children have been observed to spend more time on near work activities in both Asian and
Caucasian populations,43,44 however other studies have found that varying amounts of time spent on
near work had no association with myopia prevalence in some populations of children.45 Some
authors have also examined the effect of near work on the development of myopia. Hepsen et al46
studied both refractive and biometric changes in two groups of Turkish male students under
different educational systems. Children engaged in more near work and study were observed to
have more myopic progression and an increase in axial length over a three-year period. Saw et al47
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observed no association between time spent on near work and myopic progression in group of
myopic children. A recent meta-analysis on the effect of near work on myopia found that more
hours of near work might increase myopia prevalence although “more longitudinal and randomized
controlled trials should be performed to confirm whether near work is a risk factor for the
development of myopia”.41 Developing such a trial would however present significant challenges,
not the least of which would be the ethical issues raised by preventing children doing near work.
The conflicting results obtained when assessing the impact of near work on myopia may lead to the
conclusion that near work itself is not a risk factor for myopia development and progression but
rather the type and intensity of near work with some suggestion that prolonged periods studying
small text can drive myopia development.48 Morgan and Rose identified the use of after school
tutorials in many East Asian countries as possibly being related to the very high levels of myopia
found in older adolescents in those countries.49 The authors observed that in many East Asian
countries there is significant emphasis placed on educational performance with some children taking
part in after school tutorials while in primary school. There is less use of after school tutorials in
countries with a lower prevalence of myopia49 where children may spend more time outdoors.50 The
conclusion of Morgan and Rose are somewhat supported by evidence from Israel. Male UltraOrthodox Jewish communities have been observed to have very high levels of myopia, similar to
those found in East Asian young adults.48,51,52 Male students from these communities can spend up
to 16 hours per day reading and discussing religious texts48 which may explain the higher level of
myopia even when compared to female students from the same community.48,51 These findings are
supported by evidence from studies of immigrant communities. These studies have found children
from countries with typically low prevalence of myopia that have emigrated to countries with higher
prevalence are more likely to become myopic, particularly if they emigrated at a younger age and
were thus exposed to a different educational environment from a younger age.53
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Despite the evidence supporting education as a risk factor for developing myopia, it is not possible
to conclusively determine what environmental aspect of education is resulting in a higher prevalence
of myopia due to the difficulty in controlling for confounders. Some areas with very high myopia
prevalence have introduced modifications to the school day in an effort to reduce the risk of
developing myopia with most increasing mandatory time spent outdoors for school children.54,55

2.3.3 Time Spent Outdoors
Over the last decade, there has been significant research on the protective role time spent outdoors
may have with regards to the development or progression of myopia.56,57 A meta-analysis observed a
small but significant protective effect of increasing time spent outdoors in developing myopia.56 The
authors found a 2% reduction in odds of myopia for each additional hour spent outdoors per week.
There is also good evidence from three RCT studies in both Taiwan58 and China59,60 that increasing
time spent outdoors reduces the risk of developing myopia. All three studies used a similar design
with children some schools assigned provided with additional time spent outdoors while those in the
control arm of the study continued with the normal school day. In all cases incident myopia was
reduced in the intervention schools with the reduction ranging from 4.8%59 to 9.2%.58 A recent large
scale cohort study from Taiwan supports these findings.54 The authors reported a 2.34% annual
reduction in prevalence of presumed myopia among school children following a government
initiative to encourage 2 hours of outdoor activity per day. There are some limitations with this
finding as reduced visual acuity (VA) was measured as a surrogate for refractive error with the
authors assuming a child with reduced VA suffered with myopia. The authors were also not able to
ensure the protocol was followed precisely in each school or control for other risk factors such as
parental myopia. Nevertheless, in a country with such high levels of myopia,9 this simple
intervention has shown promising results.
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The protective effect time spent outdoors has on myopia progression for those already myopic is
less clear. Two Taiwanese studies found conflicting results with a 2013 study finding no difference in
myopia progression between school children encouraged to spend recess outdoors and those
allowed to have recess in the classroom.58 A 2018 study by the same authors did observe a
difference in myopia progression between students spending time outdoors and those spending less
time outdoors (0.57 D vs 0.79D) over the course of a year.55 The authors point to the students
assessed being younger in the later study and concerns about compliance in the initial study as a
possible explanation for the discrepancy in the results. Two studies from China also observed lower
rates of myopia progression (0.17 D reduction after 1 year60 and 0.17 D reduction after 3 years59) in
children encouraged to participate in more outdoor activities. A meta-analysis including some of the
above studies observed no significant protective effect of increasing time spent outdoors on myopia
progression.61 As the overall level of reduction of myopia progression is less than would be typically
achieved using other myopia control strategies such as atropine or orthokeratology contact lenses,
increased time outdoors is recommended as an adjunct therapy for those already myopic.55,62–64
The exact mechanism by which increased time outdoors may be protective against both developing
myopia and progressing myopia is poorly understood and requires further research. There are
numerous theories proposed with varying degrees of evidence to support each (Figure 2.6). An initial
theory proposed that physical activity was protective against the development and progression of
myopia.42,65 These studies did not adequately differentiate between physical activity that took place
either outdoors or indoors and hence did not control for time spent outdoors. Rose et al45 found
outdoor activity was similarly related to reduced development of myopia but observed no
relationship between indoor sport participation and lower prevalence of myopia. These findings are
supported by a recent longitudinal study which found no association between physical activity and
myopia.66
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Figure 2.6: Spending more time outdoors may reduce risk of myopia via multiple means including
less hyperopic defocus, bright luminance and different chromatic composition of the light.
Reproduced from Lingham et al.67

A simple explanation by which time outdoors could be protective against myopia development is
that children that spend more time outdoors are spending less time partaking in activities that are
thought to be myopiagenic such as near work.41 This does not seem to be case as it has been found
that time spent outdoors and time spent reading in children are not correlated.42,45 This lack of
correlation with near work only extends to reading and it is unknown if it also extends to near work
using electronic devices however a recent meta-analysis of the limited data available found no
association between screen use and myopia.68 It should be noted this lack of correlation is from
countries that do not typically have the intensive educational practices that have been observed in
countries with very high levels of childhood myopia.49 It may not be the case that time spent on near
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work and time spent outdoors are not correlated in countries with these type of educational
practices.
Serum vitamin D levels have also been suggested to be related to myopia and a possible mechanism
by which increased time outdoors may reduce the risk of myopia development.69,70 It is theorised the
relationship between myopia and vitamin D occurs in one of two ways. Vitamin D is either directly
protective against myopia development, which can explain the protective nature of time spent
outdoors due to the increase in vitamin D production, or increased vitamin D is merely present due
to spending more time outdoors and is not related to myopia development or progression.71 A
recent meta-analysis confirmed the finding that reduced serum vitamin D levels were associated
with an increased risk of being myopic.72 The authors controlled for time spent outdoors and still
found an increased risk of myopia with lower serum vitamin D levels however they expressed
concern that time spent outdoors was self-reported by the subjects which led the authors to have
less confidence in the result. They felt lower serum vitamin D was in reality just a bio-marker for less
time spent outdoors and not actually responsible for the development of myopia. The conclusion
that low serum vitamin D is a bio-marker for less time spent outdoors rather than pathognomonic
for myopia is supported by a recent study assessing the relationship between genetic variants known
to affect vitamin D serum concentration and refractive error.73
In an outdoor environment, there is typically less dioptric variation as most objects are at a distance
which results in relatively uniform dioptric values.29 Figure 2.7 demonstrates the dioptric variation
that can occur with both indoor and outdoor environments. As a result of the reduced dioptric
variation, there is minimal peripheral retinal defocus which has been found to be a driver for myopia
development.32–34 This is one possible explanation as to why increased time outdoors can result in
lower prevalence of myopia without any significant evidence to the contrary.
Higher levels of illuminance have also been suggested as a possible explanation as to the protective
effect time spent outdoors has on developing myopia. The level of illuminance outside can be orders
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of magnitude higher than those found indoors. It has been found that longer periods in higher levels
of illuminance can be protective against developing myopia.55,74 The type of light exposure may also
play role in myopia development. Several animal studies have observed increased levels of myopia in
animals exposed to red light when compared to controls exposed to white light.75,76 Increased levels
of hyperopia were observed in animals exposed to blue/violet light indicating this type of light may
be protective against myopia development.75,76 It should be noted there are conflicting results in this
area with some animal species finding the opposite effect of increasing myopia with blue light
exposure.77 Adjusting the lighting to be of a higher illuminance and more towards the blue end of
the spectrum may be an alternative in schools that have difficulty increasing the number of hours
spent outdoors for their students. This however is a less desirable strategy than spending time
outdoors for several reasons. The added public health benefit of increased activity outdoors for
children cannot be understated given concerns over increasing levels of childhood obesity and
diabetes in some countries.78 There is also a risk that increased use of blue blocking lenses in
spectacles and contact lenses could render this benefit minimal in those children already using a
refractive error correction.79
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Figure 2.7: Dioptric error maps taking into account of the accommodation response and the point
of fixation for both an indoor and outdoor scene showing greater hyperopic defocus for the indoor
scene. Reproduced from Flitcroft.29

2.3.4 Parental Myopia
The risk of a child developing myopia when one or both parents is myopic is not fully understood. A
recent meta-analysis of the risk of developing myopia in the presence of parental myopia observed
varying odds ratios depending on the underlying study design.80 Taking the results at their most
conservative, the authors observed odds of developing myopia of 1.44 when one parent is myopic
and 1.85 when both parents are myopic. The majority of studies used in this meta-analysis
demonstrated increased odds of myopia with either one or both parents being myopic. It should be
noted there was a wide range of results with higher odds typically found in studies with worse
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design and lower statistical power such as the case control design used by Konstantopoulos,
Yadegarfar and Elgohary.81
All studies of the risk of myopia associated with parental myopia are subject to a significant
confounder in that children share their environment with their parents. This makes it difficult to
establish if the true risk factor is having parents with myopia or living in an environment that may
induce myopia. It has been established that education is a risk factor for myopia.37,38 In the field of
family psychology, a significant link has been observed between the level of education of parents
and their expectation of academic achievement in their children.82 This results in parents making
changes to the home environment in an effort to support their children’s academic achievement.82
This may include the increased use of after school tuition which was noted to be used to a much
greater extent in countries with very high levels of myopia49 or encouragement of more time spent
on near work.83 It has been observed in one study of the risks associated with myopia development
that parents did not influence the near work environment of their children40 however this was based
on self-reported time spent on near work which has only been found to have fair reliablity.84
Comparing studies with findings on the effect of parental myopia is difficult for several reasons
which mainly relate to the design of each study. Some studies determine parental myopia using
refraction85,86 while others ask parents to self-identify as myopic through the use of a
questionnaire83,87–92 with an obvious potential risk of misclassification by using a questionnaire. Xiang
et al90 investigated this misclassification risk by performing refraction on a subgroup of parents after
they had completed their questionnaire. They found a sensitivity of 0.83 and specificity of 0.79
which they determined was sufficient to deem the questionnaire results accurate. The most
common misclassification error was that myopic parents did not realise that they were myopic.
Many studies use a varying definition of myopia and most do not identify the degree of parental
myopia but merely whether a parent is myopic. The variable definitions of myopia used make direct
comparison between studies difficult. Using threshold values of myopia closer to emmetropia can
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induce a classification error,93 particularly when there is uncertainty about the measure of refractive
error as there is in the case of self-reporting of myopia status. Simply identifying parents in a binary
fashion as myopic or non-myopic leads to a lack of nuance when describing the results in many of
these studies and leads to further questions. Do highly myopic parents have highly myopic children?
In families with both parents being myopic, if one is highly myopic does this increase the odds of
myopia in children compared to families with both parents having low myopia? Is there a greater
effect of paternal or maternal myopia? A recent study85 assessed the refractive status of both
parents and their children to determine the risk of myopia based on the level of parental myopia.
They identified that the risk of myopia was dose dependent with children of parents with higher
myopia more likely to be myopic. When both parents had high myopia, this led to the highest risk of
developing myopia. If either parent had low to moderate myopia, this reduced the risk of developing
myopia when compared to children with both parents having high myopia. When the authors
controlled for possible confounders such as near work and time spent outdoors, it was found the
odds of myopia development reduced for children whose parents had low to moderate myopia but
increased for children whose parents were highly myopic. The authors suggest this may indicate that
high myopia has greater degree of heritability while low to moderate myopia may be more
influenced by environmental conditions.
The age of the children assessed is also significant. An individual’s highest absolute level of myopia
has typically been reached by the late teenage years or in early adulthood.94 Many studies of
parental myopia assess children of relatively young age87,90,92 before the maximal level of myopia will
have been reached. This may induce a misclassification error as some non-myopic children may
become myopic in the ensuing years. This may cause a misclassification error in two opposing ways.
Firstly, if the children of myopic parents have not yet become myopic when the study is conducted
this will have the effect of reducing the apparent effect of parental myopia. Secondly, if the children
of non-myopic parents develop myopia after the study has been conducted this will have the effect
of increasing the apparent effect of parental myopia. There is some evidence for the former as
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French et al88 assessed risk factors for myopia in both younger and older children. They observed
parental myopia was significant in the younger age group but was not significant in the older age
group. This may imply that some of the younger participants would have become myopic later and
thereby reduce the apparent effect of parental myopia or it may point to increased hereditary in
younger onset myopia and increased environmental effect in older onset myopia.
The study location can also contribute to some uncertainty with regards to results. Studies carried
out in locations with very high myopia prevalence among both parents and children may find a
relationship merely because such a high number of individuals are myopic. Several studies carried
out in East Asia have observed a significant effect of parental myopia on the risk of developing
myopia in children however relatively few children in some of these studies had no myopic
parents86,87 with one study having as few as 20% of included children with no myopic parents.92

2.3.5 Genetic Studies of Myopia
It has been recognised for a long time that myopia is to some extent a heritable condition.95 Twin
studies have been used to estimate the relative contribution of both genetics and the environment
to myopia development. This usually involves comparing monozygotic (identical) twins to dizygotic
(fraternal) twins. If a condition is entirely genetic monozygotic twins would have a correlation of 1.0
as they have identical genetics while dizygotic twins would have a correlation of 0.5 as they share
half their genetics. If the environment shared by the twins were the only source for the condition
then both sets of twins would have a correlation 1.0.96 In reality most complex conditions such as
myopia are a combination of both genetics and the environment. Twin studies have estimated the
heritability of myopia as being from approximately 60% up to as high as 98%.95,97–99 These findings
are somewhat supported by findings that axial length and corneal curvature are also heritable with
twin studies showing heritability of both being approximately 60-90%.100–102
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As a result of increased computing power and reduced costs for genotyping, the number of genetic
studies of myopia has grown significantly over the last decade.103 Prior to 2009, no genes had been
identified for non-syndromic myopia. Within 10 years over 200 gene loci had been identified as a
result of increased use of genome-wide association studies (GWAS).103–105 Despite this work, the
largest such study can only explain 7.8% of the heritability of myopia.103 This heritability gap is a
common feature of GWAS106 and may reduce with larger sample studies although not being able to
account for gene-environment effects or rare gene variants may always be a limitation preventing
full mapping of the heritability of myopia.103,106
Some effort has been made to determine the interaction between genetic risk of myopia and
environment. Verhoeven et al107 determined the genetic risk of 2 large cohorts of Europeans for
myopia based on the findings of the Consortium on Refractive Error and Myopia (CREAM).104 They
also assessed the educational level and refractive error of the participants and found a significant
synergistic effect between high genetic risk of myopia and high educational attainment. The odds
ratio (OR) for myopia was higher with both high genetic risk (OR: 7.2) and higher educational
attainment (OR: 6.1) but was substantially higher when a participant had both high genetic risk and
higher educational attainment (OR: 51.3) implying the environment associated with higher
educational attainment may up-regulate genes conveying a risk of myopia.

2.4 Hyperopia
In many respects hyperopia is a refractive error which is opposite to myopia. Hyperopia occurs when
light focuses behind the retina (Figure 2.1). Much like myopia this occurs as a result of an imbalance
between the refracting surfaces of the eye and the axial length. In hyperopia the failure to focus light
at the retina occurs due to having too short an axial length,108 refracting surfaces with flatter radii of
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curvature108,109 or a combination of both. It is has been observed that having too short an axial
length is the most common cause of hyperopia.108,109
When compared to myopia there is significantly less research carried out in the field of hyperopia.
There are several likely reasons for this lack of research. Firstly, myopia is easier to detect without
the use of cycloplegia, even if imperfectly, particularly in children.110 This occurs due to the masking
of hyperopia by the accommodative system which results in less obvious symptoms. Having less
obvious symptoms can also result in the perception that hyperopia has less impact on some aspects
of life such as childhood learning which may also explain the lack of research. The impact of
uncorrected myopia on childhood learning has been established as significant111 however the effect
of hyperopia is less clear although some research indicates it also has a significant effect.112,113
Another reason for the greater volume of research in myopia is likely due to the significant increases
in myopia prevalence3 and associated pathology114 over the last number years which have given
researchers more impetus to understand and manage myopia and its associated complications.
Refractive error is approximately normally distributed at birth12 although the distribution is not
centred at 0 dioptres (D) spherical equivalent refraction (SER) but centred at a low hyperopic
refraction which has been found to be in the range of approximately +2 to +4 D SER (Figure
2.8).13,115–118 The level of hyperopia present at birth appears to be related to birth weight or weeks of
gestation with lower levels of hyperopia observed in those children born at earlier weeks of
gestation and with lower birth weights.117,119 Several studies13,116,118 on new-borns have
demonstrated that hyperopia reduces through the process of emmetropisation with a low
prevalence of significant hyperopia by age 6 (Figure 2.9).12 Flitcroft describes the persistence of
hyperopia beyond this stage as a failure of the process of emmetropisation, an initial refractive error
at birth too great to sufficiently emmetropise or a combination of both.12
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Figure 2.8: An approximately normal distribution of refractive error centred at +2.00 D SER in 3month-old babies. This is the typical distribution of refractive error found in young children.
Reproduced from Flitcroft.12

Figure 2.9: As children age the distribution of refractive error becomes more leptokurtotic and less
hyperopic. This is seen by the high peak of the distribution and reducing frequency of hyperopia in
children by 3 years of age. Reproduced from Flitcroft.12

Unlike myopia, there have been no environmental risk factors identified which seem to increase the
risk of hyperopia development. Age has however been associated with increasing hyperopia.120–122
Longitudinal studies have observed mean refractive errors increasing in the hyperopic direction in
populations aged approximately 50 to 70 years old with the trend reversing in those older than
70.120,121 There are several mechanisms proposed by which eyes become more relatively hyperopic
with age. The loss of accommodation with age and hence the manifestation of latent hyperopia is
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often considered to be the primary cause of hyperopia due to aging amongst clinicians however
Hashemi et al122 demonstrated that there was very little difference between the longitudinal change
of manifest and cycloplegic refractions of their study participants. This indicates the loss of
accommodation is unlikely to be the main driver of increasing hyperopia with age. It is also
suggested that changes in the parameters of the crystalline lens are responsible for increasing
hyperopia with age.122 Given most hyperopia occurs due to a reduced axial length, it may be
anticipated that axial length might reduce with age and be the cause for increasing hyperopia.
Gudmundsdottir et al121 did observe a reduced axial length in older cohorts but no longitudinal data
on axial length was available so this finding may have been a cohort effect and not truly the cause of
the increasing hyperopia. Given the significant increases in myopia prevalence in recent decades, it
also needs to be acknowledged that the apparent increase in hyperopia with age may just be a
cohort affect and what is being observed is merely generational differences in refractive error
prevalence. This is an area that requires further research to truly establish the if there is a
mechanism which drives an age-related change in refractive error or if this is merely a cohort effect.

2.5 Astigmatism
Astigmatism is a refractive error caused by a variation in the refractive power of the eye along
different meridians. This variation can occur due to a difference in the curvature of the anterior
cornea, posterior cornea, anterior crystalline lens or posterior crystalline lens (Figure 2.10).
Astigmatism can also occur as a result of the decentration or tilting of the crystalline lens or a
combination of any of these factors.123 Astigmatism is usually considered as with-the-rule (WTR),
having the strongest power orientated approximately vertically or as against-the-rule (ATR), having
the strongest power orientated approximately horizontally.123 Astigmatism that with the strongest
power orientated neither vertically or horizontally is referred to as oblique (Figure 2.11).
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Figure 2.10: Astigmatism occurs when two principal points of focus occur due to a difference in the
curvature of the anterior cornea, posterior cornea, anterior crystalline lens or posterior crystalline
lens. Reproduced from www.mayoclinic.org.

Figure 2.11: Corneal topography illustrating with the rule astigmatism (image 1), against the rule
astigmatism (image 2) and oblique astigmatism (image 3). Reproduced from
www.optometricmanagement.com/issues/2009/february-2009/perfect-the-football-fit

At birth, higher levels of astigmatism have been found with mean values of approximately 6 DC124
which would be considered very high in an adult population.125 These high values of astigmatism are
related to the very steep corneas present in infants.124 As the cornea flattens in the first 6 to 12
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months of life a form of emmetropisation takes place that results in a significant reduction in the
level of astigmatism present in most infants.124,126
Astigmatism also changes with increasing age.125 Low levels of astigmatism are quite common in
young adult populations.123,125 In later life there is an increase in astigmatism that also changes from
the WTR type more commonly found in younger populations to ATR.125 This change in orientation of
astigmatism is thought to be due to increased lid laxity. It is theorised the lids may be one of the
causative factors for astigmatism with the pressure exerted by the lids on the cornea influencing
both the orientation127 and severity of the astigmatism.128 As the lids become less tight with age, this
results in decreasing WTR astigmatism and increasing ATR astigmatism.125
There is some suggestion that the magnitude129 and type130,131 of astigmatism is associated with
higher spherical refractive error although there are conflicting results with some studies observing
no association.132 Conflicting results have also been found with regards to the genetics of
astigmatism. Twin studies of astigmatism have reported results with evidence both for97 and
against133 a genetic component to astigmatism.
There is still a significant degree of uncertainty surrounding the potential causes of astigmatism with
both environmental and genetic causes implicated.123 There has been significantly less research
carried out in the area of astigmatism when compared to myopia and further studies will be
required to ascertain the mechanism behind astigmatism development and any potential modifiable
risk factors.

2.6 Presbyopia
Presbyopia is a universal condition which will affect all people living to an older age. Despite the
universality of this condition, there is a lack of agreement on the definition of presbyopia which may
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be due to an incomplete understanding of the aetiology of presbyopia. Wolffshon and Davies134
address this point in a recent review of presbyopia and propose the following definition:
“presbyopia occurs when the physiologically normal age-related reduction in the eyes focusing range
reaches a point, when optimally corrected for distance vision, that the clarity of vision at near is
insufficient to satisfy an individual’s requirements”
In a young eye the process of accommodation allows a dynamic range of focussing power which
enables a seamless adjustment from distance to near viewing. Although there is some debate over
the exact mechanism of accommodation,135 the Helmholtz theory is the most widely supported.134
This theory describes accommodation occurring as a result of ciliary body muscle contraction which
leads to relaxation of the zonules and the decrease in the radius of curvature of both the anterior
and posterior surface of the crystalline lens.136 The most commonly accepted physiological cause for
presbyopia is an increase in the rigidity of the crystalline lens resulting in a reduction of
accommodation (Figure 2.12).137,138
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Figure 2.12: Presbyopia is thought to occur due to increased rigidity of the crystalline lens causing
a reduction of accommodation. This reduction in accommodation results in the inability to focus
the image of a near object on the retina. Reproduced from https://www.newsmedical.net/health/Presbyopia-Age-Related-Farsightedness.aspx

Presbyopia is typically considered to commence at approximately age 40 although there is significant
variation between individuals139,140 and taken from a purely mechanistic standpoint, there is
evidence of reduced accommodation after the first decade of life.141 The variation in age of onset of
presbyopia has been attributed to several causes. Distance refractive error has been observed to
affect accommodation with myopes found to have higher accommodation which can delay the onset
of presbyopia.142,143 Some natural variation in accommodative ability between individuals may result
in the symptoms of presbyopia manifesting earlier in some individuals.144 Climate and geographic
location have also been implicated in developing presbyopia symptoms at a younger age with higher
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ambient temperature and locations closer to the equator both implicated in an earlier onset of
symptoms.139,145 Female sex has also been identified as resulting in the onset of symptoms at an
earlier age.146,147 It has been suggested this may be as a result of women typically having shorter
arms and therefore a closer near point of focus which requires a higher accommodative ability.146
Ethnicity has also been investigated with Caucasians typically found to experience presbyopia
symptoms at an older age.148–150
It should be noted that there is significant interplay between all of these risk factors for earlier onset
of presbyopia symptoms and it has been argued that there is an inherent risk of bias in most of these
studies due to confounding factors.149 One significant confounder in many of these risk factor is the
presence of myopia. The presence of myopia can negate the symptoms of presbyopia as many
myopic individuals have good near vision despite their age-related loss of accommodation. As
previously established education is strongly associated with myopia.37,38 Historically, high levels of
education have typically been found in males in Western countries. These are countries which are
not close to the equator and are largely Caucasian in ethnicity. This may imply that geographic
location, ambient temperature, ethnicity and female sex are in reality surrogates for lower
educational attainment and a corresponding lower level of myopia prevalence. Regardless of the
exact age at which the symptoms of presbyopia become manifest, this is a universal condition in
older eyes.134

2.7 Summary
Refractive error is a normal state for the eye after birth. By age 6 the process of emmetropisation
should result in the majority of children having minimal refractive error. The development of
refractive error beyond this age is usually in the myopic direction. Much research has been carried
out into the cause of myopia development with both environmental and genetic risk factors
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identified. Education involving long periods indoors and intensive study would appear to be the one
of the primary drivers of myopia development. Hyperopia after the age of 6 in children seems to be
a failure of the process of emmetropisation. High levels of astigmatism are also found at birth with a
similar reduction in the early years of life as is observed with hyperopia. Relatively little research has
been carried out on the development of hyperopia and astigmatism beyond young childhood
although both appear to be affected by aging. Presbyopia is a universal condition in older life
although earlier development of symptoms may be influenced by several factors such as sex,
ethnicity and climate.
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3 Prevalence of Refractive Error
3.1 Introduction
Establishing the prevalence of refractive error is crucial to ensure adequate public health planning
can take place. This information is required to facilitate adequate correction of refractive error and
plan for possible additional care needed due to the complications of refractive error. There is also a
need to predict the likely changes in refractive error prevalence and put in place appropriate plans
to prevent or mitigate against any consequences due to population level changes in refractive error
distribution. This chapter explores some of the difficulties in determining refractive error prevalence
and the current estimates of refractive error prevalence.

3.2 Interpreting Refractive Error Prevalence Studies
Several difficulties exist when comparing and contrasting published epidemiological studies of
refractive error. There is a significant lack of consistency in the reporting of results with variety in the
definition of refractive error, the use of cycloplegia and the method of refraction. The lack of
consistency with regards to defining the refractive error of interest is one of the most considerable
barriers to making comparisons. Most studies of refractive error define the refractive error based on
the SER with common definitions of myopia being ≤ -0.25 D,151 ≤ -0.50 D,152,153 < -0.50 D,14,120 ≤ -0.75
D,154,155 < -0.75 D,156,157 ≤ -1.00 D158,159 and < -1.00 D.156,160 There is even less consistency in hyperopia
with definitions ranging from ≥ +0.50 D152 to > +3.00 D.158 As refractive error is usually found to have
a leptokurtotic distribution centred at approximately zero refractive error, changing the definition of
a refractive error can have a significant impact on the reported prevalence. This problem is
described by the example in Figure 4.1 which represents the distribution of refractive error taken
from a large EMR database. The figure demonstrates the typical leptokurtotic distribution of
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refractive error in a population. The dashed lines represent two possible definitions for myopia; ≤ 0.50 D (dashed red line) and ≤ -1.00 D (dashed blue line). The crude prevalence of myopia changes in
this dataset from 33.9% using a definition of ≤ -0.50 D to 26.4% using a definition of ≤ -1.00 D. Apart
from making epidemiological studies of refractive error difficult to compare, varying the definitions
of myopia and hyperopia can alter the apparent effect of associated risk factors.60,161

Figure 3.1: The effect of changing the refractive error definition. In this distribution of spherical
equivalent refraction (SER) the crude prevalence of myopia changes from 33.9% using a definition
of ≤ -0.50 D (dashed red line) to 26.4% using a definition of ≤ -1.00 D (dashed blue line)

The problem of establishing a consistent definition is even more difficult to overcome with
astigmatism as this refractive error contains two components; the cylindrical power and axis. The
definitions for power usually vary from ≤ -0.50 cylindrical dioptres (DC) to ≤ -1.00 DC14,154,158 with the
axis type usually described as being WTR, ATR or oblique if described at all.125,162 The difficulty in
defining presbyopia is explored by Wolffsohn and Davies in their comprehensive review of the
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condition.134 Having a definition purely focussed on near vision impairment would include many
young individuals however presbyopia is an inherently age related condition. Some authors have
used an objective definition of requiring an optical correction of ≥ +1.00 D added to the distance
correction to achieve near vision of N8 however this does not account for low myopes that can read
N8 with no correction in place but still suffer from the loss of accommodation that causes
presbyopia.163 It should be noted however that both in terms of effect on the individual and at a
population level, having difficulty seeing at near distances is the most significant issue whether this
has been caused by presbyopia in an older person or hyperopia in young person.
Some of these issues have been recognised within the research community with a recent consensus
paper from the International Myopia Institute (IMI) attempting to resolve the definition of myopia.93
The authors suggest a definition of ≤ -0.50 D SER as this is the most widely used definition of myopia
in published literature. The authors acknowledge this threshold is not without limitations and
suggest a higher threshold may be more appropriate for intervention trials to avoid false positive
and false negative associations. They also suggest a higher threshold may be appropriate if there is a
risk of misclassification as may be the case if cycloplegia is not used in younger individuals.
Cycloplegia involves the use of drugs such as tropicamide or cyclopentolate to paralyse the
accommodative system. An active accommodation system can significantly affect the results of
refraction, particularly in children. Both myopic and hyperopic children’s refractions have been
found to be more hyperopic when using cycloplegia with the magnitude of effect more pronounced
for higher levels of hyperopia and at younger ages.164 Most significantly, there is a real risk of
misclassifying children as myopic when performing non-cycloplegic refraction as it has been found
that up to 34% of children found to be myopic when assessed with non-cycloplegic auto-refraction
are found to be emmetropic or hyperopic following cycloplegia.164 Consensus has not yet been
reached on the need for cycloplegia in adults.165–167 The difference between non-cycloplegic and
cycloplegic refractions appears to diminish with age.166 Some authors have found a difference in
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young adults that could result in a misclassification error166,167 while others have not.165 This
difference has not been found in older adults that have started to experience the effects of
presbyopia so cycloplegia is not necessary in this group166 however the exact age between young
adulthood and commencement of presbyopia at which cycloplegia is no longer necessary has not
been established.
The pharmaceutical agent used to obtain a cycloplegic effect recommended by the IMI is 2 drops of
1% tropicamide separated by 5 minutes with the refraction measurement taking place 30 minutes
after the first drop is instilled. This recommendation is consistent with the published findings
comparing pharmaceutical agents for cycloplegia. A recent meta-analysis found no statistically
significant different in the results of cycloplegic refraction using either 1% tropicamide or 1%
cyclopentolate.168 The authors did observe a statistically significant difference for young children and
in hyperopes with more hyperopic refractions found in the presence of 1% cyclopentolate however
despite reaching statistical significance, the differences were still minimal (0.25 D, CI: 0.10 D, 0.40 D)
and unlikely to cause a misclassification error. As 1% tropicamide reaches its maximal effect in a
quicker time and causes less side effects, this is the most commonly used and recommended agent
for studies of refractive error.169
The method by which the refraction has been determined also needs to be considered when
comparing epidemiological studies of refractive error. Refraction techniques for most studies use
either an objective or subjective technique. Objective techniques primarily involve the use of
autorefraction while subjective techniques comprise either a full subjective refraction or
retinoscopy. The IMI recommends the use of objective techniques in myopia control studies as they
are more repeatable and subject to less practitioner bias than subjective techniques.169 They also
recommend the use of an open-field autorefractor (Figure 3.2) to reduce the likelihood of
instrument accommodation and instrument myopia.169 Although subjective refraction is less
repeatable than objective techniques the intra and inter examiner repeatability is within ± 0.50 D in
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the presence of cycloplegia170 which is approximately 0.25 D worse than the intra and inter examiner
repeatability of autorefraction.171 This difference is significant for studies examining the
effectiveness of a myopia control technique which usually report change of the order of under 1.00
D per year,172 however for an appropriately powered epidemiological study of refractive error this
difference is unlikely to result in a significant level of misclassification.

Figure 3.2: An example of an open-field autorefractor, the device recommended by the
International Myopia Institute (IMI) to determine refractive error in epidemiological and
interventional studies of myopia.169 Reproduced from Bradley et al.173

The changes that occur in refractive error due to age can also make prevalence figures hard to
interpret. In general, most children are born hyperopic becoming less hyperopic over the first
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months and years of life.12 If myopia develops, this usually occurs with increased axial elongation
during the teenage years resulting in the maximal level of myopia being reached by early
adulthood.174 There appears to be a tendency for most people to become increasingly hyperopic
with increasing age122 until later life when an increase in myopia can be observed as a consequence
of the development of nuclear sclerotic cataracts.175 Figure 3.3 demonstrates these changes by
showing the mean refractive error at 5-year age groups for a large EMR database. A significant
caveat when considering these changes with age is the potential for a cohort effect. There are no
longitudinal studies of refractive error over a long period of time that adequately control for a
cohort effect so these perceived changes in refractive error may just be changes occurring due to
population level changes in refractive error prevalence. This is a particular risk when considering
populations that have a significant change in refractive error prevalence over a short period of time
such as several Asian countries.3 Nevertheless, these potential changes in refractive error over the
life course mean that refractive error prevalence studies need to adequately describe the
participants’ age to allow appropriate comparisons. This is particularly the case for children where
significant changes in refractive error can occur in a relatively short period of time.
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Figure 3.3: The mean spherical equivalent refraction (SER) for 5-year age groups in a large (n =
649,486) cross sectional electronic medical records (EMR) database.

3.3 Prevalence of Refractive Error in Adults
3.3.1 Myopia
When comparing epidemiological studies of myopia, there are obvious geographic trends (Figure
3.4). East Asia has been found to have a significantly higher prevalence of myopia than any other
geographic location.3 Many studies of refractive error in this area have observed prevalence rates
over 40%176–178 with some even exceeding 50%179,180 (Table 3.1). The Beijing Eye Study found a
myopia (<-0.50 D SER) prevalence of 22.9% among 3,251 participants aged over 40 years181 with a
prevalence of 2.6% of high myopia (<-6.00 D SER). This study used a combination of non-cycloplegic
auto-refractor and subjective refraction to assess refractive error but did not assess refractive error
in anyone found to have unaided visual acuity of logMAR 0.0 or better which may have led to an
underestimation of myopia prevalence. Much higher rates of myopia have been observed in other
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urbanised parts of East Asia. The Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(KNHANES) found a prevalence of myopia (<-0.50 D SER) of 48.1% in 33,355 participants aged 20
years old and older. They assessed refractive error using non-cycloplegic auto-refractor. Similarly
high rates of myopia have been observed in Indonesia,176 Myanmar180 and Japan177 with a recent
study in Japan179 observing a prevalence rate of 50.0% in adults aged 34 – 80. The very high
prevalence of myopia observed in some Asian countries has not been seen in all Asian countries.
Bangladesh,182 India183,184 and Iran185 have all reported lower prevalence rates (Table 3.1).
Unsurprisingly, countries with higher rates of myopia also tend to have higher rates of high myopia
with several East Asian countries having rates in excess of 5%179,180,186 although the use of various
definitions of high myopia make direct comparisons difficult.
The prevalence of myopia is not typically found to be as high outside Asia. After Asia, the highest
prevalence of myopia is usually found in Western countries (Table 3.1). The European Eye
Epidemiology Consortium (E3) has produced the largest estimate of refractive error prevalence in
Europe154. Fifteen different studies on refractive error were combined to produce an agestandardised prevalence of myopia in Europe of 30.6% using a definition of myopia as < -0.50 D SER.
Refractive error was measured without cycloplegia either by auto-refractor or subjective refraction
in all included studies. High myopia was observed in 2.7% of all participants with higher levels in
younger age groups. The UK Biobank has recruited 502,682 participants aged from 40 to 69 years old
to study health and disease159. Refractive error was assessed in 107,452 participants using noncycloplegic auto-refractor making this one of the largest studies of refractive error in Europe. Myopia
(≤ -0.50 D SER) was observed in 33.5% of participants while high myopia (≤ -6.00 D SER) was found in
4.0% of participants. In the United States the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(NHANES) found a prevalence of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) of 44.7% in adults over the age of 20 years
old which reduced to 20.5% in adults over the age of 60 years old158 which is similar to the rates
found in European populations. The Blue Mountains Eye Study showed much lower prevalence of
myopia than has been observed in other Western populations187. Refractive error data was collected
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from 3,174 Australians aged from 49 to 97 by either subjective refraction or lensometry. The
prevalence of myopia was found to be 14.4% overall.

Figure 3.4: Current and projected myopia prevalence in adults around the world. Highest rates are
observed in East Asia. Data taken from Holden et al.3 Reproduced from
https://retinatoday.com/articles/2019-sept/myopia-a-global-epidemic

The prevalence of myopia varies across South America reflecting the different backgrounds and
environments of its inhabitants. Myopia (< -0.99 D SER) levels of approximately 7.5% have been
found after non-cycloplegic auto-refraction in 1,261 Venezuelan inhabitants of both rural and urban
backgrounds188. Lower levels of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) of 4.7% and 5.5% were observed in two
communities in Ecuador189. The lower rates of myopia found in Ecuador may be as the result of using
cycloplegic retinoscopy as the method to assess refractive error. Another factor may be the
difference in age cohorts with the groups in Ecuador limited to between 18 and 45 while in
Venezuela the age ranged from 0 to over 55. Higher levels of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) have been
observed in some South American communities with a prevalence of 14.4% observed in Columbia190
and 29.2% found in office workers in Argentina.191
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There is relatively little information available on the prevalence of myopia in Africa. Several studies
detail the rates of uncorrected refractive error but do not go into detail as to the nature of the
refractive error.192,193 Some studies do provide information on refractive error status in adults such
as a Nigerian study that found myopia (< -0.50 D SER) was observed in 16.2% and high myopia (< 5.00 D SER) was observed in 2.1% of adults over 40 when assessed with either non-cycloplegic autorefractor or subjective refraction194. Comparable results were found in Durban, South Africa with a
prevalence of myopia (< -0.50 D SER) of 11.4% for a similarly aged group of adults.195
When comparing the above prevalence studies, it is important to consider the make-up of the study
population. Table 3.1 lists a number of studies reporting myopia prevalence with similar age profiles
however many studies do not provide detailed breakdowns of the participants by age. As myopia is
has usually reached its maximum prevalence in the second to third decade,154,158,179 studies having
more or less younger participants will be biased towards having a higher or lower prevalence rate.
The environment of the study participants also needs to be considered. It has been consistently
found that urban lifestyles tend to result in a higher prevalence of myopia160,196 likely due to
experiencing many of the risk factors described in chapter 2. Many of the studies with the lowest
prevalence of myopia usually take place in rural environments with low levels of educational
attainment189,195 while the highest prevalence is usually found in highly urbanised environments with
high levels of educational attainment.178,179
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Table 3.1: Prevalence of myopia and high myopia in adults around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Myopia
Definition

Myopia
Prevalence

High Myopia
Definition

High Myopia
Prevalence

No

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Ezelum
(2011)194
Mashige
(2016)195

Nigeria

13599

40+

< -0.50 D

16.2%

< -5.00 D

2.1%

South Africa

1939

35 – 90

No

Objective

< -0.50 D

11.4%

NR

NR

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

48.5%
30.0%
30.2%

≤ -6.00 D
< -6.00 D
< -6.00 D

0.6%
3.1%
1.9%

Saw (2002)
Tan (2011)197
Hashemi
(2012)185
Nakao (2020)179
Wong (2000)186
Bourne
(2004)182
Xu (2005)181
Sawada
(2008)177
Gupta (2008)180
Liang (2009)198
Krishnaiah
(2009)184
Nangia (2010)183
Kim (2013)178
Yoo (2013)199

Indonesia
Singapore
Iran

1043
1835
4864

21+
55+
40 – 64

No
No
Yes

Asia
Objective
Objective
Subjective

Japan
Singapore
Bangladesh

9850
1113
11189

34 – 80
40 – 79
30+

No
No
No

Objective
Subjective
Objective

≤ -0.50 D
< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D

50.0%
35.0%
22.1%

≤ -6.00 D
< -5.00 D
< -5.00 D

7.9%
6.9%
1.8%

China
Japan

4319
3021

40+
40+

No
No

Subjective
Objective

< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D

22.9%
41.8%

< -6.00 D
< -6.00 D

2.6%
5.5%

Myanmar
China
India

2076
6491
3642

40+
30+
40 – 95

No
No
No

Objective
Subjective
Subjective

< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D

51.0%
21.8%
36.5%

< -6.00 D
< -5.00 D
< -5.00 D

6.5%
1.7%
4.8%

India
South Korea
South Korea

4619
23392
1532

30+
20+
40+

No
No
No

< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D

17.0%
48.1%
20.5%

< -6.00 D
< -6.00 D
< -6.00 D

0.9%
4.0%
1.0%

Vitale (2008)158
Antón (2009)152
Nowak (2018)200

USA
Spain
Poland

12010
417
998

20+
40 – 79
35 – 97

No
No
No

Subjective
Objective
Objective
Western Countries
Objective
Subjective
Subjective

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

44.7%
25.4%
24.1%

≤ -5.00 D
≤ -5.00 D
NR

6.5%
3.5%
NR

176
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Sherwin
(2012)201
Cumberland
(2015)159
Wang (1994)202
Attebo (1999)203
Hendricks
(2009)204
Wolfram
(2014)14
Varma (2017)205

UK

4428

48 – 89

No

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

27.8%

NR

NR

UK

107452

40 – 69

No

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

33.5%

≤ -6.00 D

4.0%

USA
Australia
Netherlands

4275
3654
444

43 – 84
49 – 97
17 – 60

No
No
No

Objective
Subjective
Objective

< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D
< -0.50 D

26.2%
15.5%
29.7%

NR
≤ -4.00 D
≤ -5.00 D

NR
3.0%
4.3%

Germany

13959

35 – 74

No

Objective

< -0.50 D

35.1%

≤ -6.00 D

3.5%

USA

4582

50+

35.1%

≤ -5.00 D

7.4%

1283

18 – 45

No
Objective
< -0.50 D
Central and South America
Yes
Subjective
≤ -0.50 D

4.7%/5.5%

NR

NR

1518

25 – 65

No

Subjective

≤ -0.50 D

29.2%

≤ -6.00 D

1.6%

3608

35 – 55

No

Subjective

≤ -0.50 D

14.4%

NR

NR

Jiménez
Ecuador
(2004)189
Cortinez
Argentina
191
(2008)
Galvis (2018)190 Columbia
NR = Not reported.
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3.3.2 Hyperopia
The prevalence of hyperopia in adults tends to follow an oppoesed trend as that described for
myopia. The highest prevalence of hyperopia is found in regions with a low prevalence of myopia
(Table 3.2). Although relatively few assessments of refractive error in adults have taken place in
Africa, those that have, indicate a high prevalence of hyperopia with one Nigerian study finding over
50% of adults aged 40 and older to be hyperopic.194 Similar results have been found in Central and
South America which also typically have lower rates of myopia when compared internationally.190
Western countries typically have a lower prevalence of hyperopia with the E3 observing a rate of
hyperopia (≥ +1.00 D SER) of 25.23% in adults aged 25 – 89.154 The prevalence of hyperopia in
Australian adults is high at over 50% when compared to other Western countries although this study
used an older age group and lower definition of hyperopia (> +0.50 D SER) which may contribute to
some of the difference observed.203 A study with a similar age profile in the UK observed a similar
prevalence of hyperopia of 49.4%.201 This highlights the need to consider the age of participants
when considering hyperopia prevalence in much the same way as is required when considering
studies of myopia prevalence. As hyperopia increases with age (Figure 3.2), studies using older
participants are likely to find higher rates of hyperopia. This point is further highlighted when
comparing two studies of refractive error conducted over the same time period in South Korea. Yoo
et al observed a prevalence rate of 41.8% in adults aged 40 and over.199 Kim et al observed a
prevalence rate of 24.2% in adults aged over 20 but they also reported rates for adults aged 40 and
over and found a prevalence of 34.8% which is much closer to the finding the by Yoo et al.178,199 The
remaining difference may be accounted for by the differing environments of the participants with
Yoo et al’s study focusing on rural inhabitants199 although as described in chapter 3.2, there is a
significant risk of a cohort effect when comparing refractive error prevalence across generations
which may also explain this variance. In general, East Asia tends to have the lowest rates of
hyperopia (Table 4.2) with a prevalence as low as 13.9% in Indonesia.176
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3.3.3 Astigmatism
The prevalence of astigmatism in adults follows less obvious trends than myopia or hyperopia. High
prevalence of astigmatism was found in countries in all geographical regions with participants living
in various environments (Table 3.2). High levels of astigmatism were reported in Japan,177 South
Korea,199 Spain152 and Nigeria194 while low levels were observed in Ecuador189 and Poland.200
The most consistent explanation for higher levels of astigmatism in a population is older age. Many
studies reported a relationship between increasing astigmatism and increasing age.177,194,199,200,203
This relationship was consistent across studies with both high and low overall prevalence of
astigmatism. This likely indicates a significant level of variation in astigmatism prevalence between
studies is due to the age of the study participants. This cannot completely explain the variance
however as different prevalence rates of astigmatism have been found even in similarly aged
populations.182,200
Some authors have suggested that higher refractive error results in higher levels of astigmatism203
and thus countries with high prevalence of myopia or hyperopia will also have high levels of
astigmatism. There have been conflicting reports on this relationship with some authors finding no
relationship between refractive error and astigmatism.177 Another possible explanation for the
differences observed is suggested by Bourne et al.182 In this study the authors observed a higher rate
of astigmatism in those with cataract. It may be the case that areas reporting higher levels of
astigmatism in older participants may also be areas with worse access to cataract surgery and the
high astigmatism prevalence may indicate a higher prevalence of cataract in the elderly in these
countries.
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Table 3.2: Prevalence of hyperopia and astigmatism in adults around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Ezelum
(2011)194
Mashige
(2016)195

Nigeria

13599

40+

No

35 – 90

No

South Africa 1939

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Hyperopia Hyperopia
Definition Prevalence

Astigmatism
Definition

Astigmatism
Prevalence

> +0.50 D

50.7%

> 0.50 D

63.5%

Objective

> +0.50 D

37.7%

≥ 0.50 D

25.7%

≥ +0.50 D
> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

13.9%
28.4%
20.6%

≥ 0.50 D
> 0.50 D
> 0.50 D

44.3%
43.9%
32.4%

Saw (2002)
Wong (2000)186
Bourne
(2004)182
Xu (2005)181
Sawada
(2008)177
Liang (2009)198
Krishnaiah
(2009)184
Nangia (2010)183
Hashemi
(2012)185,206
Kim (2013)178
Yoo (2013)199
Tan (2011)197
Gupta (2008)180

Indonesia
Singapore
Bangladesh

1043
1113
11189

21+
40 – 79
30+

No
No
No

Asia
Objective
Subjective
Objective

China
Japan

4319
3021

40+
40+

No
No

Subjective
Objective

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

20.0%
27.9%

NR
> 0.50 D

NR
54.0%

China
India

6491
3642

30+
40 – 95

No
No

Subjective
Subjective

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

22.0%
18.1%

> 0.50 D
> 0.50 D

28.0%
38.2%

India
Iran

4619
4864/5020

30+
40 – 64

No
Yes

Subjective
Subjective

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

18.0%
35.6%

NR
> 0.50 D

NR
49.1%

South Korea
South Korea
Singapore
Myanmar

23392
1532
1835
2076

20+
40+
55+
40+

No
No
No
No

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D
≥ +1.00 D
> +1.00 D

24.2%
41.8%
41.5%
15.0%

> 1.00 D
> 0.50 D
≥ 1.00 D
> 1.00 D

28.3%
63.7%
43.5%
30.6%

Antón (2009)152
Sherwin
(2012)201
Nowak (2018)200

Spain
UK

417
4428

40 – 79
48 – 89

Objective
Objective
Objective
Objective
Western Countries
No
Subjective
No
Objective

≥ +0.50 D
≥ +0.50 D

43.6%
49.4%

> 0.50 D
NR

53.5%
NR

Poland

998

35 – 97

No

≥ +0.50 D

37.5%

≥ 0.50 D

10.8%

176

Subjective
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Wang (1994)202
Attebo (1999)203
Hendricks
(2009)204
Varma (2017)205
Wolfram
(2014)14
Cumberland
(2015)159
Vitale (2008)158

USA
4275
Australia
3654
Netherlands 444

43 – 84
49 – 97
17 – 60

No
No
No

Objective
Subjective
Objective

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

49.0%
56.6%
9.9%

NR
≥ 0.75 D
> 0.50 D

NR
37.0%
23.6%

USA
Germany

4582
13959

50+
35 – 74

No
No

Objective
Objective

> +0.50 D
> +0.50 D

40.2%
31.8%

> 0.50 D
> 0.50 D

45.6%
32.3%

UK

107452

40 – 69

No

Objective

≥ +1.00 D

27.6%

NR

NR

USA

12010

20+

≥ +3.00 D

3.6%

≥ 1.00 D

36.2%

1518

25 – 65

No
Objective
Central and South America
No
Subjective

≥ +0.50 D

18.1%

NR

NR

3608
1283

35 – 55
18 – 45

No
Yes

≥ +0.50 D
≥ +1.00 D

42.1%
16.1%/11.5%

NR
≥ 0.50 D

NR
9.9%/7.7%

Cortinez
Argentina
191
(2008)
Galvis (2018)190 Columbia
Jiménez
Ecuador
189
(2004)
NR = not reported.

Subjective
Subjective
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3.3.4 Presbyopia
The ambiguity with regards to the definition of presbyopia makes reporting on the prevalence of
presbyopia difficult. Taken from a purely mechanistic view point, presbyopia can be considered the
loss of accommodative ability through aging in which case every person that lives long enough will
eventually be affected by presbyopia.134 This should mean that prevalence rates should reach 100%
past a certain age however most studies of presbyopia prevalence are more concerned with finding
those affected by correctable near vision impairment and establishing the number of people that are
uncorrected or undercorrected.207 If this is used as the basis for defining presbyopia, many myopic
individuals will not suffer from near vision impairment when they have no correction in place and
therefore prevalence rates will not reach 100% and may be much lower in countries with a high
prevalence of myopia. There are also relatively few studies describing the prevalence of presbyopia,
in a 2008 meta-analysis only 4 studies were found that met the inclusion criteria.163 This metaanalysis was repeated in 2018 when more studies had been carried out however there were still only
25 prevalence studies which primarily consisted of studies performed in Africa and Asia.207
The current estimated number of people effected by presbyopia is approximately 1.8 billion which is
projected to rise to 2.1 billion by the year 2030.207 This prevalence rate is expected to reduce after
the year 2030 due to the compensatory effect caused by the projected increase in myopia.3 Most
significantly there are estimated to be 826 million (95% CI: 686 – 960 million) people affected by
near vision impairment due to uncorrected and undercorrected presbyopia (Figure 3.5).207 Bourne et
al recently estimated near vision impairment due to uncorrected and under corrected presbyopia
was lower at 510 million (95% CI: 371 – 667 million) people using a different methodology.5 Although
there is disagreement between these two studies, the confidence intervals are quite close so the
true number of people affected by near vision impairment can likely be estimated as lying between
the two values.
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Figure 3.5: Map showing the prevalence of vision impairment resulting from uncorrected
presbyopia. The highest prevalence is found in Africa and East Asia while lowest prevalence is
observed in Western countries. Reproduced from Fricke et al.207
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3.4 Refractive Error Prevalence in Children
Many of the difficulties in comparing refractive error prevalence studies in adults are also present in
studies of children. This is often magnified due to the significant changes in refractive error that can
take place over relatively short periods of time in children.208 The Refractive Error Studies in

Children (RESC) suggested a uniform methodology and reporting structure to allow a better
estimation of global prevalence of refractive error and vision impairment in children.209 This
resulted in a series of studies in a variety of locations which were directly comparable .210–214
Several other studies of refractive error in children such as the Northern Ireland Childhood Errors of
Refraction (NICER) study215 and the Ireland Eye Study (IES)216 have also adopted the same reporting
methodology allowing for straightforward comparison however studies using the RESC protocol are
not available in all locations and in particular are less commonly performed for older children (Table
3.5 and 3.8).
The primary strength of the RESC methodology is the uniformity of reporting and the use of
cycloplegic autorefraction as the method of determining refractive error. One of the weaknesses is
that, the protocol does not require investigation of refractive error if a child has VA better than
0.625 decimal209 although many authors using this methodology carried out refractive error
assessment in all children regardless of VA.216,217 For those authors that did not assess refractive
error in children with VA better than 0.625 decimal, this will likely result in an underreporting of low
levels of myopia.218 The use of consistent definitions for refractive errors is another strength of the
RESC methodology although there was some variation in the definitions used for astigmatism with
investigators using either ≥ 0.75 DC210,212,214 or ≥ 1.00 DC.216,218
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3.4.1 Myopia
Myopia prevalence in children follows similar trends as those seen in adults. The highest prevalence
rates are typically seen in East Asia in urban settings208,219 with the lowest rates observed in Africa
and rural settings (Figure 3.6).220,221 The most significant difference when considering refractive error
prevalence in children as opposed to adults, is the rapid changes in refractive error that can occur
over a relatively short period of time.222 This necessitates grouping children in relatively small age
cohorts to facilitate appropriate comparison.

Figure 3.6: The rate of myopia seen in children based on recent studies. Myopia less than 25%
reported in blue, myopia less than 45% reported in green and myopia greater than or equal to 45%
reported in red. Adapted from https://myopiainstitute.org/myopia/

For young children under the age of 11, there is a greater level of homogeneity observed in myopia
prevalence. This is particularly the case for younger children aged approximately 6 years old (Table
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3.3). It is uncommon to observe myopia prevalence above 10% in this age group. One of the highest
levels of myopia observed in the approximately 6-year-old age group was 10% in a group of children
in Malaysia.214 The authors noted that the prevalence varied by ethnicity with prevalence in Chinese
children being higher at 20.9%. This level of myopia prevalence at this age has not been found in
other studies of Chinese children which are typically under 10%.210,223,224 The lowest prevalence rates
of myopia of less than 1% at this age have been observed in Australia225, Brazil218 and Ghana.226 Rates
were similarly low in this age cohort in other Western populations215,216 apart from those reported in
the Aston Eye Study (AES) which observed a prevalence of 9.4% however this study was more
ethnically diverse, including a significant cohort of Asian children, which may explain the variation.224
Myopia prevalence has been found in all locations to consistently increase as children reach the
teenage years (Figure 3.7) however the most dramatic changes are typically seen in East Asia (Table
3.4). Two Chinese studies found a prevalence of approximately 50% by age 10 – 11 in an urban
setting213,223 with relatively high prevalence of 38.8% also found in a rural setting in China.210 The
prevalence found by the mid teenage years was not as high in some other Asian countries with
prevalence’s of 10.8% and 32.5% in India212 and Malaysia214 by age 15 respectively. In Western
countries the prevalence of myopia by the early teenage years has also risen but is typically lower
than that found in Asia, usually below 20%.215,216 As with younger children, Africa, Australia and
South America usually have the lowest prevalence rates which are at or below 10% by age
15.211,217,225,226
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Figure 3.7: The prevalence of myopia in among older teenagers is extremely high in some east
Asian countries as indicated by the almost universal need for correction in this group of male
teenage students. Reproduced from Dolgin.227

There is less consistency in the reporting of myopia prevalence among older teenagers and young
adults. Studies using the RESC methodology have not to date recruited children older than
16.210,213,214,216,217,225 Most studies of myopia prevalence in older children still make use of the most
common definition of myopia of ≤ -0.50 D SER however the method of refraction used and use of
cycloplegia is inconsistent (Table 3.5). In this age group the rates of myopia increase dramatically in
East Asia (Figure 3.7) with a prevalence above 90% reported in both China208 and South Korea.219 The
study by Wang et al208 did not use cycloplegia so this very high prevalence may overstate the true
prevalence however the study by Jung et al219 found a prevalence of 96.5% using cycloplegia and a
more conservative definition of myopia of < -0.50 D SER making a misclassification error unlikely.
The very high prevalence (over 20%) of high myopia found in both studies is of most concern (see
chapter 4.4.3).208,219 Elsewhere the rates of myopia in this age cohort are more variable with rates in
Western countries varying from 13.4% in Norway228 to 59.0% in the USA.229 The study conducted in
Norway used cycloplegia with autorefraction and a definition of ≤ -0.50 D SER while the study in the
USA used non-cycloplegic subjective refraction with a definition of ≤ -1.00 D SER. The very high rate
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observed in the USA may be due to referral bias as this was a retrospective study using EMRs of
those accessing eyecare through a private health insurance plan. This may underrepresent the
number of emmetropic and hyperopic children in this age group as they are less likely to be
symptomatic and access care. A Polish study using a similar methodology to the study conducted in
Norway observed a myopia rate of 32.6% however the sample sizes for both studies were relatively
small. In Africa, the prevalence of myopia in this age group remained low with two studies finding
very similar rates of 4.6% and 4.3% in Rwanda220 and Ghana226 respectively. The only study of this
age cohort in central and South America reported a myopia prevalence of 15.5%, however, the
unusual definitions used for refractive error (myopia ≤ -0.10 D SER) make these results hard to
interpret.230
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Table 3.3: Prevalence of myopia and high myopia in young children (6 – 10 years old) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Naidoo (2003)217

South Africa

OvenseriOgbomo (2010)226

Ghana

458
551
231
254

6
10
5–7
8 – 10

210

Zhao (2000)
Murthy (2002)212

China
India

He (2004)213

China

Goh (2005)214

Malaysia

Ma (2016)223

China

O’Donoghue
(2010)215
Logan (2011)224
French (2012)225
Harrington
(2019)216

1152
494
590
295
415
590
589
1230
962

5–7
6
10
6
10
7
10
6
10

Myopia
Definition

Myopia
Prevalence

High Myopia
Definition

High Myopia
Prevalence

Yes

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

4.6%
1.9%
0.9%
8.3%

NR

NR

Yes
Yes

Asia
Objective
Objective

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

NR
NR

NR
NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

Yes

Subjective

≤ -0.50 D

1.2%
5.9%
7.0%
5.9%
30.1%
10.0%
16.2%
5.2%
52.2%

≤ -6.00 D

0.0%
1.0%

≤ -0.50 D

2.8%

NR

NR

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

9.4%
0.7%
3.3%

NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR

3.5%
0.8%*

NR
NR

NR
NR

UK

392

6–7

Western Countries
Yes
Objective

UK
Australia
Ireland

359
1105
733

6–7
6–7
6–7

Yes
Yes
Yes

Objective
Objective
Objective

Central and South America
Maul (2000)211
Chile
1675
5–7
Yes
Objective
≤ -0.50 D
Moraes Ibrahim
Brazil
246
10
Yes
Subjective
≤ -0.50 D
(2013)218
NR = not reported. *Refractive error was not assessed in children with VA ≥ 0.625 decimal.
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Table 3.4: Prevalence of myopia and high myopia in children (11 – 15 years old) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Naidoo (2003)217

South Africa

OvenseriOgbomo (2010)226

Ghana

476
326
253
203

11
15
11 – 13
14 – 16

210

Zhao (2000)
Murthy (2002)212

China
India

He (2004)213

China

Goh (2005)214

Malaysia

Rim (2016)156
O’Donoghue
(2010)215
Logan (2011)224
French (2012)225
Harrington
(2019)216
211

Myopia
Definition

Myopia
Prevalence

High Myopia
Definition

High Myopia
Prevalence

Yes

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

4.4%
9.6%
9.1%
8.9%

NR

NR

Yes
Yes

Asia
Objective
Objective

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

NR
NR

NR
NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

Yes

Objective

≤ -0.50 D

NR

NR

< -0.75 D

38.8%
9.7%
10.8%
49.7%
78.4%
22.6%
32.5%
73.0%

< -6.00 D

9.3%

≤ -0.50 D

15.0%

NR

NR

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

29.4%
4.6%
19.9%

NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR

South Korea

905
528
381
427
376
701
693
7486+

14 – 15
11
15
11
15
11
15
12 – 18

UK

661

12 – 13

Objective
Western Countries
Yes
Objective

UK
Australia
Ireland

296
1406
901

12 – 13
12 – 13
12 – 13

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Objective
Objective
Objective

Central and South America
Yes
Objective
≤ -0.50 D
Yes
Subjective
≤ -0.50 D

Maul (2000)
Chile
1675
14 – 15
12.5%
NR
NR
Moraes Ibrahim
Brazil
340
12
2.9%**
NR
NR
218
(2013)
175
15
3.4%**
*Astigmatism prevalence for entire study population, not reported in age groups. **Refractive error was not assessed in children with VA ≥ 0.625 decimal.
+
Sample size for ages 5 – 19. NR = not reported.
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Table 3.5: Prevalence of myopia and high myopia in older children (16 years old and over) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Semanyenzi
(2015)220
Mehari (2013)221

Rwanda

300

17 – 20

Yes

Ghana

814

16 – 18

No

Wang (2020)208

China

370

18

No

Jung (2012)219
South Korea
231
Quek (2004)
Singapore
Hashemi (2014)232 Iran

23616
453
434+

19
15+
18

Yes
No
No

Hagen (2018)228
Shapira (2019)233
Czepita (2006)234
Theophanous
(2018)229

439
104689
187
2849

16 – 19
16 – 19
18
17 – 19

Norway
Israel
Poland
USA

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Myopia
Definition

Myopia
Prevalence

High Myopia
Definition

High Myopia
Prevalence

≤ -0.50 D

4.6%

≤ -6.00 D

0.5%

Subjective
Asia
Objective

≤ -0.50 D

4.3%

NR

NR

≤ -0.50 D

92.7%

≤ -6.00 D

26.0%

Objective
Objective
Subjective
Western Countries
Yes
Objective
No
Objective
Yes
Subjective
No
Subjective

< -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D

96.5%
74.2%
37.1%

≤ -6.00 D
≤ -6.00 D
≤ -6.00 D

21.6%
6.8%
0.5%*

≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -0.50 D
≤ -1.00 D

13.4%
23.3%
32.6%
59.0%

≤ -6.00 D
≤ -6.00 D
NR
≤ -6.00 D

0.5%
1.7%
NR
4.9%

Central and South America
Yes
Subjective
≤ -0.10 D

15.5%

NR

NR

De Amorim
Brazil
1024
16 – 20
Garcia (2005)230
*High myopia prevalence for entire study population. +Sample size for ages 14 – 18. NR = not reported.
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3.4.2 Hyperopia
Hyperopia prevalence in children has been found to be highest at younger ages and usually reduces
as the prevalence of myopia increases with increasing age. The RESC used a definition for hyperopia
of ≥ +2.00 D SER.209 When compared to adult studies this is an unusually high definition for
hyperopia however this was likely chosen as the effects of accommodation in childhood mean a
child with a refraction below +2.00 D SER is likely to be asymptomatic. The screening strategy
employed by the RESC209 and many other studies of refractive error in children contains a significant
limitation. Children first had their visual acuity screened and if it was found to be 0.625 decimal or
better, they were deemed to be emmetropic with no full refractive error examination. This is
particularly problematic for hyperopic children as many hyperopic children can appear to have good
distance visual acuity due to the compensatory effect of their accommodation.
The highest prevalence of hyperopia (≥ +2.00 D) in young children (6 – 10 years old) has been
observed in Europe with two studies finding rates above 25%.215,216 A similar rate has been found in
Chile211 although most other countries with prevalence data for young children report rates of
approximately 10% or less (Table 3.6). Having higher rates of hyperopia in young children does not
necessarily imply the rates of myopia will be lower as the children age. Naidoo et al217 found a
hyperopia prevalence of 4.6% in South Africa in 6-year-olds which was much lower than the 25.0%
observed in 6 – 7-year-olds by Harrington et al216 in Ireland however by age 12 – 13 the myopia
prevalence observed by Harrington et al216 was 19.9% while Naidoo et al217 only observed 9.6%
myopia prevalence by age 15.
In young teenage children the rates of hyperopia are reduced to below 10% (Table 3.7) with the
lowest rates observed in East Asian populations.210,213,214 The low rate of hyperopia observed in these
populations is likely a consequence of the increasing levels of myopia that become apparent at this
age. This trend of reducing hyperopia prevalence continues in older children (Table 3.8) however
these studies are more difficult to compare as most authors use a lower definition of hyperopia of ≥
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+0.50 D SER. There are also relatively few studies reporting on the prevalence of hyperopic refractive
error in older teenagers. The highest levels of hyperopia were observed in Norway228 and Brazil230
however the low threshold for hyperopia selected in both studies is the most likely cause for these
high prevalence values. The Norwegian study228 also reported a prevalence of 6.4% at a threshold of
≥ +2.00 D SER which is still higher than that found in other studies but not as significantly different.

3.4.3 Astigmatism
Establishing trends in astigmatism prevalence in children is more difficult than for myopia and
hyperopia. This is primarily due to how astigmatism is reported in the literature. The RESC
recommended astigmatism was defined as ≥ 0.75 DC209 however not all authors have used this
definition instead using ≥ 1.00 DC.216,225 More significantly, most studies using the RESC protocol did
not report astigmatism prevalence for each age group but instead reported the prevalence for the
entire cohort of children making any age-related patterns difficult to elicit. There are also no obvious
geographical trends (Table 3.6 – 3.8) with both high and low prevalence of astigmatism reported in
Asia210,213 and elsewhere.211,215 In China, a higher prevalence of astigmatism was found in children
living in an urban environment than those living in a rural environment.210,213 This may offer an
explanation as to the various prevalence values observed in different studies however these two
studies also had significantly different rates of myopia with much higher levels of myopia observed
in the urban setting.210,213 It has been suggested that astigmatism may be associated with having a
refractive error123 in which case the higher prevalence of myopia may be the true reason for the
difference in astigmatism prevalence found in these two studies.
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Table 3.6: Prevalence of hyperopia and astigmatism in young children (6 – 10 years old) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Naidoo (2003)217

South Africa
Ghana

6
10
5–7
8 – 10

Yes

OvenseriOgbomo (2010)226

458
551
231
254

210

Zhao (2000)
Murthy (2002)212

China
India

He (2004)213

China

Goh (2005)214

Malaysia

Ma (2016)223

China

O’Donoghue
(2010)215
Logan (2011)224
French (2012)225
Harrington
(2019)216

1152
494
590
295
415
590
589
1230
962

5–7
6
10
6
10
7
10
6
10

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Hyperopia Hyperopia
Definition Prevalence

Astigmatism
Definition

Astigmatism
Prevalence

≥ +2.00 D

4.6%
1.9%
0.9%
8.3%

≥ 0.75 D

14.6%*

≥ 0.75 D

13.0%
14.2%

8.5%
13.0%
5.3%
10.7%
4.6%
5.0%
1.4%
87.3%
30.5%

≥ 0.75 D
≥ 0.75 D

9.5%*
14.6%*

≥ 0.75 D

42.8%*

≥ 0.75 D

20.3%*

≥ 1.00 D

21.6%
24.1%

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D

Yes
Yes

Asia
Objective
Objective

≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D

Yes

Subjective

≥ +0.50 D

≥ +2.00 D

26.0%

NR

24.3%

≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D

12.3%
12.0%
25.0%

NR
≥ 1.00 D
≥ 1.00 D

NR
3.8%
19.2%

UK

392

6–7

Western Countries
Yes
Objective

UK
Australia
Ireland

1105
733

6–7
6–7
6–7

Yes
Yes
Yes

Objective
Objective
Objective

Central and South America
Maul (2000)211
Chile
1675
5–7
Yes
Objective
≥ +2.00 D 21.6%
≥ 0.75 D
26.7%*
Moraes Ibrahim
Brazil
246
10
Yes
Subjective
≥ +2.00 D 1.63%**
≥ 1.00 D
1.45%
(2013)218
*Astigmatism prevalence for entire study population, not reported in age groups. **Refractive error was not assessed in children with VA ≥ 0.625 decimal.
NR = not reported.
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Table 3.7: Prevalence of hyperopia and astigmatism in young children (11 – 15 years old) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Naidoo (2003)217

South Africa
Ghana

11
15
11 – 13
14 – 16

Yes

OvenseriOgbomo (2010)226

476
326
253
203

210

Zhao (2000)
Murthy (2002)212

China
India

He (2004)213

China

Goh (2005)214

Malaysia

Rim (2016)156
O’Donoghue
(2010)215
Logan (2011)224
French (2012)225
Harrington
(2019)216
211

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Hyperopia Hyperopia
Definition Prevalence

Astigmatism
Definition

Astigmatism
Prevalence

≥ +2.00 D

3.2%
0.7%
1.6%
3.0%

≥ 0.75 D

14.6%*

≥ 0.75 D

13.0%
16.7%

≥ 0.75 D
≥ 0.75 D

9.5%*
14.6%*

≥ 0.75 D

42.8%*

≥ 0.75 D

20.3%*

≥ 1.00 D

34.0%

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D

Yes
Yes

Asia
Objective
Objective

≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D

Yes

Objective

≥ +2.00 D
> +0.50 D

1.1%
5.0%
3.9%
3.5%
0.5%
0.9%
0.9%
2.6%

≥ +2.00 D

11.8%

NR

24.3%

≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D
≥ +2.00 D

5.4%
4.4%
8.9%

NR
≥ 1.00 D
≥ 1.00 D

NR
3.8%
15.9%

South Korea

905
528
381
427
376
701
693
7486+

14 – 15
11
15
11
15
11
15
12 – 18

UK

392

12 – 13

Objective
Western Countries
Yes
Objective

UK
Australia
Ireland

296
1105
733

12 – 13
12 – 13
12 – 13

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Objective
Objective
Objective

Central and South America
Yes
Objective
Yes
Subjective

Maul (2000)
Chile
1675
5–7
≥ +2.00 D 7.5%
≥ 0.75 D
26.7%*
Moraes Ibrahim
Brazil
340
12
≥ +2.00 D 0.8%**
≥ 1.00 D
1.45%*
218
(2013)
175
15
1.12%**
*Astigmatism prevalence for entire study population, not reported in age groups. **Refractive error was not assessed in children with VA ≥ 0.625 decimal.
+
Sample size for ages 5 – 19. NR = not reported.
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Table 3.8: Prevalence of hyperopia and astigmatism in older children (16 years old and over) around the world.
Author (year)

Country

Sample
Size

Age

Cycloplegia

Semanyenzi
(2015)220
Mehari (2013)221

Rwanda

300

17 – 20

Yes

Ghana

814

16 – 18

No

Quek (2004)231
Singapore
Hashemi (2014)232 Iran

453
434+

15+
18

Hagen (2018)228
Czepita (2006)234

439
187

16 – 19
18

Norway
Poland

Refraction
Method
Africa
Objective

Subjective
Asia
No
Objective
No
Subjective
Western Countries
Yes
Objective
Yes
Subjective
Central and South America
Yes
Subjective

Hyperopia Hyperopia
Definition Prevalence

Astigmatism
Definition

Astigmatism
Prevalence

≥ +0.50 D

4.3%*

≥ 0.50 D

2.2%

≥ +2.00 D

0.3%

≥ 0.50 D

2.17%**

≥ +0.50 D
≥ +0.50 D

1.8%
22.6%

≥ 0.50 D
> 0.50 D

60.3%
27.4%

≥ +0.50 D
≥ +1.00 D

55.4%
3.2%

≥ 1.00 D
NR

8.9%
NR

De Amorim
Brazil
1024
16 – 20
≥ +0.10 D 67.8%
≥ 0.10 D
4.0%
Garcia (2005)230
*Hyperopia prevalence for entire study population, not reported in age groups. ** Astigmatism prevalence for entire study population, not reported in age
groups +Sample size for ages 14 – 18. NR = not reported.
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3.5 Evidence for Increasing Myopia
The evidence above indicates the high levels of myopia present in some locations and also appears
to indicate an increased prevalence of myopia in younger generations. Some studies have specifically
looked at changes in myopia prevalence that have occurred over longer periods of time within
certain populations.
Comparison of the results from the 1999-2004 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
NHANES with those from 1971-1972 demonstrated a significant increase in the prevalence of
myopia8 in participants aged 12 to 54 in the United States. Overall myopia prevalence increased
from 25.0% to 41.6%. All levels of myopia increased over time with severe myopia (≤ -7.9 D SER)
increasing from 0.2% to 1.6%. A similar time span was assessed in Australian Aboriginal
communities.235 In 1977 161 adults aged 20 to 30 had their refractive error measured by cycloplegic
subjective refraction with a mean refraction of +0.54 D SER. 128 adults of the same age range were
assessed in 2000 and observed to have mean refraction of -0.55 D SER. In 2000 refractive error was
assessed by non-cycloplegic auto-refractor. The authors validated the use of non-cycloplegic autorefractor as showing excellent agreement against cycloplegic subjective refraction but this may have
induced a bias for increased myopia.
Bar Dayan et al236 documented an increase of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) in 919,929 young adults (16 to
22) attending for military service in the Israeli army. They observed a change in myopia prevalence
from 20.3% to 28.3% from 1990 to 2002. This was based on non-cycloplegic subjective refraction.
A slightly younger age group (18.46 ± 0.69 years) was assessed over a 15-year period by Chen et al in
China.237 43,858 third-year high school students were assessed with non-cycloplegic autorefraction
to determine refractive error. The prevalence of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) was found to increase from
79.5% to 87.7% between the years 2001 and 2015. They observed significant increases in moderate
myopia (38.8% to 45.7%) and high myopia (7.9% to 16.6%) levels.
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Another East Asian study238 assessed the refractive error difference between parents and their
children in an attempt to determine change in myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) prevalence over time.
Refractive error was determined by cycloplegic auto-refactor in children and non-cycloplegic autorefractor or self-reporting in adults. Children at younger ages were found to be more hyperopic than
their parents but by age 16 to 17.9 years 70% of children were more myopic than their parents. The
overall estimation indicated the children would eventually be approximately -1.94 D SER more
myopic than their parents at age 18.
In Taiwan a study examined children aged 7, 12, 15 and 16 to 18 in 8 different years between 1983
and 2016.9 They observed an increase in the prevalence of myopia (≤ -0.25 D SER) across all age
categories over the time span with the prevalence of myopia in children aged 7 increasing from 5.8%
to 25.4% and the prevalence in those aged 16 to 18 increasing from 74% to 90%. There were also
significant increases in the rate of high myopia (< -6.00 D SER) with highest rates seen in those aged
16 to 18 (17% to 24%).

3.6 Future Predictions
Given the apparent increasing myopia prevalence over the last number of decades several authors
have attempted to predict the future prevalence of myopia. Holden et al.3 conducted the largest
such study and based their predications on a meta-analysis of 145 epidemiological studies of
refractive error. The authors predicted a global prevalence of myopia of 49.8% by 2050 with the
highest prevalence in high income Asian countries at 66.4% and the lowest in East Africa at 22.7%
(Figure 3.8). Of most concern the authors predict the global prevalence of high myopia will reach
9.8% by 2050. The authors noted several limitations in their predictions including the relative lack of
data available in some regions. Similar projections have been made for Chinese239 and Indian240
children. Dong et al239 based their predictions on 22 studies of refractive error in Chinese children
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and predicted by 2050 84.3% of Chinese children aged 3 – 18 years would myopic. This is higher than
that predicted by Holden et al3 however their results did not apply specifically to children. Priscilla
and Verkicharla240 used a similar methodology to predict the prevalence of myopia in Indian children
by 2050. They based their prediction on a meta-analysis of 8 studies of refractive error. By the 2050
the authors predict 48.2% of Indian children living in urban settings would be myopic. This is less
than the 53.0% predicted by Holden et al. and Priscilla and Verkicharla240 suggest the true difference
may be even larger as their prediction does not include adults and those living in rural settings that
are less likely to be myopic. This variation may be due to the authors using a different statistical
model to Holden et al3 as the data available could not facilitate a similar analysis.

Figure 3.8: Estimated increase in myopia based on analysis by Holden et al.3
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3.7 Summary
There are several challenges in establishing the current worldwide prevalence of refractive error
however the evidence available indicates some patterns. Myopia is a refractive error of significant
concern as the prevalence of myopia has increased significantly in recent decades and is projected to
continue to increase over the coming decades if interventions do take place. This is particularly the
case in some parts of Asia where myopia prevalence has reached extreme levels. As the prevalence
of high myopia increases in tandem with the increases found in myopia in general, the risk of
uncorrectable vision loss due to the complications of myopia (see chapter 4) may increase
significantly in the coming years. Fewer epidemiological studies of hyperopia and astigmatism have
taken place but current evidence indicates the prevalence of hyperopia is reducing as the prevalence
of myopia is increasing while the only obvious trend in astigmatism is that the prevalence increases
with increasing age. The prevalence of presbyopia is difficult to establish due to a lack of studies and
an inconsistent definition for presbyopia. The primary concern with presbyopia is the level of
undercorrection of presbyopia resulting in near vision impairment which has been estimated to
effect in excess of 500 million people currently.
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4 Vision Impairment
4.1 Introduction
The WHO defines vision impairment using categories ranging from mild vision impairment to
blind.241 This is done using the level of presenting visual acuity according to table 1.

Table 4.1: Classification of severity of vision impairment based on visual acuity in the better eye.
Adapted from the World Health Report on Vision.241
Category
Mild vision impairment
Moderate vision impairment
Severe vision impairment
Blindness
Near vision impairment

Visual Acuity in the Better Eye
Worse than:
6/12 (0.5)
6/18 (0.33)
6/60 (0.1)
3/60 (0.05)
N6 or M 0.8 at 40 cm

Equal to or better than:
6/18 (0.33)
6/60 (0.1)
3/60 (0.05)

Classically, vision impairment was not considered based on presenting visual acuity but rather based
on best corrected visual acuity.241 Both methods of defining vision impairment have advantages and
disadvantages. By measuring vision impairment based on presenting visual acuity, the number of
people within a population that require eye care is determined as many of these individuals can
achieve normal vision with interventions such as refractive error correction or cataract surgery. This
is particularly useful in countries with poor access to eyecare. Measuring vision impairment based on
best corrected visual acuity more accurately reflects the number of individuals within a population
that have uncorrectable vision impairment and allows better resource and support planning for
those affected.
Vision impairment may also be defined according to the level visual field restriction, with a visual
field less than 20 degrees in the better eye representing vision impairment and a visual field less
than 10 degrees representing blindness.242
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Vision impairment has a significant impact on both the individual and society. Many studies have
examined the impact of vision impairment on various aspects of an affected individuals quality of life
(QoL).243 A recent review article demonstrated a consistent reduction of QoL in those with vision
impairment.243 It has also been found that QoL measures reduce with worse levels of vision
impairment regardless of how long the vision impairment is present.244 It should be noted however
that even mild levels of vision impairment are associated with a reduction in QoL.245 The most
consistently reported individual impact of vision impairment is on leisure and work, social
interactions, household and personal care, mobility and the emotional reaction to vision
loss.244,246,247 There are also several reports on the potential health impacts of vision impairment. An
association with an increased risk of falls and vision impairment has been found in both an Asian245
and a North American248 population. There are mixed reports on the association of vision
impairment and depression symptoms. Some investigators have observed an association between
symptoms of depression and vision impairment249,250 while others have found no association.251,252
Frank et al249 suggest that the strongest relationship is found with self-reported vision impairment as
opposed to measures of VA which may explain the variation in results. A recent meta-analysis
reported on the association between vision impairment and mortality finding an increased risk of
mortality in those with vision impairment with the risk of mortality increasing as the level of vision
impairment increased.253
Apart from the individual impact, vision impairment has significant societal impacts. There are
significant economic costs associated with vision impairment and blindness with a conservative
analysis estimating the global cost of loss of productivity due to undercorrected refractive error at
$121 billion in 2007.254 These estimates have increased in the intervening years with undercorrected
myopia alone accounting for $244 billion in lost productivity in 2015.4 In the Republic of Ireland, the
estimated direct cost of vision impairment and blindness to the healthcare system in 2020 was €137
million.255 Additional direct costs in the form of lost productivity, informal care and welfare costs
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amounted to €312 million giving a total cost to the economy in 2020 of €449 million.255 When adding
the indirect cost of disability adjusted life years (DALYs), a measure combing years of life lost due to
earlier death and years lost due to disability, the economic cost rises to over €2 billion.255

4.2 Causes of Vision Impairment
The vision loss expert group (VLEG) provides an estimation of the global burden of vision impairment
and blindness (Figure 4.1).5 They estimated that in 2020 the leading cause of blindness globally was
cataract followed by glaucoma with cataract accounting for over 50% of all cases of blindness.256
Cataract was the second leading cause of moderate to severe vision impairment (MSVI) after
undercorrected refractive error and together they accounted for 75% of all cases of MSVI.256 The
overall global prevalence of vision impairment has increased from 3.92% in 2010 to 4.34% in 2020
and it is predicted that by 2050 895 million people will have some level of distance vision
impairment.5 Since 2010 there was found to be no change in the overall crude prevalence of total
vision impairment in older adults however the overall crude prevalence of blindness had decreased
by 14.4% while MSVI had slightly increased by 1.6%. 256
There was some variation noted with significant differences in the causes of vision impairment and
blindness in different geographic regions. Typically, in higher income regions such as Western
Europe, cataract and undercorrected refractive error did not represent as many cases of blindness
although they still contributed significantly as a cause of vision impairment.10,256 Other causes of
blindness such as age related macular degeneration and glaucoma were more common in higher
income regions, likely due to the older populations within these regions.10,256
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Figure 4.1: Geographic variation in vision impairment with highest number of people affected by
vision loss found in East and South Asia. Reproduced from the Vision Loss Expert Group Atlas.5,256
Available at https://www.iapb.org/learn/vision-atlas/

4.3 Vision Impairment in Ireland
4.3.1 Vision Impairment in Adults
The level of vision impairment within Ireland is estimated by the VLEG to be 5.3% or approximately
270,000 people affected in 2020.5,256 Approximately 0.2% of the population of Ireland is estimated to
be blind.5,256 These figures are projections based on modelling using data from other countries and
the level of access to eyecare available within Ireland.257,258 VLEG currently have no data on vision
impairment in Ireland and have identified a lack of vision impairment data in Western countries as a
limitation in their projections.5,256
Although the VLEG have not included any data from Ireland in their analysis, there are a small
number of studies on vision impairment in Ireland. The studies that have been conducted typically
describe vision impairment and blindness in either children or adults. Most of these studies do not
report undercorrected refractive error as a cause of vision impairment or blindness as the most
common methodology used is to perform an audit of the Irish blind register which does not allow
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registration due to undercorrected refractive error. This methodology also only captures those with
more severe vision impairment, typically those that are legally blind,259 resulting in no information
on the number of individuals suffering with milder forms of vision impairment.
The most recent study of adult blindness covers the period 1996 – 2003 and estimated the number
of blind adults in Ireland.259 This study performed an audit on the Irish blind register and observed a
level of 0.23% blind adults in Ireland in 2003. This is very similar to the figure estimated by the VLEG
and represented a 37% increase from 1996.259,260 The authors of this study noted however that their
reported prevalence was likely underestimating the true level of blindness as they observed 57% of
patients attending an ophthalmology outpatients clinic that met the criteria for blind registration
were not registered. Significantly, 21% of patients attending the clinic had no appropriate reason for
not being registered. These results are in line with those found in the UK where over 50% of patients
eligible to be registered as blind were not registered.261
Among the adult population in Ireland, the most common reason for blind registration in 2003 was
age related macular degeneration (AMD) with 25% of those registered blind being due to AMD.259
This was followed by glaucoma (12%), retinitis pigmentosa (7%), myopia (5%) and diabetic
retinopathy (5%).259 AMD and diabetic retinopathy (DR) as a cause of blindness had more than
doubled since 1996.260 All other causes were relatively stable apart from cataract which had more
than halved from 11% to less than 4%.259,260 The reduction in blindness due to cataract is almost
certainly due to improved access to cataract surgery. The number of people registered as blind due
to DR was found to have reduced over the following 10 years however the number of people with
vision impairment due to DR had increased over the same time period.262 Given the most recent
audit of the blind register was almost 20 years ago, predating the widespread use of effective
treatments for neovascular AMD such as anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti VEGF) drugs263
and the existence of the Irish National Diabetic RetinaScreen Programme,264 it would be interesting
to determine if these trends had been reversed.
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4.3.2 Vision Impairment in Children
There have been 3 studies reporting on vision impairment and blindness in children in Ireland. A
1991 report determined the causes and prevalence of blindness in those aged under 16 by seeking
eligible patients for examination from ophthalmologists and social and educational facilities involved
in the care of blind children.265 The rate of blindness in children found was 0.02% with most cases of
blindness occurring in the prenatal stage with optic nerve hypoplasia (Figure 4.2) the most
commonly diagnosed cause of blindness. 265 A similar study was performed in 2004 and found a rate
of blindness in children of 0.05%.266 The authors suggested the increased rate of blindness was
artificial and actually due to better registration of and follow up of blind children enabling the
authors to more easily identify those children affected. Most significantly the study showed a
changing pattern of blindness in children in Ireland with much lower rates of acquired blindness due
to conditions such as retinopathy of prematurity and higher rates of blindness due to
cerebrovascular impairment likely due to increased survival rates in preterm infants.266
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Figure 4.2: An example of optic nerve hypoplasia, one of the most common causes of blindness in
children in Ireland.265,266 Reproduced from
https://webeye.ophth.uiowa.edu/eyeforum/cases/case10.htm

To date only one study has reported on rates of vision impairment including undercorrected
refractive error as a potential cause. The IES assessed 1,626 children in 2 age cohorts to determine
the prevalence of refractive error and vision impairment.216 Unlike other studies of vision
impairment or blindness in children in Ireland, the IES was a representative cross sectional study that
used random cluster sampling to select schools for participation. Presenting vision impairment was
defined as ≥ 0.3 logMAR with spectacles if worn. The prevalence of “better eye” presenting vision
impairment was 3.7% in the younger cohort and 3.4% in the older cohort. Higher levels of presenting
vision impairment were observed in minority groups and the overall level of presenting vision
impairment was significantly higher than that found in similar populations. 215
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4.4 Vision Impairment Due to Refractive Error
It is clear that undercorrected refractive error is a significant cause of vision impairment256 however
refractive error is itself a risk factor for uncorrectable vision impairment,267 something for which the
general public does not seem to have an awareness.268 It has been demonstrated that increasing
refractive error, both myopic and hyperopic are associated with an increased risk of vision
impairment however the causes of vision impairment are usually different.267

4.4.1 Causes of Vision Impairment in Myopia
The increasing prevalence of myopia discussed in chapter 3 makes the potential for associated vision
impairment very concerning. Myopia can cause a number of complications with the retina frequently
involved. These complications are thought to occur in response to the changes in shape of the ocular
globe that occurs with increasing axial length.269 A structural change that can occur in those with
high myopia is the development of a posterior staphyloma. This is a posterior outpouching of the
fundus which has a radius of curvature which is less than the globe28 (Figure 4.3). In eyes with high
myopia, those with the posterior staphyloma have been found to be at higher risk of reduced visual
acuity and macular complications.28 Macular complications in myopia are usually referred to as
myopic macular degeneration (MMD) or myopic maculopathy and represent one of the most
common causes of vision impairment in myopia.267 The first description of MMD was given by Curtin
and Karlin270 with the authors describing several retinal lesions and their association with axial
length. Since then several attempts have been made to create a unified classification system for
MMD.269,271 Ohno-Matsui et al describe MMD in four stages going from the presence of a tessellated
fundus with minimal effect on visual acuity to macular atrophy which can cause severe vision
impairment.271 The authors also described plus features including Lacquer cracks, Fuch’s spot and
choroidal neovascularisation all of which confer an increased risk of vision impairment.271
Progression through the stages of MMD (Figure 4.4) and the resultant loss of visual acuity appears to
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be a function of the level of myopia and axial length combined with the age of the patient.272
Hayashi et al followed a series of patients having bilateral high myopia and high axial length
measurements over a mean follow-up period of 12.7 years to assess the progression of MMD in high
myopia over the life course.272 The authors observed progression of MMD in 40.6% of eyes with the
development of myopic choroidal neovascularisation having the most significant effect on visual
acuity. This level of MMD progression was not observed in another group of highly myopic eyes in
Australia, however this may be explained by the much shorter follow-up period of 5 years for all
participants and also the sample of eyes with MMD was far less.273

Figure 4.3: Normal ocular shape (A), axial elongation in myopia (B) and axial elongation with
posterior staphyloma (C). Adapted from Ohno-Matsui.274
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Figure 4.4: Progression of MMD from a tessellated fundus (image A) to diffuse chorioretinal
atrophy (image B) to patchy chorioretinal atrophy (image C). Adapted from Hayashi et al.272

The peripheral retina is not spared in myopia with a higher risk of retinal detachment (RD) with
increasing levels of myopia. There is an increased prevalence of peripheral retinal degenerations
such as lattice degeneration (Figure 4.5) in myopia which, when combined with the occurrence of
posterior vitreous detachment at a younger age in myopia, results in higher rates of RD.275 There is
also an increased risk of RD following cataract surgery in myopia when compared to non-myopes.275
There have been several reports describing an increase in RD prevalence over time.276,277 It is difficult
to establish the exact cause for this population level increase in RD prevalence but some authors
point to increasing myopia prevalence as the most likely culprit.276,277 The association of RD with
cataract surgery makes this conclusion difficult to confirm due to the increasing number of cataract
surgeries performed every year however there are also increases in RD prevalence in phakic eyes
which likely is associated with myopia prevalence.277 Some authors have also noted an increasing
prevalence of RD at younger ages which may be as a result of a generational shift in myopia
prevalence given RD prevalence usually increases with age to a maximum prevalence at age 70.278
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Figure 4.5: Lattice degeneration confers an increased risk of retinal tears and occurs with greater
frequency in myopia. Adapted from https://www.asrs.org/patients/retinal-diseases/36/latticedegeneration

The retina is not the only structure affected by myopia with significant alteration of the optic nerve
head (ONH) and associated structures occurring in myopia.279 Myopia is considered a risk factor for
the development of open angle glaucoma (OAG) with a meta-analysis of 48,161 individuals showing
an OR of developing glaucoma of 1.92 for any level of myopia and 2.46 for high myopia (≤ -3.00 D
SER).280 There are very few population based longitudinal studies of OAG development in myopia. An
Italian study conducted comprehensive exams on 411 participants 12 years apart and found high
myopia (< -6.00 D SER) was the highest risk factor for developing OAG.281 The exact mechanism by
which myopia confers an increased risk of OAG is poorly understood but is thought to involve the
stretching of the lamina cribrosa as a result of the axial elongation that takes place in myopia.279 This
results in increased strain on retinal ganglion cells making them more susceptible to damage due to
higher intra-ocular pressure (IOP).282 One of the difficulties in establishing the link between myopia
and OAG, is the difficulty in diagnosing OAG in myopia. Many of the structural changes that take
place at the ONH in myopia can simulate glaucomatous optic neuropathy making diagnosis of OAG
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challenging (Figure 4.6) which has resulted in the suggestion that the relationship between OAG and
myopia may be overstated and may in fact be due to an over-diagnosis of OAG in high myopia.279

Figure 4.6: Two optic nerves in highly myopic eyes. Image 1 has been diagnosed with glaucoma
while image 2 has no glaucoma. The similarity in appearance of the two optic nerves
demonstrates the difficulty in making this diagnosis. Adapted from
https://www.aao.org/eyenet/article/myopia-glaucoma-sorting-out-diagnosis

Age related cataract has also been associated with myopia however the development of index
myopia with nuclear sclerotic cataracts confounds the exact relationship. A meta-analysis found
myopia was associated with prevalent nuclear and posterior subcapsular cataract however no
longitudinal relationship was found between myopia and any form of cataract.283 The authors
suggested the association with prevalent cataract was likely due to the confounding of index myopia.
A borderline significant relationship was observed between incident posterior subcapsular cataract
and myopia with the authors suggesting a more significant relationship may be observed with a
larger sample size and longer follow-up. To overcome the issue of index myopia some investigators
have used the need for distance glasses at a young age as a surrogate for myopia. Using this
strategy, myopia was found to be an independent risk factor for posterior subcapsular cataract.284
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4.4.2 Causes of Vision Impairment in Hyperopia
The association between vision impairment and hyperopia is less well studied than myopia. The
most significant ocular disease associations for hyperopia have been found with AMD and angle
closure glaucoma (ACG). A meta-analysis investigated the relationship between hyperopia and AMD
increased odds of both incident and prevalent AMD in hyperopes.285 The authors found a 6 – 9%
increase in risk of AMD each dioptre increase in hyperopia. They also found that myopia was
protective against AMD. The mechanism by which hyperopia increases the risk of AMD has not been
established. It has been suggested the increased scleral rigidity in hyperopic eyes when compared to
myopic eyes may contribute to the risk of AMD.286 The higher rate of posterior vitreous detachment
in myopic eyes has also been suggested as being protective against the development of AMD
possibly explaining the comparatively higher rate of AMD in hyperopia.285
Hyperopia is also considered a risk factor for ACG. The first association of hyperopia as a risk factor
for ACG was made in 1970.287 Since then, several studies have examined this in differing populations
with conflicting results. The Beijing Eye Study found hyperopia was associated with having a shallow
anterior chamber which was in turn associated with ACG.288 A study in India also found a relationship
between hyperopia and ACG but only in participants living in an urban environment.289 The authors
suggested that index myopia due to cataract may have masked underlying hyperopia in the rural
participants. Conversely, a Dutch study did not observe the association between hyperopia and
ACG.290 All of the above studies did observe having a shorter axial length as a significant risk factor
for ACG.288–290 These conflicting results may stem from two sources. The true risk factor for ACG is
likely having a shorter axial length, for which hyperopia is a surrogate measure however as
hyperopia is a balance of the axial length and refracting surface of the eyes, not all eyes that are
hyperopic have a shorter axial length. Additionally, hyperopia is treated as a categorical rather than
continuous variable in these studies. As an eye with a high level of hyperopia is far more likely to
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have a short axial length when compared to an eye with a low level of hyperopia, it is not necessarily
correct to consider both eyes the same when analysing the risk of ACG.

4.4.3 Impact of Myopic Complications
In recent times several studies have been carried out to determine the prevalence of complications
due to myopia and also the impact these complications have by causing vision impairment. Similar
work has not been carried out for hyperopia most likely as the changes in myopia prevalence as
described in chapter 3 necessitate more urgent action. The overall risk associated with hyperopia to
ocular health is also not as significant as that found for myopia.29
The prevalence of MMD in highly myopic eyes has been studied in both European291 and Asian292,293
populations. A high prevalence was observed in Asian eyes in one study292 with 22.9% of eyes
demonstrating clinically significant MMD. Lower prevalence of MMD of approximately 8 – 9% was
observed in both Asian and European populations.291,293 The exact distribution of myopia was not
fully described in any study making direct comparison difficult but a variation in this distribution may
explain the difference in MMD prevalence. All studies observed MMD prevalence increased both
with increasing level of myopia and increasing age. Significantly, the increase in MMD prevalence
was not linear but increased exponentially with increased level of myopia and age. This highlights a
significant limitation of many epidemiological studies of refractive error which often do not report
the prevalence of myopia or hyperopia as a distribution. In many cases just the total prevalence is
reported which makes accurately estimating the risk of vision impairment due to refractive error
impossible as the risk varies as refractive error increases and importantly, the risk does not vary in a
linear manner.
Several studies have assessed the risk of vision impairment due to myopia and have also found the
risk increases non-linearly with increasing age and level of myopia.294,295 Tideman et al294 estimated a
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cumulative risk of vision impairment by age 75 or older of over 90% for eyes having an axial length of
30mm or greater. This is supported by a recent French study which observed a rate of vision
impairment in 60 years olds having very high myopia (< -10 D SER) of 25.71%. Using these results a
recent study296 developed a model to predict the age-related cumulative risk of vision impairment
which the authors used to predict lifetime years of vision impairment at various thresholds of
myopia. The highest number of estimated years of vision impairment was observed at higher levels
of myopia however even lower levels of myopia such as -3 D SER resulted in an estimated 4.4 years
of vision impairment.
These estimates are concerning due to the apparent generational shift in myopia prevalence rates
described in chapter 3. As these younger myopes age there is likely to be a significant increase in the
number of individuals affected by vision impairment due to complications related to myopia. Fricke
et al297 estimated that by 2050 over 55 million people worldwide would have some form of vision
impairment due to MMD alone, exceeding the current number of people over age 50 estimated to
have moderate to severe vision impairment due to AMD, glaucoma and DR combined.256 Fricke et al
did not include the fact that low and moderate myopes can also develop MMD in their estimates
which may mean these figures are an underestimation however the authors state the likely increase
in the use of myopia control and the development of better treatments may offset this
underestimation.297 There is relatively little global prevalence data on MMD however the VLEG
recently estimated that blindness and MSVI due to MMD had increased in China by 200% and 340%
respectively256 which although only representing one county, may support the projections by Fricke
et al.297
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4.4.4 Near Vision Impairment
Near vision impairment (NVI) is estimated to effect over 500 million people globally and is the most
common type vision impairment.5,207 NVI is primarily associated with uncorrected and
undercorrected presbyopia and as such primarily affects older individuals however hyperopia can
also cause NVI and can be present in both young and old. Establishing trends in NVI is difficult due to
a relative lack of epidemiological data for both presbyopia and hyperopia (chapter 3) however
changes in the published prevalence over the last decade indicate NVI is increasing as a result of an
aging population.163,207 The prevalence of NVI due to uncorrected and undercorrected presbyopia is
estimated to have increased from 517 million in 2005 to 826 million in 2015,163,207 a substantial
increase in just 10 years. This increase is not expected to continue due to the increasing prevalence
of myopia and the compensatory effect myopia has on NVI due to presbyopia. It is predicted that by
2050 presbyopia prevalence may decrease by as much as 20% due to the predicted increase in
myopia prevalence.207 It should be noted however that NVI primarily occurs in low and middle
income countries due to a lack of access to refractive error correction207,256 so even if NVI reduces
due to increasing myopia many of these individuals will have a distance vision impairment due to
uncorrected myopia unless refractive error correction becomes more available in these countries.
Apart from the impact on the individual, this level of uncorrected and undercorrected presbyopia
has been estimated to have a significant economic impact with an estimated global productivity loss
of $25 billion or 0.037% of global gross domestic product (GDP).298 Some work has been done
estimating the effect of the provision of near refractive error correction. Chan et al summarised the
published results of near vision correction provision finding several observational studies and one
RCT study which demonstrated the improvement in QoL for the individual and improved work life
and productivity.299 Significant increases in productivity were seen among 268 textile workers in
South Africa that were provided with a near refractive error correction having previously had
correctable near vision of 6/9 Snellen or worse.300 Strong evidence of this improvement of
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productivity with near vision correction is provided by the only RCT study in this field.301 The authors
divided Indian tea pickers into intervention and control groups and provided near refractive error
correction to the intervention group and the same to the control group 11 weeks later, after the
study period had elapsed. They found an increase in productivity of 20% in the intervention group
with over 98% of participants finding the glasses useful or very useful 95% saying they would pay to
replace them if they were broken.
The provision of near refractive error correction is a simple and inexpensive method to significantly
improve QoL and productivity among low- and middle-income country inhabitants. This simple
intervention was at least as good and, in many cases, better when compared to other interventions
to improve productivity in this type of population.301 This intervention also extends to other aspects
of life such as the increasing use of smartphones playing an important part of daily communications
for people from all over the world, the ability to see well at near distances is likely to become even
more important.299

4.5 Summary
Vision impairment has significant individual and societal costs. The rate of blindness has reduced
internationally however the rate of vision impairment has increased. There is relatively little data on
vision impairment in the Republic of Ireland with the most recent estimation predating significant
changes in eyecare such as the widespread use of anti-VEGF treatments that will likely have altered
the main cause of vision impairment. Refractive error remains a significant contributor to vision
impairment, primarily due to undercorrection. This is particularly an issue with regards to
uncorrected presbyopia and NVI as NVI represents the most common reason for vision impairment
globally and is likely to increase due to aging populations. The increasing prevalence of myopia is
likely to be a significant challenge when addressing global vision impairment, not only due to the
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need provide correction for myopia, but also due to substantial increase in risk of uncorrectable
vision loss associated with higher levels of myopia.
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5.2 Abstract:
Big Data and artificial intelligence are technologies that are poised to significantly alter the provision
of healthcare in the near future. As a field that generates large volumes of digital clinical data in the
form of both electronic medical records and imaging, eyecare is at the forefront of these changes. To
date eyecare has already benefited from the use of Big Data and artificial intelligence in the areas of
disease epidemiology, disease screening and surveillance and treatment outcomes. In this review,
we introduce the concept of Big Data and artificial intelligence and explore their relationship. We
also describe the types of Big Data that can be utilised in eyecare, provide examples of the
application of Big Data and artificial intelligence in eyecare and describe how to interpret research in
this area.
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5.3 Introduction
By the end of 2020 it was estimated that the volume of digital information in existence will exceed
44 trillion gigabytes or over 40 times as many bytes as the estimated number of stars in the
observable universe.6 The pace of data generation is also accelerating rapidly with the amount of
data generated daily expected to reach almost 500 billion gigabytes by 2025.6 This massive
proliferation of data has led to use of the term “Big Data” (BD) in an effort to describe this ever
expanding amount of heterogenous data. Harnessing the value within BD may facilitate new
knowledge discovery with data being referred to in recent times as a more valuable resource than
oil.302
Healthcare being a field that generates large volumes of data is one which has been shown to
benefit from the use of Big Data analytics (BDA).7 Subspecialities within healthcare that make
increased use of imaging technology may particularly benefit from BDA due to the large data storage
requirements needed. The use of imaging is commonplace in the field of eyecare which has resulted
in this being the area with the most BDA research taking place in all of healthcare.303 As a new and
rapidly expanding field, BDA in eyecare may be unfamiliar to many practitioners. This review
therefore seeks to describe BDA, how it might be applied in eyecare and the tools it may provide
practitioners in the future.

5.3.1 How Big is Big Data?
The exact definition of BD is somewhat vague and would appear to vary with domain.304 In the realm
of healthcare, the characteristics of BD are usually described using 5 V’s; volume, variety, velocity,
veracity and value.305 The “Big” in Big Data derives from the volume of data usually associated with
this type of analysis. How large the volume of data must be to be considered BD is somewhat
disputed. Baro et al suggest the logarithm of the number of individuals multiplied by the number of
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variables i.e. log(n*p) should equal 7 or more to be considered BD, however many published works
using the term BD do not meet this criteria.304 The size of the data is not the only characteristic
common to BD. Diversity in the type of data collected is another feature with much of the data used
in this field collected for other purposes such as insurance billing.306 The increasing use of wearable
health sensors allows data to be gathered and analysed in real time307 with this type of BD
generation referred to as velocity. BD is often generated in real world settings as opposed to data
generated through typical research which is highly controlled. This can lead to concerns over the
veracity of the data with appropriate steps necessary to ensure the data is accurate. Lastly, BD needs
to have value, simply having a larger sample size does not add value unless this can provide new
insights or improve clinical care giving better outcomes for both patients and clinicians.

5.3.2 Big Data and Artificial Intelligence
A number of terms in this field of research are used to describe different methodologies with
significant overlap between these methodologies which may lead to confusion for a clinician that is
new to this area. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technique in computer science that allows software to
mimic human intelligence. AI is an umbrella term that includes machine learning (ML) and deep
learning (DL). Machine learning is a form of AI that is not pre-programmed but instead learns from a
training set of data. An example of a training set may be both normal and abnormal retinal images.
Based on the training set of retinal images the software will create an algorithm to detect abnormal
images. A test set of images will then be assessed using the algorithm which will allow the
calculation of the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm. This would be considered an
example of unsupervised ML. Supervised ML is a similar technique however the training set of
images will be labelled as normal or abnormal otherwise known as the “ground truth” which can
improve the ML algorithm. Deep learning, also known as convolutional neural networks, is a form of
ML that utilises multiple layers of algorithms to generate results.
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The association between BD and AI techniques is shown in Figure 5.1. Although BDA and AI can be
used independently of each other, there is significant overlap. Many ML and DL techniques require
huge datasets to appropriately train the underlying algorithm and hence make use of BD. Equally
some insights on BD can only be observed using ML or DL.

Figure 5.1: Association between Big Data (BD) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)

5.4 Big Data in Eyecare
In the field of eyecare, BD is derived from multiple sources which vary from EMRs and national
insurance records containing observations on thousands to millions of individuals to genomic testing
which can generate millions of variables for each individual assessed. Each of the various sources of
BD present their own opportunities and challenges and often need varying approaches to analysis.
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5.4.1 Electronic Medical Records
In most fields of medical care, EMRs have replaced traditional paper based records with up to 95% of
primary care physicians reporting they used EMRs in 2012,308 a figure which has likely only increased
in the intervening years. EMRs represent a potentially enormous wealth of untapped patient data to
be exploited. In recent years, several authors have used EMR data to answer research questions
relating to epidemiology of ocular disease,295,309–312 treatment efficacy,313–315 disease progression
prediction316–318 and to develop novel screening and disease monitoring systems.318,319 Recognising
the potential of EMRs, the American Academy of Ophthalmology created the Intelligent Research In
Sight (IRIS) registry which allows their members to upload deidentified EMR data which can be made
available for research purposes.320 At the time of writing approximately 350 million visits of 60
million patients have been collated with insights published on glaucoma321 and cataract surgery,322
amblyopia,323 complications of myopia310 and treatment outcomes for diabetic macular oedema324 to
name a few.
A challenge present in EMR data is the data format. The data available is often both structured and
unstructured in nature. For example, refractive error data will likely be recorded in an easy to
analyse numeric format while ocular health information may be recorded using free text. The
possible impact of this variation was illustrated nicely by Stein et al325 who used a combination of
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD) codes and
natural language processing (NLP) of free text notes to determine the prevalence of exfoliation
syndrome in a large EMR dataset. The prevalence of exfoliation syndrome found when using ICD
codes alone was only 40% of that found when NLP was used indicating the variability of the
completeness of the records. Researchers using EMR data need to be cognisant of this when
conducting their analysis and ensure the analysis is correctly tailored to the type of data available.
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5.4.2 Insurance Records
Some of the earliest forms of BD research in eyecare used insurance claims records as the primary
data source.326 These records represent a readily available source of data on ocular disease and
treatment and typically contain information on huge numbers of the population. Insurance claims
records are usually more limited in scope than EMRs as they usually contain demographic
information and disease and treatment coding for each patient but often do not contain more
nuanced information.327 For example, a patient may be coded as having glaucoma but the record
might not provide more accurate coding which indicates if it is closed angle or open angle glaucoma.
Even if more accurate coding is present, it is usually not possible to determine the severity of the
condition or the effect on the patient.328 There is also the potential for referral bias as those with
mild forms of the disease under consideration may not present for treatment. The most significant
limitation with this type of data is the ability to draw population level conclusions. In most cases the
relevant insurance may only be accessed by a particular cohort of a population such as those able to
afford the insurance or a particular segment of society to whom national insurance schemes may be
targeted e.g., the elderly.306,329 Conversely, some jurisdictions with universal health insurance
coverage can provide findings which are generalisable to the entire population.330,331

5.4.3 Image Databases and Biobanks
One of the most common applications of BD in eyecare is as a data source for AI models. In recent
years there has been significant interest in developing AI models to detect ocular disease using
images generated by ocular imaging techniques such as fundus photography and optical coherence
tomography (OCT) scans.332–334 Developing such an AI model requires train, test and validation image
datasets. Publicly available image sets have been available for a number of years, many of which
have been reviewed by domain experts and have been appropriately labelled to serve as a ground
truth for AI models.335–338 Most of these datasets consist of images numbering in the hundreds, it is
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only in recent times that substantially larger image datasets have become available. Kaggle is a data
science education platform and hosts thousands of public datasets including several large retinal
image datasets with some numbering close to 100,000 OCT scans.339,340
The UK Biobank is step further than an image dataset and is a prospective large scale population
study designed to determine environmental and genetic effects on health outcomes.341 A group of
500,000 participants aged 40-69 were assessed between 2006 and 2010 and continue to be followed
through repeat assessments and through linkages with other national datasets.341 Included within
the data collected for each participant are datasets containing refractive error, intraocular pressure,
visual acuity and OCT images.341 Combining this with each participants health, environment and
genetic data has already resulted in many interesting findings that may influence not only disease
treatment342 and monitoring343,344 in individual patients but also public health decisions.345–347

5.4.4 Smart Health Devices
The internet of things (IoT) enables physical devices to collect and report data in real time. The
introduction of IoT health devices may allow for near constant monitoring of areas of concern by
clinicians, patients and health-conscious members of the public. This constant monitoring generates
huge volumes of data which will only increase as the use of these devices becomes more
widespread. There are several devices in development and in active use in eyecare that aim to
provide ongoing patient monitoring. The Clouclip is a wearable device that was developed for use in
children at risk of progressive myopia. The device detects the light intensity of the environment and
the distance at which near work348 is being undertaken both of which have been found to increase
the risk of progressive myopia.41,50 Typically, studies assessing the effect of near work and time spent
outdoors on the development or progression of myopia rely on self-reporting by the study
participants or their parents41,50 which carries a risk of misreporting.349 More objective monitoring of
these risk factors using a device such as the Clouclip may help researchers to more fully understand
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the relationship between myopia development and these risk factors. This device has also been used
to modify behaviour in children and was successful at reducing behaviours that increase the risk of
myopia development.350 Intra-ocular pressure measurement is another area that would benefit from
constant monitoring. The SENSIMED Triggerfish (Sensimed AG, Lausanne, Switzerland) is a contact
lens that infers the diurnal variation in IOP by detecting small changes in ocular circumference when
it is worn.351 Although this device is only used for a single 24-hour period, it is not difficult to imagine
a future device being used by glaucoma patients to self-monitor their IOP in much the same way
diabetic patients monitor their blood glucose levels. Devices such as the Clouclip or Triggerfish may
potentially provide clinicians with a large volume of real-time health data for their patients which
could allow for more individualised health planning and interventions.

5.4.5 Multi-omics
The term “omics” refers to characterization and quantification of biological molecules that are
grouped according to their structure and function.352 Just some of the areas of study encapsulated
within “omics” include genomics, epigenomics and proteomics with genomics being the first and
most widely studied field of “omics”.352 Over the last decade the number of GWAS has increased
dramatically since the first GWAS was performed to determine any genetic risk factors for the
development of AMD.353 GWAS are usually designed as observational studies using a case control
design with cases recruited for individuals with the disease of interest and controls recruited from
individuals without the disease. Each individual is genotyped for approximately one million single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with odds ratios for the relevant disease calculated for each
SNP.354 This results in a huge volume of data for each study participant and requires significant
computational resources.
Numerous GWAS have been performed in the field of eyecare since the first study identifying risk
factors for AMD.353 To date GWAS have been carried out which have identified genetic risk factors
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for ocular diseases such as glaucoma,355,356 DR357,358 and AMD353,359–362 along with GWAS that have
established genetic links to ocular parameters such as refractive error,105,363,364 corneal curvature,365
axial length365,366 and IOP.367,368 As many ocular conditions have a complex aetiology with no single
causative agent, the interaction between the genetic risk of a disease and the environment is of
particular interest. GWAS can facilitate a better understanding of this interaction such as the
significantly increased risk of myopia when both high levels of education and higher genetic risk are
present compared to when only one is present.107

5.5 Interpreting Results
It is important to recognise that although BD can provide answers to questions that were previously
impossible to answer, merely having a larger dataset does not negate the potential limitations that
are present in all study designs. For example, a GWAS is an observational study and despite the huge
volume of data and genetic associations that would previously have been unknown, as an
observational study a GWAS can only establish correlation but not causation.369 Care also needs to
be taken when reporting statistical significance. Due to the very high number of SNPs (≈ 1 million)
for each participant and their relatively small effect size, there is a risk of a type 2 error in a
GWAS.354,370 To avoid this possibility, the best GWAS have large sample sizes numbering thousands
of cases and controls.354,370 The very large number of SNPs in each GWAS implies traditional
statistical significance values of p < 0.05 are far more likely to occur by chance and hence much
smaller significance values of the order of p < 5 x 10-8 are to be expected.354 Any BD study of
sufficient size will suffer from similar problems and hence the clinical significance of a finding should
be considered of greater importance than if an arbitrary statistical significance value of p < 0.05 has
been reached.
Typically, a well-designed and comprehensively reported study using AI will describe using both a
training and testing data set. A BD dataset such as those found in EMRs or from imaging tools is split
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in two with approximately 70-80% of the data assigned to the training dataset and 20-30% assigned
to the testing dataset. Ideally data for the same patient is not found in both datasets. Studies with
the best design will make use of a completely separate dataset for testing which has come from a
different population.
Many AI studies quote figures for sensitivity and specificity when describing their results. Most
healthcare practitioners will be familiar with these concepts as they apply to the accuracy of
different testing techniques with tests with high sensitivity able to correctly identify a patient with a
disease and tests with high specificity able to correctly identify patients without a disease.371 In the
field of AI, these terms are often used to describe the performance of a disease predication model
although the terms recall and precision are sometimes used as alternatives to sensitivity and
specificity respectively.371 The ideal medical test or disease prediction model will give 100%
sensitivity and 100% specificity meaning all diseased patients are detected as having the disease and
no healthy patients are detected as having the disease. In reality, this is impossible to achieve but
some diagnostic tests can approach these values. This limitation gives rise to designing medical tests
to be biased towards greater sensitivity or specificity as both cannot typically be achieved. In AI
models the concept of thresholding achieves the same outcome with thresholds selected that will
give higher sensitivity or specificity. Disease screening AI models usually have thresholds selected
that will give outcomes with higher sensitivity to ensure as few patients with the disease are missed
as is possible even if this means some normal patients are incorrectly found to have the disease. As
these models are used for screening purposes, any normal patient detected as diseased should be
correctly classified at a later stage when reviewed by a domain expert.
The accuracy of any AI model used in eyecare can be described by its ability to correctly classify
individuals into subgroups e.g., a disease is present or is not present. The most common method of
reporting accuracy is using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The unusual name
derives from its initial use by operators of radar receivers during World War II.372 The ROC curve
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shows sensitivity of the test on the y axis and 1 - specificity of the test on the x axis. This allows the
trade-off between sensitivity and specificity to be visualised. Examples of various ROC curves are
given in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Examples of receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves with levels of accuracy
represented by area under the curves (AUC) ranging from perfect (pink line) to random (orange
line.

A perfect test that provides 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity and hence perfectly detects all
individuals with a disease and all those without a disease will have a ROC curve with a point at (0, 1)
represented by the pink line in Figure 5.2. This may also be described as having an area under the
curve (AUC) of 1.0. The opposite situation i.e., a useless test, is represented by the orange line going
from (0, 0) to (1, 1) in Figure 5.2. This test is as likely to give a true positive result as it is a false
positive result and is essentially no different from flipping a coin with an AUC of 0.5. Most AI models
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will be somewhere between these two examples with the best models approaching an AUC of 1.0.
The use of descriptive terms for AI models such as excellent or poor is somewhat arbitrary and
models should ideally be compared to alternatives in the field. A model which provides an AUC of
0.90 may be considered poor when compared to an alternative that achieves an AUC of 0.98 while a
model with an AUC of 0.6 may be considered good if no alternative is currently available.

5.6 Applications of Big Data in Eyecare
The value of BD and AI has been increasingly recognised within the research community with a
significant increase in the number of publications using these and related terms in their titles in
recent years (Figure 5.3). BD has been used to good effect in multiple areas of ocular research
including; disease epidemiology, disease screening and treatment outcomes.

Figure 5.3: Results of a Web of Science search for the number of publications per year containing
any of the terms “Big Data”, “Artificial Intelligence”, “Machine Learning” or “Deep Learning” in the
fields of ophthalmology or optometry
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5.6.1 Epidemiology
One of the most obvious uses of BD in eyecare is in disease epidemiology. Most epidemiological
studies of disease examine the disease prevalence at a single point in time with relatively few largescale longitudinal studies. This is most likely due to the significant time and cost involved in carrying
out such studies. This can make accurate public health planning and forecasting difficult if the
needed epidemiological data is either outdated or non-existent.3 BD offers an opportunity to exploit
readily available longitudinal data which can address this problem with studies on dry eye,311
uveitis,330,331 retinal detachment,276 AMD,373 diabetic eye disease,374 adult onset strabismus,375
glaucoma,376,377 endophthalmitis378 and many others having been conducted using data from EMRs
and insurance claims records in recent years.
BD is of particular use in the epidemiology of rare diseases. Accurately determining the prevalence
of a rare disease within a population can be very difficult and requires large sample sizes. Figure 5.4
gives an example using refractive error data from a recently published BD study of refractive error.309
The data is taken from spectacle lens manufacturing records (n = 134,280,063) and the Gutenberg
Health Survey (GHS),14 a large (n = 13,959) typical population survey of refractive error. Although
refractive error is in no way a rare disease, higher absolute values of refractive error become
increasingly rare within a population due to the leptokurtotic population distribution of refractive
error. Figure 5.4 shows the number of occurrences for each value of SER for worse levels of myopia.
Intuitively, the number of occurrences should reduce uniformly with worsening myopia. The GHS
shows increased variability when compared to the spectacle lens data. As both datasets are
essentially population samples, this pattern indicates it may be necessary to use much larger sample
sizes to accurately determine the occurrence of rare ocular diseases within the population.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the distribution of myopia in the Gutenberg Health Survey (GHS), a
typical population survey of refractive error (n = 13,959) and a Big Data study using spectacle lens
manufacturing records (n = 134,280,063). At these higher levels of myopic refractive error there is
increased variance in the GHS as the sample size is likely too small to adequately describe the
underlying population trend.

5.6.2 Disease Screening
The increase in chronic disease associated with an aging population has put increased pressure on
the need for disease screening and surveillance. The number of eyecare professionals available to
meet this need is not keeping pace with the growing global population.5,258 This unmet need may
result in increased levels of vision impairment5 and is the primary reason that disease screening
represents one of the areas of most interest in BD and AI research in eyecare.334 Outlined below are
some of the positive findings and developments from AI for three common ocular conditions;
diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma and refractive error.
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5.6.2.1 Diabetic Retinopathy
Much of the initial usage of AI and BD in the field of eyecare has centred around diabetic retinopathy
(DR) screening. As the rates of diabetes are increasing internationally,379 the need for more DR
screening has increased significantly and, in many countries, this exceeds the capacity of the
available eyecare services.380 AI which can accurately diagnose the presence of DR to determine if
review by an eyecare clinician is necessary would significantly relieve these capacity issues. The first
successful AI tool developed for DR screening was described by Gulshan et al.381 It used a training
dataset of 128,175 retinal images to develop the screening algorithm which was validated against
two test datasets comprising 9,963 and 1,748 retinal images. Optimizing the algorithm for high
sensitivity, as would be needed for a screening service, the sensitivity and specificity were 97.5% and
93.4% for the first test data set and 96.1% and 93.9% for the second test data set. This model was
later tested against both non-physician trained graders of retinal images and retinal specialists to
determine the difference in sensitivity and specificity for moderate to severe DR and referable
diabetic macular oedema (DMO).382 In all cases the AI algorithm was observed to be as good or
better than both the trained graders and retinal specialists at detecting both DR and DMO. When
used as a tool to aid in diagnosing DR by ophthalmologists with varying levels of training, the
sensitivity of the ophthalmologists was improved by using the AI algorithm demonstrating its
usefulness in diagnosis as well as screening.383

5.6.2.2 Glaucoma
Glaucoma is another condition that has been of significant interest to AI researchers. The majority of
AI research in glaucoma has focussed on the diagnosis of glaucomatous optic neuropathy (GON)
using OCT scans.384 Multiple approaches have been used with AI models trained to utilise OCT
parameters such as retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness,385,386 en face images,385 b scan
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images387 and volumetric scans.388 Several different methodologies have been used when creating AI
models to detect GON using OCT data with some observed to be more effective than others. Most AI
models achieved a better AUC to detect GON when compared to OCT parameters alone.384
Despite the success that has been achieved using AI and OCT in glaucoma diagnosis, there are some
limitations. Most significantly, despite increased adoption of OCT in clinical practice in high income
countries, the high purchase price of an OCT will prevent an AI model based solely on OCT
parameters from being clinically useful in areas without access to OCT such as low- and middleincome countries. AI models have also been developed which are based on fundus images which are
much more widely used and less costly.389,390 These models have shown very good sensitivity to
detect GON with AUCs of 0.945389 and 0.986390 found in two separate models. These models are,
however, built on a ground truth of labelled normal and glaucomatous fundus images which may
itself be subject to a misclassification error as the agreement between experts when labelling these
images is only slight to fair.391 A recent study attempted to overcome this limitation by using an AI
model to determine RNFL thickness from fundus images and use these values to detect GON.392 The
authors found close agreement between the AI determined RNFL thickness values and those directly
measured by OCT.392 This may provide a more objective method to assess fundus images for GON
and as such overcome this limitation when developing AI models for GON screening using fundus
images.

5.6.2.3 Refractive Error
Refractive error is another area in which useful applications of BD and AI have been developed. The
increasing levels of myopia, and in particular high myopia, globally3 are of significant concern due to
the associated vision loss in later life.114,294 Due to the significant research that has taken place in the
area of myopia control we are now entering an era where myopia may be considered a modifiable
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risk factor for vision impairment.62,393,394 Identifying children at an early age that would most benefit
from myopia control is crucial to achieve the best outcomes.394 A recent study utilised BD in the form
of electronic medical records of 129,242 children to develop a ML model that could predict the
likelihood of a child becoming highly myopic.316 When assessed on external test datasets, the model
was able to accurately predict the likelihood of high myopia by 18 years old as early as age 10. Use of
this model could allow practitioners to identify those most at risk of high myopia at a young age and
provide appropriate intervention.
The use of AI to determine refractive error using fundus images only has been recently reported.395
The DL model used was able to predict the refractive error with a mean absolute error of 0.56
dioptres. The exact features that allow the model to predict refractive error are unknown however
heat maps showed the fovea was the area that most contributed to the prediction. The anatomical
changes of the fundus that take place with myopia are well established270 however no clinician
would be able to predict the refractive error associated with those changes with any degree of
precision. The accuracy achieved and ease of use of this methodology is no better than
autorefraction so this model is unlikely to have any real-world application. However, by identifying
associations between retinal appearance and refractive error that human clinicians cannot observe,
new insights into the pathophysiology of refractive error may be determined.395
These are just three examples of the disease screening capabilities of AI. Work is progressing on AI
powered disease screening in many areas of eyecare with encouraging results observed in detecting
cataract,396 AMD,397 retinopathy of prematurity398 and cardiovascular risk.399

5.6.3 Treatment Outcomes
In recent times there is an increasing recognition that although randomised controlled trials (RCTs)
represent the gold standard in determining the safety and efficacy of a treatment, the results are not
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always replicated in real-world clinical scenarios.400 RCTs by their nature require strict inclusion and
exclusion criteria which means the results may not be as generalisable to a heterogenous clinical
population. This has given rise to increased use of real-world data in place of and in addition to
results from RCTs to optimise patient treatment, a practice that appears to be supported by the
literature.401
One of the most significant examples of real-world data affecting clinical treatment in eyecare is the
finding that the use of anti-VEGF drugs for patients with neovascular AMD but still having good
visual acuity (> 6/12 Snellen) offered better outcomes when compared to those whose initial
treatment was after visual acuity had deteriorated.402 The authors results were determined using a
large EMR dataset of patients that had received treatment for neovascular AMD. As the patients
involved had good visual acuity to begin, it is unlikely this research question would have been
explored using an RCT as there may not have been a perceived benefit in treating patients with good
vision. There are several other examples of BD providing information on treatment outcomes that
have implications for clinical practice. For rare events such as endophthalmitis following cataract
surgery, it is necessary to have sufficient statistical power to determine if the case rate has reduced
following a change in practice such as combined surgery or the use of intracameral antibiotics.315
Additional studies have also used BD to demonstrate an increased reoperation rate in strabismus
surgery with increasing age403 and an indication for earlier use of anti-VEGF drugs in myopic
choroidal neovascularisation.314

5.7 Limitations
Despite the apparent potential BD and AI hold as both public health and clinical tools, there are
some challenges to be overcome before widespread adoption can occur. Accessing data and
ensuring the data used is of high quality are issues that still need to be overcome in future
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applications of BD and AI in eyecare. In many cases despite the proliferation of medical data, data
from EMRs, insurance records and image capture devices is not easily accessible to researchers in BD
and AI with the result that some datasets currently in use may lack heterogeneity and as such may
not be applicable to all populations.334 Greater collaboration between data holders and researchers
can overcome this issue however issues of data privacy need to be respected to ensure widespread
acceptance. Greater collaboration and use of larger datasets can also help with issues of data
accuracy, particularly in the case of AI disease screening models. These models use a “ground truth”
dataset to make their diagnosis, if this is a small dataset labelled by one or two individuals, the
subsequent model may learn the same biases as the clinicians that initially labelled the “ground
truth”.404 A recent call for researchers to make datasets available publicly in an easily accessible
repository may be the first step towards overcoming this issue.405
One of the most significant challenges lies in convincing clinicians of the accuracy and reliability of
these tools. Many of the AI models developed to date provide little explanation as to how the clinical
decision has been made and leave clinicians in a position of trusting a “black box”.334,406 To overcome
this limitation several models have added heatmaps to their output to allow clinicians understand
what part of the image has contributed most to the diagnosis.388,395 Heatmaps however have been
criticised as being difficult to interpret and can struggle to adequately demonstrate a situation
where no disease is present.334 Further development is ongoing in this area with a recent study using
adversarial examples to more clearly highlight how the AI model diagnosis was generated.407
Conversely in settings where the tools provided by BD and AI become more commonplace, clinicians
are at potential risk of losing their clinical skills and decision-making ability. Automation
complacency is a form of bias that can occur in clinicians that make frequent use of automated
diagnostic tools.408 Clinicians can base their decision solely on the guidance of a machine without
attempting seek additional confirmatory evidence.406 This has been found to occur most frequently
when the case is predicted to be normal409 and clinicians are performing multiple tasks.408
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5.8 Conclusion
The use of BD and AI in the field of eyecare and medicine in general looks set to grow at a rapid pace
in the coming years. This changing clinical environment offers the opportunity to gain new insights
into disease epidemiology, pathophysiology and treatment. Most significantly, some AI enabled
tools may offer the solution to overburdened disease screening and surveillance systems allowing
more efficient use of clinician time and achieve better public health outcomes. To make these
possibilities a reality, it is vital that clinicians understand what an AI model can and cannot achieve.
This will require a willingness to adapt to a changing clinical environment on the part of the clinician
but will also require an increased effort on the part of researchers and developers to ensure the
tools they develop are easy to use and interpretable.
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6 Data Collection and Demographics

6.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 describes many of the epidemiological studies of refractive error carried out to date.
Although there is a much-improved understanding of refractive error distribution and the changes
that have taken place over the last several decades, there are significant gaps in our knowledge.
Many countries and geographic areas have no published data on refractive error.3 The first survey of
refractive error distribution in the Republic of Ireland was only carried out quite recently216 and it is
unclear if any future surveys will take place.
Traditional methods of reporting refractive error data are by cohort, cross-sectional or longitudinal
study. These study designs involve recruiting participants and in the case of longitudinal studies
reassessing these same participants at given intervals. The data collection therefore requires
significant time and financial resources to acquire which likely explains the lack of data in some
areas. Another possible explanation for a lack of refractive error data in some areas may be that
increasing myopia prevalence is not perceived as a significant problem by the general public.
McCrann et al268 showed that the majority of parents in Ireland did not consider myopia to be a
health risk. The authors noted that the number of parents that considered myopia an inconvenience
was the same as the number that considered it a health risk. This is despite myopia being as
significant a health risk for ocular disease as hypertension is for cardiovascular disease.29 This may
not be the case in all locations with more widespread use of myopia control initiatives in Asia
indicating greater understanding of the problem among the public.54 The findings of McCrann et al268
may indicate there is a lack of understanding of the health risks associated with refractive error
among the public is some countries making funding and adequate recruitment for epidemiological
studies more difficult.
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6.1.1 Hypotheses
Alternative sources of refractive error and vision data may provide a unique opportunity to address
some of these gaps in the research. EMRs and spectacle lens sales records represent two such
sources of data. Therefore, the primary aim of this research was to examine and validate alternative
data sources and methods to determine the distribution of refractive error and vision across the
general population and validate these results against pre-existing research. Secondary aims were to
use these results to estimate the vision impairment due to myopia in a population and demonstrate
how these data sources and methods can be used as a basis for public health policy. The following
research questions were posed in order to achieve these aims:

i.

Can alternative sources of refractive error data be used as a surrogate for population surveys
of refractive error?

ii.

What is the distribution of refractive error in Europe/Ireland using alternative data sources?

iii.

Can the levels of vision impairment due to refractive error be estimated using these
techniques?

iv.

Are the current vision screening standards for driving done at appropriate intervals?

This chapter describes the method by which the data was acquired for this project. An overview and
analysis of the available demographic information contained within the data is provided.
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6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Ethics
Approval for this study was obtained from the Technological University Dublin (TU Dublin) (formerly
known as the Dublin Institute of Technology) Research Ethics Committee. The research adhered to
the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

6.2.2 Data Collection
After consultation between researchers at TU Dublin and Ocuco Limited, an agreement was reached
to provide anonymised patient information from private optometry practices. Ocuco provides an
EMR system tailored for use in eyecare called Acuitas. This system has been available for over 20
years and is currently used in over 8,000 practices worldwide. Before the data is supplied, the
practice owner as the data controller must sign a consent form (Appendix 1) to allow extraction of
their patient data. Practices were recruited through word of mouth, through the Association for
Optometrists Ireland (Appendix 2) and at educational events around the country. Once consent has
been obtained, the data is extracted as 14 separate comma-separated values (CSV) files for each
practice with each CSV providing various clinical data such as refraction, VA, IOP, and fundoscopy. A
new anonymised patient identifier is generated for each patient which allows patients to be tracked
across the 14 separate CSV files and across multiple visits. The data can be re-extracted on an as
needed basis to allow ongoing monitoring.
A similar agreement was reached with Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH (CZVI). CZVI is an
international manufacturer in the area of optics and optoelectronics. CZVI has a substantial
spectacle lens manufacturing business and is usually included among the top producers of spectacle
lenses internationally. CZVI agreed to provide data on all spectacle lenses they had shipped from
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their European production facility based in Germany. Data was provided in a single large CSV file
with accompanying information describing lens codes and delivery locations.

6.2.3 Data Management
To facilitate analysis, the EMR data needed to be converted form the delivered 14 CSV files to one
single file containing the required data. This was achieved by creating a database using the SQLite
database engine (Hipp, Wyrick & Company, Inc., Charlotte, North Carolina, USA) and performing a
series of joins (Appendix 3) to allow a single data file to be extracted.
As CZVI provided data in a single file, pre-processing before analysis was unnecessary however due
to the very large data size minimum computing hardware requirements were necessary. The primary
computing bottleneck was having sufficient random-access memory (RAM) with local machines
requiring at least 64 gigabytes of RAM or the use of cloud computing resources. The data was
analysed using the R programming language (R Core Team (2020). R: A language and environment
for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL
https://www.R-project.org/).
Several refraction values were provided in the EMR dataset. These included auto-refraction,
focimetry, retinoscopy, subjective refraction and refraction given. The most consistently recorded
value was the refraction given which represents the refraction to be dispensed if the patient was to
purchase spectacles. As this was the most consistently recorded refraction this was used for all
analysis. Refraction values for both datasets were converted to SER by adding half the cylinder value
to the sphere value. The method by which refraction was carried out was not available for the
spectacle lens data and whether cycloplegia had been used was not recorded for either dataset.
Visual acuity values within the EMR data when available were typically recorded as Snellen and
saved as a string variable. To allow appropriate analysis these values were converted to logMAR
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using a custom function written in the R programming language (Appendix 4). Due to the uneven
number of letters on each line of a Snellen chart the function first rounds to the nearest achieved
line and then converts this to a logMAR value.

6.2.4 Data Protection Compliance and Data Storage
This study is compliant with the general data protection regulations which came into force on the
25th May 2018 (Data Protection Act 2018). The European Union General Data Protection
Regulations (GDPR) were implemented in Ireland by the Data Protection Act 2018. Recital 26 of the
GDPR discusses anonymisation of data and advises only data which could be used to identify a
natural person should be considered personal data and subject to the GDPR. The data used in this
study was anonymised before delivery to the researchers in such a way as to remove personally
identifying data and to prevent the data from being de-anonymised.
The data used in this study was subject to appropriate data access controls with password
protection of all primary and backup data which was stored on secured TU Dublin servers. Consent
forms provided by practice owners were also stored on secured TU Dublin servers. Consent forms
that were returned as hard copies were scanned so that an electronic copy could be stored on
secured TU Dublin servers. The original hard copy was stored in a locked filing cabinet with restricted
access.

6.2.5 Data Description and Demographic Analysis
An overview of the data collected to date was generated with any temporal trends in the data
assessed using linear regression. Where available, demographic information was presented and
compared to publicly available census data.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Data Overview
At the time of writing, the most recent extract of EMR data took place in July 2020 with the data
representing 40 practices around Ireland. At this time the dataset comprised 722,393 visits of
303,727 unique patients which represents approximately 6% of the population of the Republic of
Ireland. A sample of the format of 10 patient visit records following conversion to a single data file is
given in Table 6.1. Significantly more variables were available for each patient record however the
majority of the work carried out as part of this project was confined to analysis of refractive error
and visual acuity data as represented in Table 6.1. Patient data is available from 1980 up to the
present day although the number of records before 2000 are minimal. From the year 2000 onwards
the percentage of patient visits increased every year and could be modelled with a linear regression
(t = 23.09, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.97) as shown in Figure 6.1.
In total there were 141,547,436 spectacle lens sales records ranging from the 1998 to 2016. A
sample of the format of 10 spectacle lens sales records is given in Table 6.2. Prior to the year 2001
very few records were available and from the year 2002 onwards there was no statistically
significant change (t = 1.459, p = 0.86) in the percentage of records each year (Figure 6.2).
For both datasets there was very little missing or malformed data with less than 1% of the data for
both datasets considered missing or uninterpretable. Missing or uninterpretable data was easily
dealt with by confining the analysis to realistic values and excluding unrealistic values. For example,
excluding sphere values greater than an absolute value of 30.
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Table 6.1: Sample of 10 electronic medical record (EMR) patient visit records following conversion from 14 separate comma-separated values (CSV) files.

Table 6.2: Sample of 10 spectacle lens records as supplied by Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH (CZVI).
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Figure 6.1: Percentage of electronic medical record (EMR) patient visits in each year. The
percentage increases linearly with time (t = 23.09, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.97) as shown by the linear
regression (red line) with 95% confidence intervals (dashed red lines).
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Figure 6.2: Percentage of spectacle lens sales records in each year. No correlation was found
between the year and sales records.

6.3.2 Geographic Overview
The significant majority (≈ 98%) of spectacle lenses produced were for delivery in Europe (Table 6.3)
with Germany consistently the largest consumer accounting for an average of 48% of all lens
deliveries over the period 2007 – 2015 (Table 6.4). The geographic distribution of the EMR data is
shown in Figure 6.3 which is a screengrab of an interactive map (available at
https://irelandrefractiveerror.shinyapps.io/PatientDistribution/). All counties are represented within
the dataset however they are not evenly represented with the highest percentage of patient visits
occurring in Dublin (25.8%) while several counties have less than 1% of all patient visits.
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Table 6.3: Proportion of Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH (CZVI) spectacle lenses produced in
Europe by final destination in global regions.
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Europe

97.4%

98.3%

98.4%

98.6%

98.3%

98.2%

98.1%

97.3%

97.3%

Asia

1.9%

1.3%

1.3%

1.2%

1.2%

1.0%

1.1%

1.0%

1.3%

America 0.4%

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

0.3%

0.5%

0.3%

0.4%

0.6%

Africa

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.3%

0.5%

0.4%

0.6%

Oceania

0.2%

0.1%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

0.9%

0.1%

Table 6.4: Top 15 countries for Carl Zeiss Vision International GmbH (CZVI) spectacle lens delivery
for the years 2007 – 2015.
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Figure 6.3: Geographic distribution of electronic medical record (EMR) patient visits around Ireland. All counties are represented with the highest number
of visits occurring in Dublin. Interactive version available at: https://irelandrefractiveerror.shinyapps.io/PatientDistribution/
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6.3.3 Age and Gender Analysis
Age and gender information was not available for the spectacle lens sales data. A method for
inferring the age of some of the spectacle lens users is described in chapter 7.4. The mean age for
the total EMR dataset was 47.08 ± 22.20 years while it was 47.61 ± 21.98 years in females and 47.39
± 22.72 years in males. The mean age was observed to increase over time and could be accurately
modelled with a linear regression (t = 12.71, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.89) as shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: The mean age of EMR patients increased with exam year as shown by linear regression
(red line) with 95% confidence intervals (dashed red lines).

The gender distribution for the EMR dataset was 52.8% female, 36.1% male and not recorded in
11.1% of cases. This was statistically different (two-sided binomial test, p < 0.001) to the most recent
census report of 51.1% female.410 This difference was apparent across all age groups apart from
young children (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: Gender and age distribution of EMR patients. The gender distribution for the EMR
dataset was 52.8% female, 36.1% male and not recorded in 11.1% of cases. The mean age for the
total EMR dataset was 47.08 ± 22.20 years.

6.4 Discussion
The data collected for this study presents a unique opportunity to explore the potential of
alternative sources of refractive error and vision data. This is of particular interest given the
significant lack of refractive error and vision data available around the world.3,5 The level of detail
available in both datasets is significantly different allowing a far more nuanced exploration of the
EMR data.
The time trends in both the EMR and spectacle lens datasets are interesting even if they are
somewhat anticipated. The consistent level of lenses produced from the year 2002 onwards is
explained by the complete switch over to electronic ordering of lenses that occurred in CZVI in the
early 2000’s (Figure 6.4). The relatively static number of lenses produced each year reflects the
established position of CZVI in spectacle lens market. The increasing number of records available per
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year in the EMR data is also expected due to the increasing use of EMRs among healthcare providers
over this time period.411 Although these results are expected further exploration of these trends may
provide more useful findings such evidence for or against the theory of seasonal a variation in
myopia progression.412,413 This might be observed by increased myopic spectacle lens orders during
winter months and higher myopia progression rates in children and young adults in the EMR data
during winter months.
The geographic trends indicate the population under consideration in both datasets is largely
Western European and should compare well with studies of similar populations. The large
representation of Germans in the spectacle lens sales data (Figure 6.5) is unsurprising given lens
production takes place in Germany. Despite the significant number of lenses that were for delivery in
Germany there is still a wide spread of locations in Western Europe so the data should be
representative of this population. EMR patient visits are not evenly spread around the country but
occur with a much higher density in some counties, particularly Dublin. To some extent this is likely
as a result of the population density in Ireland with the highest densities occurring in the Greater
Dublin Area (GDA) however other urban areas with high population densities in the Republic of
Ireland are not represented to a similar extent. There are two possible explanations for this
variation. Firstly, the EMR product from which the data is derived may not have equal market
penetration all over the country resulting in a deviation from the population distribution as reported
by the census.414 Secondly, the author is based in Dublin which may have led to increased practice
recruitment in the GDA with less recruitment in other parts of the country. Despite the EMR data not
reflecting the population distribution in Ireland, all counties are represented with a good spread of
data in both urban and rural locations.
The mean age found in the EMR data is older than that found during the most recent census carried
out in Ireland.415 This is likely due to the increased prevalence of ocular disease416,417 and the need
for presbyopia correction in later life.144 The overall pattern of population distribution by age is
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similar to that found by the most recent census with lower population numbers in young adults and
the highest numbers occurring in middle age (Figure 6.8).410 The proportion of young children aged 1
– 5 years is less than observed by the census.410 This is likely as a result of the eyecare structures in
the Republic of Ireland with children of this age needing eyecare usually seen in a hospital or
community ophthalmology setting. The gender distribution observed within the EMR data was more
significantly skewed to females than that observed in the most recent census. This is likely due to
the established lower attendance of men for healthcare checks.418

6.5 Conclusion
Alternative sources of data on refractive error and vision provide a unique opportunity to address
some of the gaps in scientific research on these topics. Further validation by comparison with
published results is necessary to confirm the appropriateness of utilising these alternative data
sources for research purposes. A deep understanding of the underlying data and the limitations
associated with the data is necessary to ensure accurate conclusions can be drawn.
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7.2 Abstract:

Purpose:
To examine whether data sourced from electronic medical records (EMR) and a large industrial
spectacle lens manufacturing database can estimate refractive error distribution within large
populations as an alternative to typical population surveys of refractive error.
Subjects:
A total of 555,528 patient visits from 28 Irish primary care optometry practices between the years
1980 and 2019 and 141,547,436 spectacle lens sales records from an international European lens
manufacturer between the years 1998 and 2016.
Methods:
Anonymized EMR data included demographic, refractive and visual acuity values. Anonymized
spectacle lens data included refractive data. Spectacle lens data was separated into lenses
containing an addition (ADD) and those without an addition (SV). The proportions of refractive
errors from the EMR data and ADD lenses were compared to published results from the European
Eye Epidemiology (E3) Consortium and the Gutenberg Health Study (GHS).
Results:
Age and gender matched proportions of refractive error were comparable in the E3 data and the
EMR data, with no significant difference in the overall refractive error distribution (χ²=527, p=0.29,
DoF=510). EMR data provided a closer match to the E3 refractive error distribution by age than the
ADD lens data. The ADD lens data, however, provided a closer approximation to the E3 data for total
myopia prevalence than the GHS data, up to age 64.
Conclusions:
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The prevalence of refractive error within a population can be estimated using EMR data in the
absence of population surveys in countries with high levels of access to refractive services. Industry
derived sales data can also provide insights on the epidemiology of refractive errors in a population
over certain age ranges. EMR and industrial data may therefore provide a fast and cost-effective
surrogate measure of refractive error distribution that can be used for future health service planning
purposes in countries with good access to optometric and spectacle dispensing services.
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7.3 Introduction:
Refractive error occurs when the eye does not correctly focus light at the retina which results in
blurred vision. It arises as a result of the eye growing too long (myopia/short sightedness), the eye
not growing long enough (hyperopia/long sightedness), uneven focussing due to corneal shape
(astigmatism) or a failure to focus at close ranges due to aging (presbyopia). In order to obtain clear
vision, correction either through the use of optical aids such as spectacles or contact lenses or
refractive surgery is required.
Refractive errors are a leading cause of vision impairment and blindness globally, due to limited
access to optical correction in some regions,419 and the range of ocular diseases for which refractive
errors, in particular myopia, are an identified risk factor.420,421 There is a growing concern about
myopia due to the rapid rise in global prevalence over the last few decades.3 Vitale et al8 found an
increase in myopia prevalence from 25% in 1971 - 1972 to 41.6% in 1999 –2004 in the United States
of America. Similar increases have been observed in Europe, with higher levels of myopia observed
in more recent birth cohorts.38 The largest increases in myopia prevalence have been observed in
Asia,422 particularly east Asia, with rates reaching 84% in older children.151 The level of myopia
prevalence is not as high in South America191,423 or Africa,195 however, it is expected to rise
significantly in all parts of the world in the coming years.3 Holden et al3 estimated that almost half of
the world’s population will be myopic by 2050, with almost 10% set to be highly myopic. The authors
extrapolated these myopia rates by using data from published population surveys of refractive error.
The primary limitation identified in this study was the significant lack of global epidemiological
refractive error data, with many countries having no data whatsoever or significant gaps in data
across different regions, age groups and ethnicities. The authors made specific reference to the
reduced certainty with regards to their high myopia predictions, with only 48 studies contributing
data to these projections.
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In order to assess the public health implications of refractive errors, it is essential to have accurate
population-based epidemiological data. In light of the observed differences between countries and
changing prevalence over time, such data needs to be both representative of a given population and
current. In Europe, epidemiological data has been collected over many decades, often from
historical cohorts. The largest such study,154 the European Eye Epidemiology (E3) consortium of 33
groups from 12 European countries, collated data on 124,000 European participants from population
cohort and cross-sectional studies on refractive error conducted between 1990 and 2013. While this
data does show a trend of increased myopia prevalence for people born in more recent decades, the
available data from recent years and on younger population cohorts is relatively sparse.
Gathering comprehensive epidemiological data that can determine global prevalence trends in
refractive error over time using this traditional methodology is slow and open to question in terms
of cost effectiveness.424,425 For this reason, the growing volume of data gathered in healthcare in
recent years is of specific interest. Data such as electronic medical records (EMR) and industrial
manufacturing or sales records represent a potentially valuable source of secondary data, i.e. data
used for a purpose that is different from that for which it was originally collected. The scale of such
data is often far larger than conventional research datasets and it is now commonly referred to as
Big Data. Big Data is now recognized as an important resource for scientific research, allowing
conclusions to be drawn that would otherwise be impossible using traditional scientific
techniques426,427.
In the field of eyecare, several studies have demonstrated the usefulness of EMR data for
determining disease epidemiology310,311 and treatment outcomes.314,402 The application of such
approaches to myopia genetics research has shown strong correlation with the results obtained
using conventional epidemiological research methodologies.104,105 National330,331 and private
insurance claims records have also been used to determine the epidemiology of several ocular
diseases, as have hospital records.329 Big Data sources of this type can be used as an alternative form
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of epidemiological data, particularly in the absence of conventional epidemiological studies.
Datasets such as national insurance claims records can be generalised to an entire population while
EMR and hospital record data are useful when considering specific population cohorts.
The potential of Big Data as a tool to monitor population trends in refractive error has received little
attention. Optometric EMR data provides an obvious example of a rich source of data on refractive
error that has yet to be exploited for this purpose. Another novel, but less obvious, source of data is
the manufacturing and sales records of companies involved in the supply of optical appliances such
as spectacle and contact lenses. This data source is much more limited in terms of the information
available, but the ubiquity of these optical appliances indicates such data may still elicit useful
insights on refractive error epidemiology.
This study was designed, therefore to examine whether optometric EMR data or spectacle lens data
can provide estimates of refractive error distribution that are comparable to traditional population
surveys.

7.4 Methods:
Anonymized EMR data was gathered from 28 Irish optometry practices. The data was extracted
remotely through the EMR provider following provision of explicit consent from the data (practice)
owners during the period of May 2018 to June 2019 for all 28 practices. The data extracted
comprised all practice records since first use up to the date of extraction for each practice. The EMR
provider removed any personally identifying data and anonymized the data prior to delivery so that
the anonymization could not be reversed by the researchers. The data was analysed using the R
programming language (R Core Team (2020). R: A language and environment for statistical
computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.Rproject.org/.). At the time of extraction, a new unique identifying number was generated for each
subject within the EMR data allowing their data to be tracked across multiple visits. The data
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available for each subject included demographic, refractive, visual acuity, binocular vision, contact
lens, ocular health and clinical management data. For this analysis only demographic, refractive and
visual acuity data were considered with most refractions having been performed as non-cycloplegic
subjective refractions.
Anonymized patient spectacle lens sales data was provided by a major European manufacturer. This
comprised lenses that had been manufactured and dispatched after an order was received from a
practitioner with the majority of lenses for delivery within Europe. The data was collated into
histogram data using the SQLite database engine (Hipp, Wyrick & Company, Inc., Charlotte, North
Carolina, USA) and analysed using the R statistical programming language. The data provided
included the spherical power, cylindrical power and axis of the spectacle prescription. The lens
design, diameter, laterality (prescribed for right or left eye) and date of manufacture were also
included. For lens designs with an addition, this was also specified. The presence of an addition
allowed the lenses to be separated into two groups, the single vision (SV) lens group and the
addition (ADD) lens group. The data was validated for missing and malformed data fields and any
lenses with incomplete or invalid data were excluded. The spherical equivalent power was calculated
for each lens.
Data from the E3 study was extracted by digitizing the published results using Plot Digitiser.428 Data
from the GHS study,14 a population based observational study, was also digitized as an additional
comparison. The GHS was chosen as an additional comparison as it took place in Germany, had a
similar age range (35-74) and was one of the component studies of the E3 study. In addition,
Germany was the largest contributor to the spectacle lens data.
Myopia was defined according to the International Myopia standards,93 with a spherical equivalent
refraction (SER) of ≤ -0.50 D being considered myopic, and ≤ -6.00 D SER considered highly myopic.
Hyperopia was defined as ≥ +0.75 D SER and emmetropia defined as > -0.50 D SER and < +0.75 D
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SER. For comparison with the E3 study, analysis was also performed using the myopia definition
used in that study, i.e. ≤ -0.75 D SER.
The E3 study, a meta-analysis on refractive error prevalence in Europe, was chosen as a comparative
study for several reasons. Firstly, the manufacturer database reflected almost exclusively European
lens sales. Secondly, as the spectacle lens data comprised a substantial proportion of reading addition
lenses typically used by older presbyopic adults429 (age ≥ 40-45 typically),163 the adult age profile of
the E3 consortium (age 25-89 years) was deemed suitable, and it was assumed that the datasets could
be comparable. These age assumptions were also validated using the EMR data. With this more
detailed optometric data, both the age and spectacle correction data were available, allowing
determination of the age distribution of patients with single vision and reading addition spectacles.
The relationship between age and reading addition was determined by fitting a logistic function to the
age and right eye reading addition found in the EMR data using the ‘drc’ extension package for R.430 A
logistic function was also created to determine the number of individuals requiring a reading addition
at each age from 1 to 100 years old within the EMR data. The base R predict function was then used
to generate 95% prediction intervals for both logistic models. Probability density functions were
generated for each reading addition value to determine the distribution of age associated with that
reading addition. The ADD lens group then had an estimated age assigned for each spectacle lens
based on the reading addition value for that lens using the probabilities generated from the EMR data.
The EMR data was randomly sampled to provide an age and gender matched population for
comparison with the E3 population. The ADD lens data was also age matched with the E3 population
using the estimated age for each lens. From the age matched EMR and ADD lens data, the proportion
of myopia, high myopia and hyperopia present was calculated in 5-year age brackets to allow
comparison with the E3 and GHS data.
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This study was approved by our institution’s ethics committee and adheres to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki. Due to the irreversible nature of the data anonymization patient level consent
was not required.

7.5 Results:
7.5.1 Spectacle Lens Dispensing and EMR Refractive Error Distribution:
Initially the spectacle lens dataset comprised 141,547,436 lenses from the manufacturer sales
records ranging from the year 1998 to 2016. The acquired EMR dataset included 555,528 patient
visits ranging from the year 1980 to 2019. Records with incomplete or missing data were excluded
from both datasets and only years with complete data were included in the analysis (Figure 7.1). In
total 134,280,063 spectacle lenses were included, comprised of 84,561,994 SV lenses and
49,709,191 ADD lenses. The final EMR dataset was composed of 524,868 patient visits.
Over 97% of spectacle lenses were for delivery within Europe with Germany accounting for the
largest proportion (≈48%) of all lenses delivered. The EMR data included 244,002 unique patients
representing 5.1% of the population of the Republic of Ireland 415. The gender distribution of EMR
patient visits was 51.3% female, 34.9% male and not recorded in 13.8% of records. The 28
optometric practices were located all across the Republic of Ireland representing both rural and
urban populations.
The distribution of refractive error within the EMR data and spectacle lens data are presented in
Figure 7.2, including the complete datasets and also segregated according to lens type (SV or ADD
lens). Table 7.1 summarises the descriptive statistics for each distribution.
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Figure 7.1: Number of spectacle lenses and EMR visits included in analysis
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of spherical equivalent in each dataset
Top Panel - EMR from Irish optometry practices right spherical equivalent distribution for all visits
(n = 536,249), single vision prescriptions (n = 215,207) and addition prescriptions (n = 321,013).
Bottom Panel - Spectacle Lens Distribution from manufacturer data for all lenses (n = 134,280,063),
single vision, (SV) lenses (n = 84,561,994) and addition, (ADD) lenses (n = 49,709,191).

Table 7.1: Mean, range and distribution characteristics of spectacle lens and optometric electronic
medical record (EMR) data.
Dataset
All Spectacle Lenses
SV Lenses
ADD Lenses
All EMR Visits
Visits with SV Rx
Visits with Add Rx

Mean SER (D) ± SD
+0.02 ± 3.08
-0.03 ± 3.22
+0.11 ± 2.84
-0.13 ± 2.50
-0.91 ± 2.74
+0.39 ± 2.17

Skew
-0.80
-0.74
-0.89
-0.74
-0.30
-1.09

Kurtosis
1.73
1.47
2.20
3.19
2.09
5.82

All distributions demonstrate the classic negatively skewed leptokurtotic curve found in most studies
of refractive error, with the majority of observations centred close to emmetropia. The only
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exception to this pattern was the SV spectacle lenses which were found to have a bimodal
distribution with a significant notch apparent at zero spherical equivalent.

7.5.2 Estimating Age Using Reading Addition:
Figure 7.3 shows the relationship between age and the presence of an addition by comparing the
EMR distribution of SER for single vision prescriptions with those aged under 45 and the SER
distribution of prescriptions with an addition and those aged 45 and over. It can be seen that the
distribution of SER for those under age 45 (left panel, histogram bars) is very similar to the
distribution of those prescribed a SV lens (left panel, dashed line), while the distribution of SER for
those over age 45 (right panel, histogram bars) is very similar to the distribution of those prescribed
an ADD lens (right panel, dashed line). The remarkable degree of similarity between being under age
45 and being prescribed single vision (χ² = 552, p = 0.2365, DoF = 529) and being 45 years or older
and being prescribed an addition (χ² = 899, p = 0.2408, DoF = 870) indicates that age and the
prescribing of an addition are highly correlated. Table 7.2 shows the relationship between age and
the likelihood of prescribing a reading addition in the form of a contingency table. A summary of the
distributions and their statistical relationship is given in Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Age and the prescribing of an addition are highly correlated
Distribution of spherical equivalent for those under age 45 (left panel bars) and those age 45 and
over (right panel bars). The dotted line represents the distribution of spherical equivalent for those
given a single vision prescription (left panel) and those given a prescription containing an addition
(right panel).

Table 7.2: Contingency table comparing the frequency of addition prescribing for patients under
age 45 and those age 45 and over.
No Addition Prescribed
204,027
13,515

Under 45
Age 45 or Over

Addition Prescribed
24,512
298,807

Table 7.3: Descriptive statistics comparing single vision optometric electronic medical record (EMR)
prescriptions to younger patients and addition EMR prescriptions to older patients.
Dataset
Single Vision
Under Age 45
Addition
Over Age 45

Mean SE (D)
-0.91 ± 2.74
-0.80 ± 2.66
+0.39 ± 2.17
+0.36 ± 2.25

Skew
-0.30
-0.30
-1.09
-1.16

Kurtosis
2.09
2.26
5.82
5.58
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Chi-Square Test
χ² = 552, p =
0.2365, DoF = 529
χ² = 899, p =
0.2408, DoF = 870

The relationship between age and the power of the addition given in glasses for the EMR data is
shown in Figure 7.4. This relationship could be accurately fitted to a logistic function with nonlinear
regression (estimate = 2.2 D, t = 818.94, p < 0.001). The residual standard error found was 7.56
years.

Figure 7.4: Predicted age based on the prescribed reading addition with 95% prediction intervals

Figure 7.4 also shows the 95% prediction limits for estimating age if only the add is known, as is the
case with lens dispensing data. A logistic function was also fitted to the relationship between the
probability of being prescribed a reading addition and age (estimate = 42.29 years, t = 653.73, p <
0.001). The residual standard error was 1.73%. This allows estimation of the proportion of
individuals at each age likely to require a reading addition (Figure 7.5). These relationships were then
used to infer ages for the ADD lens data. This allowed the generation of sub-populations of a given
age for comparison with the EMR, E3 and GHS data. Using these two functions to determine age
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ranges and by generating probability density functions for each value of reading addition in the EMR
data, the level of myopia, hyperopia and astigmatism was calculated for age groups from ≥45 years
to ≤ 80 years for the ADD lens data.

Figure 7.5: Likelihood of needing a reading addition at different ages with 95% prediction intervals

7.5.3 Comparison with E3:
The distributions of spherical equivalent refraction in the E3 study and the age matched EMR data
were closely matched (χ² = 527, p = 0.29, DoF = 510) with both being negatively skewed
leptokurtotic distributions (Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of spherical equivalent distribution between E3 and EMR. E3 distribution of
refractive error spherical equivalent (dotted line) compared to the gender and age matched EMR
distribution of right eye refractive error spherical equivalent (bars).

Age-matched comparison of the level of myopia, hyperopia and astigmatism for EMR relative to E3
data revealed broadly similar distributions across the refractive error types, albeit that the distribution
of myopia was lower and hyperopia higher in the EMR data relative to the E3 data (Table 7.4). The
ADD lens data distributions of myopia, hyperopia and astigmatism were all higher but also similar to
the age matched E3 data (Table 8.5).
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Table 7.4: Age matched comparison of refractive error rates between the E3 consortium and optometric electronic medical record (EMR) data (mean age
= 60.16 ± 12.23 years)
Data Set

E3 (n =
62,393)
EMR (n =
200,076

All
Myopia
≤ -0.75
30.60%

Low Myopia
≤ -0.75 to > -3.00

Moderate Myopia
≤ -3.00 to > -6.00

High Myopia
≤ -6.00

All Hyperopia
≥ +1.00

Emmetropia
> -0.75 to < +1.00

Astigmatism
≥ 1.00

25.23%

High
Hyperopia
≥ +3.00
5.37%

19.50%

8.08%

2.71%

44.17%

23.86%

21.52%

13.56%

5.70%

2.26%

37.89%

7.38%

40.59%

28.38%

Table 7.5: Age matched comparison of refractive error rates between the E3 consortium and spectacle lenses with an addition (ADD) lens data (mean
age = 62.55 ± 8.59 years)
Data Set

All
Myopia
≤ -0.75
22.44%

E3 (n =
50,010)
ADD
28.60%
Lenses (n =
35,720,655

Low Myopia
≤ -0.75 to > -3.00

Moderate Myopia
≤ -3.00 to > -6.00

High Myopia
≤ -6.00

All Hyperopia
≥ +1.00

14.08%

6.24%

1.93%

15.12%

9.52%

3.95%
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Emmetropia
> -0.75 to < +1.00

Astigmatism
≥ 1.00

37.23%

High
Hyperopia
≥ +3.00
7.98%

40.33%

26.96%

43.02%

9.98%

28.38%

31.45%

The E3 reported levels of myopia, hyperopia and high myopia across various age groups were
compared to the EMR, ADD lenses and GHS data across the same age groups (Figure 7.7 – 7.9).
These figures show the EMR data is the closest match to the E3 data. Confidence intervals for the
EMR data were found to be overlapping with the confidence intervals for E3 data at 7 age points for
myopic refractions (Figure 7.7), 6 age points for hyperopic refractions (Figure 7.8) and 12 age points
for highly myopic refractions (Figure 7.9). The ADD lens data, however, provides a closer
approximation to the E3 data for total myopia compared to the GHS data, particularly up to age 64
(Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7: Total myopia proportion for EMR (inverted triangle), ADD Lenses (triangle), GHS (circle)
and E3 (square) data as a function of age group. The E3 data confidence intervals (dark shaded
area) are plotted to illustrate comparison with the other data sets. The EMR data confidence
intervals (light shaded area) are plotted to show the overlap with the E3 data.
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Figure 7.8: Total hyperopia proportion for EMR (inverted triangle), ADD Lenses (triangle), GHS
(circle) and E3 (square) data as a function of age group. The E3 data confidence intervals (dark
shaded area) are plotted to illustrate comparison with the other data sets. The EMR data
confidence intervals (light shaded area) are plotted to show the overlap with the E3 data.
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Figure 7.9: Total high myopia proportion for EMR (inverted triangle), ADD Lenses (triangle) and E3
(square) data as a function of age group. The E3 data confidence intervals (dark shaded area) are
plotted to illustrate comparison with the other data sets. The EMR data confidence intervals (light
shaded area) are plotted to show the overlap with the E3 data. GHS not present as high myopia
data was unavailable.

7.6 Discussion:
Our results indicate that EMR data provides a close approximation to refractive error prevalence
values found as part of the E3 study. Age related variation in the proportions of myopes and
hyperopes are similar across the EMR and E3 data. Although the EMR data falls outside the E3
confidence intervals at some points in both comparisons, this is also true of the GHS data which was
a component study of the E3 dataset, with the EMR data providing a closer match to the E3 than the
GHS data. As the confidence intervals indicate the likely position of the mean of the study population
some fluctuation is expected when comparing different study populations.
It was possible to estimate the likely recipient age for every spectacle lens prescription containing a
reading addition by using the EMR data. This was achieved based on the observation that a
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significant majority of EMR patient visits below the age of 40 years were not prescribed an addition
while the majority of patients visits above the age of 50 years were prescribed an addition. Along
with the presence of an addition, the power of the reading addition was also found to provide a
means of estimating a patient’s age. These inferences allowed an estimated age to be associated
with each spectacle lens containing an addition within the spectacle lens sales dataset. The
combination of disparate data sources to provide greater insight is a hallmark of Big Data analysis,305
and in this case allowed a deeper understanding of the usefulness of the spectacle lens sales data as
a source of epidemiological data of refractive error.
Having accurate and current information on the prevalence of refractive error is vital to allow health
services to plan for the increasing need for optical correction and the increased burden due to the
ocular comorbidities273,276,280,421,431 associated with increasing refractive error. Myopia is of particular
concern as it is estimated that up to 49.8% of the global population will be myopic by 2050 and 9.8%
of those will be highly myopic.3 The combination of high myopia and increasing age have been found
to be a risk factor for vision impairment and blindness.294 A recent meta-analysis found a significantly
increased risk of myopic macular degeneration and retinal detachment in high myopes with reduced
visual acuity and worse treatment outcomes in eyes with these conditions.114 Assessing any change
to the prevalence of high myopia within a population is the area of most concern when considering
the ocular comorbidities associated with refractive error. EMR data contains refractive error
information and patient demographics including age, which can help to determine the population
risk of vision impairment. The EMR data provides a good match to the E3 study for high myopia
(Figure 7.9) and as such may be an invaluable method to determine the ongoing risk of vision
impairment.
While conventional epidemiological studies remain the gold standard, they have some
disadvantages. The most reliable studies have large sample sizes allowing their results to be
generalized to the entire population. Such sample sizes require significant investment and time to
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conduct the study, which perhaps explains the relative lack of epidemiological studies of refractive
error and significant lack of longitudinal studies of refractive error. This paucity of data also
contributes to uncertainty with regards to future projections of myopia prevalence.3 Where such
data is not available, EMR or industrial data may have a useful role as these are increasingly being
collected as a matter of routine and can be collected with greater ease and at more regular intervals.
It is important to acknowledge that all epidemiological studies suffer from various forms of bias. For
example, it is well established that most cross sectional studies suffer from volunteer bias, with
volunteers usually from higher socio-economic backgrounds with a higher level of education.432
Longitudinal studies frequently suffer from loss to follow up which may induce a bias in the profile of
the remaining study population. It is important, therefore, when designing an epidemiological survey
of refractive error to attempt to minimise these biases. Big data studies on refractive error will not
suffer with the same biases as the data was not collected for the purpose of determining the
population burden of refractive error. This type of epidemiological study will however, have a
different set of biases which need to be considered. A frequent criticism of the secondary use of
EMR data concerns the lack of access to healthcare of some population cohorts433 due to a lack of
health insurance. As this EMR data has come from a jurisdiction with free access to eyecare which is
widely availed of, this should not create a significant bias in our data,434,435 although it should be
acknowledged some population cohorts do not access healthcare readily, even when provided free
of charge, for a myriad of reasons. Results from the UK indicating very high usage of refractive
services imply these individuals are likely to represent a very small cohort.436 Less frequent
replacement of spectacle lenses from those of lower socio-economic backgrounds may present a
more significant issue with regards to the spectacle lens dispensing data and is a very significant
limitation in countries where poor access to spectacles is a leading cause of vision impairment.256
Measurement error can exist as a bias in any epidemiological study but may be well controlled in
small studies through standardization of equipment and procedures. In a Big Data study of this
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nature, this is not possible. Nevertheless, error rates of subjective refraction in adults are typically
low at between 1% and 2%, indicating the vast majority of refractions should be accurate to within ±
0.50 D of the correct refraction.437,438
It should be acknowledged that both EMR and spectacle lens datasets are likely to only be available
in countries with good access to eyecare and as such this methodology will have a much more
limited application in countries with poor access to refractive services. In those countries with good
access to refractive services, for this data to be representative, there needs to be a high level of use
of these services. There are no published usage rates for refractive services in Ireland however a
2013 survey from the UK, Ireland’s nearest neighbour, indicates very high use of refractive services
with 74% of the population using a refractive correction and greater than 96% of the population
over the age of 50 using a refractive correction.436
There are several limitations to this study that must be considered. In relation to spectacle lens data,
demographic information of the individuals purchasing the spectacle lenses is not typically available
in industrial datasets. Geographic information is likely to be available, however, which can provide
some useful information. Using the EMR data to infer the age of a cohort of the spectacle lens users
enhances the usefulness of this data, but the overall lack of demographic information means that
further conclusions on subpopulations cannot be drawn. In this study, the spectacle lens data was
supplied by one manufacturer. Economic factors and market penetration may have an effect on the
background of the consumer choosing lenses from this manufacturer. Industrial data could be
biased, for example, to particular socio-economic, ethnic or other demographic subgroups for
reasons such as product cost, geographic location and other factors specific to individual
manufacturers. Higher educational attainment is associated with both socio-economic status and
myopia,38 for example, so the possibility that the oversampling of individuals from particular
backgrounds within individual datasets might influence population estimates of refractive error
needs to be considered.
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Under sampling of emmetropic patients is a more significant issue for the spectacle lens data as
these represent spectacle lens sales. This will tend to produce an apparent increased proportion of
hyperopic and myopic refractive errors, especially for younger subjects, as observed in this study. It
is unlikely that emmetropic patients are purchasing spectacle lenses in significant numbers. This is
particularly evident when considering the SV lenses in Figure 7.3. The notch apparent at zero dioptric
power represents the reduction in purchasing of spectacle lenses by this group. It might be expected
that the number of zero power lenses would be smaller than was observed, but there are plausible
reasons to explain this. In cases of anisometropia one eye may have a zero-power lens when the
fellow eye needs correction. In addition, the computation of spherical equivalent may result in zero
spherical equivalent power for lenses prescribed to patients with mixed astigmatism. The lack of
emmetropes represented within the spectacle lens sales data presents a problem and may explain
the poorer match to the E3 study relative to EMR data. This implies that such data may be more
representative of the distribution of refractive error within a population above a certain threshold of
refractive error. The greatest risk of uncorrectable visual impairment due to refractive error are
associated with high levels of myopia,114 and also high levels of hyperopia.421 These are both
categories likely to seek optical correction due to the significant symptoms associated with each,
particularly in countries with easy access to free eyecare such as Ireland. Further analysis and
modelling may remove the limitation associated with the under sampling of emmetropes and allow
the determination of the risk of vision impairment in those using spectacle lenses to correct higher
refractive errors (Chapter 8).
There are fewer limitations applicable to the EMR data due to the increased demographic detail
captured in this data. Under sampling of emmetropic patients is likely to be less problematic for the
EMR data which includes refraction data found as part of a patient’s eye examination. Emmetropic
patients are still likely to attend routine eye examinations for the purposes of screening for common
ocular pathologies such as glaucoma and cataract.439 Importantly, EMR data is likely to be highly
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representative of the older population given the almost universal need for optical correction as
presbyopia begins to manifest as a problem, even for emmetropes and low hyperopes who did not
previously need correction. This is particularly the case in most countries in Europe where subsidised
eye examinations are accessible to the majority of the population.257 The close match of the EMR
and E3 data observed herein suggests that the EMR is representative of the population at large. The
results indicate that the EMR and E3 data are a close match but the underlying assumption that a
European meta-analysis of refractive error is the best comparator to an Irish population is not
necessarily true. The most ideal comparator would be an Irish population survey of refractive error;
however, none exist. As the E3 study is the largest such study in Europe and the results are similar to
other surveys of refractive error of populations similar to Ireland in Western Europe,14,154,159 this is
the best currently available data with which to draw a comparison.
In this EMR dataset, it was not possible to tell what type of refraction had been performed to reach
the refractive error prescribed. Cycloplegic refraction is performed to avoid the errors in refraction
that can be induced by accommodation in children and the use of cycloplegia is considered the most
appropriate method to assess refractive error for research purposes.169 Although it is unknown how
many of these refractions have been performed with the aid of cycloplegia, a significant number of
epidemiological surveys on refractive error have been carried out without the use of cycloplegia.422 It
has been found that accommodation mostly affects the determination of refractive error in children
and has little impact on adults164,165, particularly older adults.166 The technique of refraction used,
therefore, should have little impact on the primarily adult dataset used herein.

7.7 Conclusion:
The prevalence of refractive error within a population can be estimated using EMR data in the
absence of population surveys in countries with high levels of access to refractive services. Results
from EMR data also allow age to be inferred from the addition in a spectacle lens. Industry derived
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sales can then be used to provide insights on the epidemiology of refractive errors in a population
over certain age ranges. EMR and industrial data may therefore provide a fast and cost-effective
surrogate measure of refractive error distribution that can be used for future health service planning
purposes in countries with good access to optometric and spectacle dispensing services.
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8.2 Abstract
Objective:
To investigate whether spectacle lens sales data can be used to estimate the population distribution
of refractive error amongst ametropes and hence estimate the current and future risk of vision
impairment.

Design:
Cross Sectional Study

Subjects:
A total 141,547,436 spectacle lens sales records from an international European lens manufacturer
between the years 1998 and 2016.

Methods:
Anonymized patient spectacle lens sales data including refractive error information was provided by
a major European spectacle lens manufacturer. Data from the Gutenberg Health Survey was
digitized to allow comparison of a representative, population-based sample to the spectacle lens
sales data. A bootstrap analysis was completed to assess the comparability of both datasets. The
expected level of vision impairment due to myopia at age 75 was calculated for both datasets using a
previously published risk estimation equation combined with a saturation function.

Main Outcome Measures:
Comparability of spectacle lens sales data on refractive error to typical population surveys of
refractive error and its potential utility to predict vision impairment due to refractive error.

Results:
Equivalent estimates of the population distribution of spherical equivalent refraction can be
provided from spectacle lens data within limits. For myopia, the population distribution was
equivalent to the Gutenberg Health Survey (≤ 5% deviation) for levels ≤-2.0 dioptres, while for
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hyperopia the distribution was equivalent (≤ 5% deviation) for levels ≥ +3.0 diopters. The estimated
rates of vision impairment due to myopia were not statistically significantly different (χ2 = 182, DoF =
169, p = 0.234) between the spectacle lens data and Gutenberg Health Survey data.

Conclusions:
The distribution of refractive error and hence the risk of vision impairment due to refractive error
within a population can be determined using spectacle lens sales data. Pooling this type of data from
multiple industry sources could provide a cost effective, timely and globally representative
mechanism for monitoring the evolving epidemiology of refractive error and associated vision
impairment.
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8.3 Introduction
Vision impairment is a huge challenge internationally which is projected to worsen as a consequence
of global population aging unless significant effort is made to address the many underlying causes.
Refractive error has been identified as a risk factor for the development of numerous ocular
pathologies which can lead to vision impairment. Significant refractive errors, both myopic and
hyperopic, are known to be amblyogenic in children.440 Higher degrees of hyperopia is a risk factor
for the development of age-related macular degeneration (AMD),421 while higher levels of myopia
are known to increase the risk of glaucoma,441 cataract,442 retinal detachment443 and myopic
maculopathy.272
The individual and societal cost of vision impairment is substantial. Societal costs can be measured
by the loss of productivity254 and the need to provide adequate medical care and support to those
affected by vision impairment.444 Those with vision impairment are more likely to require support in
day to day living, suffer from falls and have health or emotional problems interfere with their
life.245,444 Quality of life is also significantly affected, with vision impairment having a similar impact
as stroke, heart attack and diabetes,445 and even mild vision impairment associated with reduced
quality of life.446
Refractive error typically develops in childhood.29 The association between refractive error and
vision impairment, however, does not become apparent for many decades and is a function of
refractive error type and magnitude as well as increasing age.285,294,295 Myopia is the refractive error
that is of most concern. It has been demonstrated that there is an increased lifetime risk of vision
impairment with all levels of myopia, but particularly at higher levels.294 A recent meta-analysis
indicated that one in three high myopes are at risk of bilateral vision impairment within their lifetime
and that even low to moderate myopes are at significantly increased risk of ocular disease and
disability.114 There is an increasing amount of evidence that the prevalence of myopia within the
population has increased over the last number of decades. The most significant increases have been
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observed in Asian populations422 with some countries seeing over 90% of children become myopic by
the late teenage years.153,447 Although ethnicity appears to play a role, there is evidence of increasing
prevalence of myopia in many populations around the world.8,38,236,448
It is important to have current and easily accessible refractive error epidemiological data in order to
plan appropriate public health resource allocation to meet the need for correction of refractive error
and treatment of any associated pathology, particularly in the context of a changing population
burden of refractive error. Holden et al.’s landmark paper3 predicted that by 2050 almost 50% of the
global population will be myopic, with nearly 10% of the population falling into the highly myopic
category (using a threshold of -5 D). This is of great concern given the likelihood of increased levels
of vision impairment due to both uncorrected refractive error and the ocular pathology associated
with myopia. Holden et al.3 used existing epidemiological studies to make their predictions. They
identified the lack of epidemiological data in “many countries and age groups, across representative
geographic areas”3 as a significant limitation of their study, with predictions of high myopia
prevalence particularly susceptible to the paucity of available evidence. The lack of epidemiolocal
data is not surprising given the time and financial investment required to carry out these studies.
As the risk of vision loss associated with increasing refractive error is non-linear,114,294,295 it is not
sufficient to merely establish the proportion of the population affected by myopia or hyperopia. It is
necessary to determine the number of individuals affected by different levels of refractive error
within a population to gain a true insight into the population risk of vision impairment due to
refractive error.
Spectacle lens sales data represents a potential source of contemporary refractive error data which,
if made accessible, could provide valuable insights into the changing epidemiology of refractive error
and associated risks of vision impairment. The value and limitations of spectacle lens sales data as an
epidemiological tool to determine refractive error distribution in a population has previously been
described.309 Principally, the distribution of refractive error found in spectacle lens sales data does
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not follow standard population distributions of refractive error as individuals with no refractive error
do not typically purchase spectacles lenses, hence emmetropes and near-emmetropes are underrepresented in such data. The symptomatic nature of higher levels of refractive error implies that
the majority of the population affected are likely to use spectacles, particularly in high income
countries where the visual demands associated with education and employment are high and where
subsidised access to eyecare is available.257 Most studies of refractive error epidemiology report
their distributions across the entire range of refractive error. By concentrating analysis on the
myopic and hyperopic ends or tails of the distribution, rather than the central emmetropic range of
the distribution it may be possible to use spectacle lens sales data as an epidemiological tool.
The aim of this paper, therefore, was to investigate whether spectacle lens sales data can be used to
estimate the population distribution of refractive error amongst ametropes and hence estimate the
current and future impact of refractive errors on the risk of vision impairment.

8.4 Methods
Anonymized patient spectacle lens sales data were provided by a major European spectacle lens
manufacturer. This dataset (n=141,547,436) comprised lenses that had been manufactured and
dispatched after an order was received from an eye care practitioner, with the majority (> 98%) of
lenses for delivery within Europe. The data was collated into histogram data using the SQLite
database engine (Hipp, Wyrick & Company, Inc., Charlotte, North Carolina, USA) and analyzed using
the R statistical programming language (R Core Team (2021). R: A language and environment for
statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.Rproject.org/.). The Technological University Dublin Research Ethics Committee approved this study
and which adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The data provided included the
spherical power, cylindrical power and axis of the spectacle prescription, lens design, diameter,
laterality (prescribed for right or left eye) and date of manufacture. For lens designs with a addition,
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this was also specified. The presence of an addition allowed the lenses to be separated into two
groups, the single vision (SV) lens group and the addition (ADD) lens group. The data was validated
for missing and malformed data fields and any lenses with incomplete or invalid data were excluded.
The spherical equivalent power was calculated for each lens.
Data from the Gutenberg Health Study14 (GHS) study was extracted by digitizing the published
results using Plot Digitiser (http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/). The GHS was chosen as a
comparison for several reasons. Firstly, the GHS took place in Mainz, Germany and the manufacturer
database reflected almost exclusively European lens sales, with Germany the largest contributor (≈
48%). Secondly, as the spectacle lens data comprised a substantial proportion of reading addition
lenses typically used by older presbyopic adults429 (age ≥ 40-45 typically),163 the adult age profile of
the GHS (age 35-74 years) was comparable.
Myopia and hyperopia were analyzed using the definitions given by the GHS i.e., a spherical
equivalent (SE) refractive error of < -0.50 D being considered myopic and a SE refractive error of >
0.75 D being considered hyperopic. High myopia was defined as SE ≤ -6.00 D. The International
Myopia Institute recommends the adoption of an agreed standard for myopia of ≤ -0.50 D93 so
results using this criterion are also reported.
To determine confidence intervals of the estimates, a bootstrapping technique was used to generate
1,000 new distributions of refractive error from the SV and ADD lens data, with each new
distribution comprising the same original sample size as the GHS (n = 13,959). Bootstrapping is a
statistical technique which involves constructing many samples by randomly drawing sets of
observations from a dataset.449,450 These multiple samples can then be used to calculate test
statistics and confidence intervals.449,450 The new distributions were constructed using the ‘infer’
extension package for R. With this technique, the mean number of cases for each 1 D bin value of
spherical equivalent was calculated along with 95% confidence intervals. This was repeated for both
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the myopic and hyperopic tails of the distributions and the results were compared to the GHS
distribution of refractive error.
In order to determine the range of refractive error values over which the bootstrap analysis should
take place, the analysis was repeated with different spherical equivalent starting values, starting at 0
D spherical equivalent and changing in 1 D steps for both the myopic and hyperopic tails of the
distribution. This allowed the deviance between the calculated 95% confidence intervals and the
GHS distribution to be determined.
The final fitted bootstrapped distributions were generated which allowed comparison with the GHS.
The proportion of each diopter value of myopia and hyperopia was calculated within the range that
was found to match the GHS well. The odds ratio of vision impairment due to myopia at each diopter
value of myopia was determined using equation 1 as described by Bullimore et al296 and was
modelled on published data and models that relate refractive error and age to vision impairment
risk.294,295 Vision impairment was defined as 20/67 (0.3 decimal visual acuity equivalent) or worse,
the same definition used by Bullimore et al.296 The odds ratio was converted into vision impairment
risk percentage using equation 2. This allowed the expected level of vision impairment by age 75 for
a sample of 100,000 SV spectacle lens users to be calculated. This was compared to the expected
level of vision impairment at age 75 over the same range of myopia for participants in the GHS.

𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑶𝒅𝒅𝒔 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐 = 𝟏. 𝟐𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎(𝟎.𝟎𝟓𝟕 × 𝑨𝒈𝒆 − 𝟎.𝟏𝟐𝟐 × 𝑺𝑬 − 𝟒.𝟎𝟑)
Equation 8.1: Vision Impairment Odds Ratio due to Myopia

𝑽𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 𝑹𝒊𝒔𝒌 = (

𝑶𝒅𝒅𝒔 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐
) × 𝟏. 𝟐𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟎
(𝟏 − 𝟏. 𝟐𝟔) + (𝟏. 𝟐𝟔 + 𝑶𝒅𝒅𝒔 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐)
Equation 8.2: Vision Impairment Risk due to Myopia
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8.5 Results
The spectacle lens dataset comprised 141.5 million lenses from the manufacturer sales records
ranging from the year 1998 to 2016. Records with incomplete or missing data were excluded, and
only years with complete data were included in the analysis. In total 134.3 million spectacle lenses
were included, comprised of 84.6 million SV lenses and 49.7 million ADD lenses.
The distribution of refractive error for the SV, ADD lenses and the GHS are shown in Figure 8.1. All
distributions demonstrate the classic negatively skewed leptokurtotic curve found in most studies of
refractive error, with the majority of observations centred close to emmetropia. The only exception
to this pattern was the SV spectacle lenses which were found to have a bimodal distribution with a
significant notch apparent at zero spherical equivalent. Table 8.1 shows the proportion of myopia
and hyperopia found in each dataset. The most significant difference observed was in the proportion
of emmetropia present, with much lower levels in all spectacle lens datasets.
Repeating the bootstrapping technique for both the myopic and hyperopic tails of each distribution,
it was found that the deviation between the actual occurrence of each 1 D value of spherical
equivalent for the GHS and all of the spectacle lens data sets was greatest (over 50%) at 0 D
spherical equivalent. The deviation reduced to 5% or less between -2 D and -15 D for the myopic end
of the distributions and between +3 D and +15 D for the hyperopic end of the distributions (Figure
2).
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Figure 8.1: Spectacle Lens Distribution of refractive error from manufacturer data for single vision
(SV) lenses (n = 84,561,994), addition (ADD) lenses (n = 49,709,191) and from the Gutenberg Health
Survey (n= 13,959).

Table 8.1: Proportion of refractive error types in each dataset

All Spectacle
Lenses
SV Lenses
ADD Lenses
GHS

Total
Emmetropia
(SE ≥ -0.50 D
and ≤ +0.75D)
19.1%

Total
Hyperopia (SE
> +0.75 D)

Total Myopia
(SE <-0.50 D)

Total
Myopia (SE
≤-0.50 D)

High
Myopia (SE
≤ -6.00 D

44.9%

36.0%

38.0%

4.8%

15.5%
25.0%
35.1%

44.9%
45.1%
29.8%

39.6%
29.9%
35.1%

41.7%
31.9%
39.9%

5.3%
4.0%
3.5%
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Figure 8.2: Deviation between bootstrapped confidence intervals and the observed occurrence of
refractive error in the Gutenberg Health Survey. The deviation is greatest when starting at zero
dioptres spherical equivalent and trends towards zero at higher absolute values of spherical
equivalent.

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show the mean number of lenses with 95% confidence intervals for each 1 D
from all 1,000 generated distributions for the myopic and hyperopic tails of the SV lens distribution
over the range of refractive error where the deviation was less than 5%. Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show
the mean number of lenses with 95% confidence intervals for the myopic and hyperopic tails of the
ADD lens distribution. These are compared with the GHS over the same range of refractive error. The
GHS was found to be statistically indistinguishable from the 1,000 generated distributions as it
mostly sat within the 95% confidence intervals.
As the tails of the spectacle lens distributions were found to match the GHS between -2 D to -15D
and +3 D to +15D, it was possible to determine the estimated risk of vision impairment at age 75
among myopic SV spectacle lens wearers (Table 8.2). Using the spectacle lens data, it was estimated
that 8.18% of myopic spectacle lens wearers (n = 8,179 cases per 100,000 population) will be visually
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impaired by age 75. Over the same range of myopia in the GHS, 7.72% of myopic individuals (n =
7,720 cases per 100,000 population) were estimated to be vision impaired by age 75. The estimated
rates of vision impairment were not statistically significantly different (χ2 = 182, DoF = 169, p =
0.234).

Figure 8.3: Bootstrapped myopic mean distribution with 95% confidence intervals for Single Vision
lenses (solid line and shaded area) compared to the Gutenberg Health Survey (dotted line).
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Figure 8.4: Bootstrapped hyperopic mean distribution with 95% confidence intervals for Single
Vision lenses (solid line and shaded area) compared to the Gutenberg Health Survey (dotted line).

Figure 8.5: Bootstrapped myopic mean distribution with 95% confidence intervals for Addition
lenses (solid line and shaded area) compared to the Gutenberg Health Survey (dotted line).
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Figure 8.6: Bootstrapped hyperopic mean distribution with 95% confidence intervals for Addition
lenses (solid line and shaded area) compared to the Gutenberg Health Survey (dotted line).
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Table 8.2: Refractive distribution within the myopic tail of the SV spectacle lens data and the GHS
data, estimated risk of vision impairment at age 75 from equation 1 and 2 and estimated number
of individuals with vision impairment at age 75 per 100,000 people with myopia of -2 D or worse
for both the SV lens group and GHS
Spherical
Proportion
Proportion
Equivalent of myopia in of myopia
(D)
SV lenses
in GHS

Risk of
Vision
Impairment
at Age 75

-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15

4%
5%
6%
8%
11%
14%
18%
22%
27%
33%
40%
46%
53%
60%

0.322
0.215
0.149
0.102
0.068
0.046
0.031
0.022
0.015
0.010
0.007
0.005
0.004
0.003

0.307
0.224
0.160
0.122
0.069
0.040
0.026
0.016
0.011
0.010
0.006
0.003
0.004
0.001

Total estimated vision impairment cases per 100,000
population at age 75 due to myopia ≤ -2.00D

Estimated number
of cases of vision
impairment due to
myopia per 100,000
population at age 75
(spectacle lens data)
1,219
1,067
962
854
733
634
548
472
402
330
285
248
225
200

Estimated number of
cases of vision
impairment due to
myopia per 100,000
population at age 75
(GHS data)
1,164
1,112
1,032
1,021
745
557
455
352
287
327
229
158
219
62

8,179

7,720

8.6 Discussion
This study describes a new method to estimate refractive error distribution. For spherical equivalent
refractive errors exceeding +3 D for hyperopia and -2 D for myopia, spectacle lens sales data can
provide equivalent estimates of the distribution of refractive error to those determined by
conventional population surveys of refractive error. Furthermore, by accurately estimating the shape
of the hyperopic and myopic tails of the distribution outside these threshold levels, this approach
can provide useful estimates of future population risks of vision impairment.
There are some limitations with the use of spectacle lens sales data. Ametropes may not be
corrected with spectacle lenses for numerous reasons, including, for example, lack of access to
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correction, a leading cause of preventable vision impairment in some parts of the world,256 or the
use of alternative forms of correction such as contact lenses. A recent study from the USA indicated
the majority of contact lens wearers also make use of spectacles, however, with only approximately
15% of contact lens wearers reporting they did not own any spectacles and over 75% reporting their
spectacle prescription provided clear vision indicating it was up to date.451 It is not certain that
European contact lens wearers have the same habits as those in the USA however given the
widespread availability of spectacles and contact lenses in both jurisdictions it would be surprising if
there were significant differences in spectacle usage among contact lens wearers. It is also not
possible to account for individuals who may have had refractive or cataract surgery in the current
dataset. The literature indicates, however, that although the rates of surgery have increased they
still represent less than 1% of all individuals.452,453 Conversely, some individuals may purchase
multiple sets of spectacles however given the very large sample size exploited herein, it is unlikely
that these factors would have a significant impact on the results. This is supported by the similar
levels of vision impairment predicted using both the spectacle lens data and GHS data. By utilising
multiple datasets, it may be possible to better account for individuals not captured within spectacle
lens data. In Europe, statistics are published on the number of surgical procedures performed,454
with similar data available for most countries,455 which may account for those undergoing cataract
and refractive surgery. Applying the same methodology to contact lens sales data can account for
patients that only use contact lenses for refractive error correction.
Other limitations also apply to the use of industrial type datasets. Drawing conclusions on
subpopulations, for example, can be more difficult as spectacle lens manufacturers and other
industry suppliers do not typically record data on their customers gender, ethnicity or age. If this
data was to be captured by manufacturers in the future it could facilitate subpopulation analysis. It
has, however, previously been demonstrated that lenses with a reading addition can be used to
estimate a customer’s age.309 As the relationship between increasing age and increasing refractive
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error is the primary driver for vision impairment due to refractive error,294,295,421 accurate forecasting
for the population risk of vision impairment using this methodology should be possible.
Emmetropes are also not well represented within this data. This is not surprising as it is unlikely that
individuals with minimal or no refractive error purchase spectacle lenses in any significant quantities.
This can be observed by the atypical distribution of refractive error for the SV lenses in Figure 8.1.
Another contributing factor to this atypical distribution may be the use of low plus SV lenses as a
reading correction by emmetropic presbyopes. It was expected that the ADD lens data would
provide a closer match to the GHS in the emmetropic range due to the similar age profile to the GHS
and the near universality of presbyopia over the age of 50.309 A likely explanation for the deviation of
the ADD lens data at emmetropia in Figure 8.2 is the wide availability of over the counter reading
glasses that can be used by emmetropes and low hyperopes and the ability of low myopes to read
comfortably when no correction is in place, meaning those in this range of SE are less likely to
purchase progressive addition spectacle lenses. The lack of representation of those with
approximately emmetropic refractive errors in our data is a significant limitation, but
epidemiological studies are best placed to establish baseline vision impairment risks for
emmetropes/near emmetropes. In the GHS, the percentage of individuals estimated to be vision
impaired by age 75 increases by 1.2% to 8.92% if those with myopia > -2.00 D SE are included in the
calculations, which translates to approximately 9.38% if extrapolated to the SV spectacle lens
wearers. Further modelling of the spectacle lens data may allow for more accurate estimates of the
proportion of individuals in this low myopia group which in turn could allow a full population
estimate of vision impairment due to myopia to be calculated. From a public health perspective,
obtaining the current population burden of those with higher absolute refractive errors, especially
myopia, is of particular importance as we are entering an era where myopia can reasonably be
considered as a modifiable risk factor for vision impairment. These represent the individuals most at
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risk of vision impairment due to refractive error and estimating the number of people affected by
higher refractive error can allow better public health planning.269
Due to the nature of the data, it is impossible to state how the refraction for each individual was
carried out. Ideally all refractions would be carried out under cycloplegia in order to avoid the effects
of accommodation, particularly for myopic refractions.169 It has been shown that the assessment of
refractive error in adults is not significantly affected by the use of cycloplegia,165 particularly in older
adults,166 those most at risk of vision impairment. The data used in this study likely represents
predominantly adult populations, particularly the ADD lens data from which approximate ages can
be calculated,309 so the probable lack of cycloplegia should have minimal effect on the refractive
error and vision impairment estimations. It should also be noted that many well regarded population
surveys of refractive error do not make use of cycloplegia156,158 including the main comparison study
used herein.14 Additionally, the probable lack of cycloplegia in this study is unlikely to be significant
as the higher myopic threshold should reduce the risk of a misclassification error and is the approach
suggested by the International Myopia Institute when this risk may apply.93
The comparability of the results obtained from spectacle lens data and a conventional
epidemiological study demonstrates the utility of industrial datasets as a public health tool in
refractive error and vision impairment. The use of industrial data can potentially address the paucity
of epidemiological data available for both refractive error3 and vision impairment.5 Manufacturers
with large market share for spectacle lens sales may have refractive error data which can accurately
determine the number of ametropes in a population and hence the risk of vision impairment due to
refractive error, myopia in particular.
How this methodology could be best exploited to produce ongoing estimates of the population
burden of refractive error and consequential vision impairment needs to be determined. The most
significant challenge is gaining access to commercial data for public health purposes. One possible
solution would involve the creation of an international consortium of industry, academic,
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professional, intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations and other key stakeholder
bodies. This could provide a forum for international collaboration in the form of a Big Data coalition
and lead to a Global Myopia Observatory of data analytic and data visualisation resources which
could be used for public health planning, research, commercial and other uses. In providing the
platform to gather and merge disparate sources of industry data, this consortium could provide a
readily accessible, current and globally representative body of resources to monitor the changing
epidemiology of refractive error and associated eye disease and the impact of new treatments and
public health interventions essentially in real time. Furthermore, these resources would inform
health planning decisions, drive clinical practice reform, stimulate industrial innovation and
ultimately lead to better population health.
In conclusion, the distribution of refractive error within a population over a large range of refractive
error can be determined using spectacle lens sales data. This provides a good alternative when
population level data on refractive error is either absent or outdated. This is a particularly useful
methodology to determine the population burden of higher absolute levels of refractive error which
represents the population cohort most at risk of vision impairment due to refractive error. An
estimation of the future risk of vision impairment due to myopia can also be calculated from such
data.
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9.2 Abstract:
Purpose:
Visual acuity assessment is the most commonly performed vision screening method for drivers. The
standards and repeat assessment intervals used, however, are arbitrary, lack an evidence base and
are highly variable across different countries. This study utilises the power of Big Data to provide
evidence-based recommendations for standardised driver vision screening.
Methods:
Anonymised electronic medical record data was gathered from 40 Irish optometry practices
comprising 81,184 unique patients. A Kaplan-Meier Survival (KMS) analysis was used to determine
the effect of increasing age and time since screening on the likelihood of passing the visual acuity
standard for driving. A logistic function was fit to assess the effect of varying the minimum visual
acuity standard required to drive on the screening pass rate within the population.
Results:
The likelihood of failing repeat screening increased as a function of time since initial screening for all
age groups (χ2=1447, df=6, p<0.001), with older patients most affected. Rescreening intervals for
individuals who initially met the vision standard unaided reduced as a function of age. Using an 80%
survivability threshold, intervals ranged from every eight years for drivers under 50, reducing to
every two years for those aged over 80. Rescreening intervals for drivers requiring optical correction
to meet the standard, also decreased with age. Approximately 1% of individuals are excluded from
driving using a 0.3 logMAR visual acuity standard with correction.
Conclusion:
Visual acuity-based screening should take place at regular intervals for all drivers, not just those over
70. Re-screening intervals should be based on age, with shorter intervals for older drivers due to the
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combined effect of age and time on the likelihood of passing the driving visual acuity standards. The
most commonly used standard of 0.3 logMAR results in a minimal number of potential drivers being
excluded from driving.
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9.3 Introduction:
The ability to drive safely is complex, involving detailed sensory, cognitive and motor factors which
have to be integrated and enacted within a limited timeframe.456 Vision provides the most important
sensory input when driving and several studies have linked various forms of reduced vision with
increased traffic collisions.457,458 Vision loss has also been associated with decreased cognition in
older adults,459 itself a factor for road traffic crashes.460 There is conflicting evidence, however,
regarding the influence of commonly tested aspects of vision such as visual acuity (VA) and visual
field on driving performance.461,462 Furthermore, there is a distinct paucity of high quality evidence
exploring the relationship between mandatory vision screening and driver safety.463 Nevertheless,
most countries require evidence that vision meets a pre-defined standard in order to be legally
permitted to drive.
The vision screening standards used for driving vary widely across different countries, including in
Europe. The European regulatory directives on driving licences (EC Directives 2006/126/EC and
2009/113/EC)464 required harmonisation of driving licence vision screening standards by 2013,
however this has not taken place. A wide spectrum of vision standards persists, therefore, varying
from licence plate figure recognition tests carried out by non-qualified driving test employees in
some countries, to a full vision and ocular health assessment carried out by an ophthalmologist in
others. Currently the primary method by which vision is assessed to determine suitability for driving
is by measuring visual acuity, but the level required to be eligible to drive is country specific. The
most common minimum standard with or without optical correction required in Europe is binocular
acuity of 0.5 decimal (0.3 logMAR, 6/12 (20/40) Snellen), although this varies from 0.0 logMAR in
Italy and Turkey to identifying figures on a licence plate at a specified distance in countries such as
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom,465 an approach which does not compare favourably to the
use of vision charts.466 The use of licence plates may encourage self-assessment however it has been
found many drivers do not recall the correct distances at which to conduct this self-assessment.467
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Many countries have a standard for visual field assessment, with the most common requirement
that the field extends to 120 degrees horizontally,465 while others also require additional vision
assessments such as colour vision, contrast sensitivity and glare recovery although it is unclear how
frequently these additional assessments are performed.465 Another significant source of variance in
standards across countries relates to the frequency of repeat screening. Some jurisdictions require
repeat screening every 10 years up to age 70 (and more frequently thereafter), while others place
the responsibility on the driver themselves to self-report any changes in their vision, with no
mandatory screening after the initial assessment until age 70.465
Driver vision screening standards have been criticised as lacking an adequate evidence base,468,469 a
view that appears justified by the apparent lack of consensus demonstrated between countries.
Irrespective of whether visual acuity is a good indicator of driver safety, the clinical implications of
the substantial variation in existing standards merits investigation. In Ireland, mandatory vision
screening takes place when initially applying for a licence (minimum age 16 for motorcycles; 17 for
cars). No further screening is required until the driver reaches the age of 70, after which vision is
assessed at 3-year intervals at each licence renewal. Screening is conducted by registered
optometrists or medical doctors, with applicants needing to meet the most common standard for
visual acuity of 0.3 logMAR, either with or without correction.
This study was designed to examine the suitability of driver vision screening standards as currently
used in Ireland and many other European countries to determine fitness to drive. Specifically, EMR
data derived from optometric practices involved in the routine measurement of visual acuity (e.g. as
part of routine driver vision screening and refractive error management) was initially used to assess
how uncorrected and corrected visual acuity vary as a function of age within the population.
Subsequently, the EMR data was analysed using a machine learning approach to examine: (i) what
effect does variation in the legal visual acuity threshold have on the probability of failing the vision
standard even with correction; and (ii) how does age and the length of time between vision tests
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influence the probability of meeting the required vision standard for driving at a subsequent vision
test, after initially meeting the standard either with or without correction. These analyses were used
to develop evidence-based recommendations regarding the frequency of driver vision screening and
threshold acuity level required to be legally permitted to drive.

9.4 Methods:
Anonymised EMR data was gathered from 40 Irish optometry practices. The data was extracted
remotely through the EMR provider following provision of explicit consent from the data (practice)
owners during the period of May 2018 to June 2020 for all 40 practices. The data extracted
comprised all practice records since first use up to the date of extraction for each practice. The EMR
provider removed any personally identifying data and anonymised the data prior to delivery so that
the anonymisation could not be reversed by the researchers. The data was provided in multiple CSV
files which were combined using the SQLite database engine V 3.30.00 (Hipp, Wyrick & Company,
Inc., Charlotte, North Carolina, USA) with further analysis carried out using the R programming
language (R Core Team (2020). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R
Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. https://www.R-project.org/). At the time of
extraction, a new unique identifying number was generated within the EMR data allowing individual
subject data to be tracked across multiple visits. The data available for each individual clinical
practice patient included demographic, refractive, visual acuity, binocular vision, contact lens, ocular
health and clinical management data. For this analysis, only demographic, refractive and visual
acuity data were considered. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the
Technological University of Dublin and adheres to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
A custom function was written to remove erroneous visual acuity values and convert all Snellen and
decimal uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA) and corrected visual acuity (CVA) values to logMAR
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notation. All patient records without complete and interpretable visual acuity data for both UCVA
and CVA were excluded from the analysis. Patient visits under the age of 21 were also excluded from
the analysis to specifically capture individuals most likely to drive. Patient visits were grouped in 10year age intervals up to age 80, with all those aged over 80 grouped together due to the smaller
number of patient visits. The average level of UCVA and CVA for each age group was calculated. The
effect of age group on both UCVA and CVA was also assessed using the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test.
Given the most widely adopted standard for visual acuity as it applies to driving is 0.3 logMAR, this
was used as a reference to categorise measured UCVA and CVA according to vision standards
criteria. A visual acuity of ≤ 0.2 logMAR in either eye was considered a pass, a visual acuity of > 0.2
logMAR and ≤ 0.4 logMAR in both eyes considered borderline and a visual acuity of > 0.4 logMAR in
both eyes considered a fail. The proportion of visual acuity measurements in each visual acuity
category and age group was determined for both CVA and UCVA. Subsequent analyses relating to
vision standards were conducted separately for those without visually significant refractive error
who passed based on their initial presenting UCVA and for those with refractive error who required
optical correction to meet the standards based on CVA.
A Kaplan-Meier survival (KMS) analysis was used to determine the survival time before patients that
initially passed the UCVA standard (≥ 0.3 logMAR in either eye) would fail the standard in a subgroup
of patients that attended for multiple visits at least six months apart and were observed to pass the
UCVA standard at their first visit. Patients were categorised into age groups according to their age at
the initial visit. Right censoring was used in order to account for patients that never failed the UCVA
standard over their observation period. The log-rank test was used to compare the survival curves
for each age group.
To determine the effect of changes in refractive error on the likelihood of passing the standard in
those using optical correction, the KMS analysis was repeated for a subgroup of patients that were
found to: (i) be myopic (right eye spherical equivalent refraction (SER) ≤ -0.50 D) or hyperopic (right
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eye SER ≥ +0.75 D) at their first and subsequent visits (without regression towards emmetropia at
subsequent visits); (ii) failed the standard based on UCVA, but passed the standard based on CVA
with correction; and (iii) had multiple visits at least six months apart. Progression of refractive error
was analysed in these patients over time, and the calculated progression was used to provide an
estimate of change in visual acuity, with a deterioration of 0.3 D SER assumed to be equivalent to a
0.1 logMAR deterioration in CVA if the original optical correction used to pass the initial vision
screening was not updated.470 These patients were considered to have failed the standard when
their estimated change in visual acuity resulted in a new estimated CVA greater than 0.3 logMAR
(necessarily assuming that spectacle correction was not updated). For the purposes of this analysis,
accommodation effects were ignored. The log-rank test was used to compare the survival curves for
each age group.
The KMS analysis was also used to determine optimised repeat vision screening intervals for both
the UCVA and CVA standards. This involved determining vision screening intervals as a function of
the proportion of the population expected to still pass the UCVA or CVA standard. The time between
visits was assessed for those with refractive error to determine if the frequency of repeat eye exams
was less than the KMS analysis recommended repeat vision screening intervals for the UCVA
standard.
To determine an appropriate visual acuity standard, the number of patients that would pass at
different acuity threshold levels with and without correction were assessed. The thresholds used
followed the typical Snellen chart letter size progression (the most commonly used chart type in
clinical practice). A logistic function was fit to the percentage of patients passing at each acuity
standard.
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9.5 Results:
The original data set comprised of 697,098 practice visits of 288,777 unique patients, representing
5.9% of the population of the Republic of Ireland.415 The 40 participating optometric practices were
located all across the Republic of Ireland comprising both rural and urban populations. After
excluding patients under age 21 and with incomplete data, 154,824 practice visits of 81,184 unique
patients remained. The absence of either UCVA or CVA values was the primary reason for exclusion,
accounting for 96.7% of records removed. The gender distribution was 54.7% female, 37.9% male
and unrecorded in 7.4% of records. The mean age was 49.6 ± 21.1 years.
The mean right eye UCVA was 0.35 ± 0.36 logMAR while the mean right eye CVA was 0.01 ± 0.15
logMAR (females: UCVA 0.35 ± 0.36, CVA 0.01 ± 0.15; males: UCVA 0.33 ± 0.36, CVA 0.01 ± 0.16).
Gender was found to have a statistically significant effect on both UCVA (t = -11.55, df = 167051, pvalue < 0.001) and CVA (t = -4.89, df = 167051, p-value < 0.001), however this was likely due to the
large sample size as the difference in the means were not considered clinically significant. There was
higher variability of UCVA when compared to CVA across all age groups, a likely reflection of the
range of refractive errors that affect individuals of all ages (Figure 9.1). Additionally, both UCVA and
CVA deteriorated with increasing age, with an obvious reduction in CVA from the seventh decade
onwards (Table 9.1). The effect of age group was statistically significant for both UCVA (χ2 = 8225, df
= 6, p-value < 0.001) and CVA (χ2 = 18241, df = 6, p-value < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons using
Dunn's test indicated significant differences between every age group (p < 0.001 for all).
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Table 9.1: Detailed breakdown of data included in analysis showing the number of patient visits in
each age group along with the mean, standard deviation and range for uncorrected visual acuity,
corrected visual acuity and spherical equivalent refraction (right eye only included).
Age Group
(years)
21-30

Number of
patient visits
14504

Mean ± SD (range) Mean ± SD (range)
Mean ± SD (range)
UCVA (logMAR)
CVA (logMAR)
SER (D)
0.36 ± 0.41
-0.03 ± 0.12
-0.94 ± 2.05
(-0.30 – 2.18)
(-0.30 – 1.38)
(-16.63 – +9.00)
31-40
15874
0.33 ± 0.40
-0.02 ± 0.13
-0.73 ± 2.05
(-0.20 – 2.08)
(-0.30 – 1.60)
(-18.38 – +14.75)
41-50
28714
0.26 ± 0.36
-0.02 ± 0.13
-0.13 ± 1.76
(-0.30 – 2.08)
(-0.30 – 1.60)
(-19.75 – +10.00)
51-60
33610
0.32 ± 0.34
-0.01 ± 0.14
+0.30 ± 1.68
(-0.30 – 1.78)
(-0.30 – 1.48)
(-16.13 – +12.25)
61-70
30351
0.39 ± 0.33
0.02 ± 0.15
+0.74 ± 1.67
(-0.30 – 2.08)
(-0.30 – 1.78)
(-20.00 – +15.25)
71-80
22449
0.44 ± 0.33
0.08 ± 0.17
+0.85 ± 1.61
(-0.20 – 1.82)
(-0.20– 1.82)
(-14.38 – +11.00)
Over 80
9322
0.47 ± 0.33
0.14 ± 0.22
+0.64 ± 1.61
(-0.18 – 2.08)
(-0.18 – 2.08)
(-14.50 – +11.25)
Abbreviations: CVA, corrected visual acuity; D, dioptres; SER, spherical equivalent refraction; SD,
standard deviation; UCVA, uncorrected visual acuity

Figure 9.1: Boxplot for right eye uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA) (left panel, n = 154,824) and right
eye corrected visual acuity (CVA) (right panel, n = 154,824) for each age category
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The relative proportions of VA measurements falling into each vision standard category (pass,
borderline and fail) were observed to vary as a function of age for both UCVA (χ2 = 4555, df = 2, pvalue < 0.001) and CVA (χ2 = 2349, df = 2, p-value < 0.001). An increasing percentage of
measurements fell into the borderline and fail categories with increasing age, particularly for UCVA
(Figure 9.2). Over 40% of VA measurements were categorised as failing or borderline according to
UCVA, while less than 2% of VA measurements were similarly categorised for CVA, primarily among
older drivers aged over 70.

Figure 9.2: Percentage of VA measurements falling into each vision standard category for both
uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA) and corrected visual acuity (CVA)

9.5.1 Longitudinal Analysis – Uncorrected Visual Acuity
In total, 23,393 patients who initially passed the vision standard with UCVA were eligible for
inclusion in the longitudinal analysis. The mean time between visits was 1.86 ± 2.12 years, with a
mean total follow up time of 3.62 ± 3.76 years. For patients with longitudinal data, the mean
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annualised change in UCVA and CVA was 0.022 ± 0.531 logMAR per year and 0.003 ± 0.157 logMAR
per year respectively.
The KMS analysis revealed that increasing time since the initial visit was found to negatively affect
the likelihood of passing at subsequent visits. Older initial age was also found to negatively affect the
likelihood of passing at subsequent visits (χ2 = 1447, df = 6, p-value < 0.001). Reassessment intervals
determined using the KMS analysis were observed to vary according to different survivability
threshold levels across each age group (Table 9.2), with lower threshold values (e.g. 50% survivability
where just half the population will be expected to still meet the standard) resulting in long
reassessment intervals for all age groups, and high thresholds (e.g., 90% survivability where most of
the population will be expected to still meet the standard) requiring frequent reassessment intervals
for all.

Table 9.2: Reassessment intervals needed in order for a given proportion of the population to still
pass the uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA) standard
Age Group
(years)

RI for 90%
RI for 80%
Pass Rate
Pass Rate
(years)
(years)
21-30
3.6
7.0
31-40
5.1
8.1
41-50
4.0
7.1
51-60
3.4
5.9
61-70
2.3
4.3
71-80
2.1
3.1
Over 80
1.5
2.1
Abbreviations: RI, Reassessment Interval

RI for 75%
Pass Rate
(years)
8.5
9.5
8.5
7.1
5.4
3.8
2.5

RI for 70%
Pass Rate
(years)
10.5
10.7
9.6
8.0
6.2
4.4
2.9

RI for 50%
Pass Rate
(years)
16.2
18.3
13.1
11.6
10.0
7.7
4.6

Figure 9.3 illustrates the relationship between initial age and time since first visit on the likelihood of
passing. All age groups were negatively affected by increasing time since first visit. Using a
survivability threshold of 80% (i.e., 80% of individuals still pass the standard), survival time reduced
as a function of age, with older age groups exceeding the threshold at progressively shorter
intervals, dropping from an expected survival time of 8 years for patients in their 30s, to just over 2
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years for those aged over 80.

Figure 9.3: Kaplan-Meier curves demonstrating the reducing likelihood of passing the standard in a
cohort of individuals that initially passed the standard with uncorrected visual acuity (UCVA).
Increasing time since the initial vision assessment reduces the likelihood of passing for all age
groups. The dotted lines indicate the time interval for each age group by which 80% of individuals
will still pass the UCVA standard.

Reassessment intervals to achieve an approximate 80% survivability are provided in Table 9.3, which
also illustrates the expected survivability rates for the most common re-screening criteria currently
used in countries where periodic rescreening is required (rescreening every 10 years until age 70).
This analysis demonstrates a progressive age-related decrease in survivability from 71% among the
youngest drivers to just 50% after 10 years among those aged 61-70. For the youngest drivers, just
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17% are expected survive after 20 years (the longest period available for analysis within this data),
long before the most common mandatory rescreening at age 70.

Table 9.3: Reassessment intervals required to achieve an approximate 80% survivability rate based
on uncorrected visual acuity (top panel) compared to survivability rates for the most commonly
used screening intervals used in countries that require regular vision screening (bottom panel).
Age Group (years)
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Over 80
Age Group (years)
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Over 80

Reassessment Intervals Based on 80% Survivability
Reassessment Interval (years) Percentage Expected to Pass
8
77%
8
80%
8
76%
6
80%
4
82%
3
81%
2
86%
Common Reassessment Intervals
Reassessment Interval (years) Percentage Expected to Pass
10
71%
10
73%
10
67%
10
59%
10
50%
3
81%
3
68%

9.5.2 Longitudinal Analysis – Corrected Visual Acuity
There were 9,209 myopic patients and 15,155 hyperopic patients that met the inclusion criteria for
longitudinal analysis. For the myopic subgroup, the mean time between visits was 2.89 ± 2.15 years,
with a mean total follow up duration of 5.02 ± 3.32 years. For the hyperopic subgroup, the mean
time between visits was 2.79 ± 2.03 years, with a mean total follow up duration of 5.37 ± 3.42 years.
Reassessment intervals were observed to vary according to different survivability threshold levels
across each age group for the myopic and hyperopic cohorts in a similar way to the uncorrected
cohort, with low survivability thresholds requiring longer reassessment intervals and high
survivability thresholds requiring shorter reassessment intervals (Table 9.4).
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Table 9.4: Reassessment intervals needed in order for a given proportion of the population to still
pass the corrected visual acuity (CVA) standard
Age Group
(years)

RI for 90%
Pass Rate
(years)

RI for 80%
RI for 75%
RI for 70%
RI for 50%
Pass Rate
Pass Rate
Pass Rate
Pass Rate
(years)
(years)
(years)
(years)
Myopia (SER ≤ -0.50 D)
21-30
3.2
4.1
4.4
4.6
6.2
31-40
3.8
4.6
5.1
5.9
8.6
41-50
3.8
4.8
5.4
6.1
8.3
51-60
3.6
4.6
4.9
5.7
8.0
61-70
2.9
4.1
4.7
5.2
7.8
71-80
2.2
3.5
4.1
4.5
7.7
Over 80
2.1
3.2
3.8
4.5
7.5
Hyperopia (SER ≥ +0.75 D)
21-30
2.3
3.5
3.8
3.9
5.6
31-40
3.3
4.5
5.3
5.7
7.6
41-50
3.3
4.2
4.5
4.9
7.0
51-60
3.6
4.6
5.1
5.7
8.0
61-70
3.5
4.4
4.8
5.4
7.8
71-80
2.8
3.8
4.1
4.5
6.5
Over 80
2.1
3.2
3.7
4.2
6.8
Abbreviations: RI, Reassessment Interval; SER, Spherical equivalent refraction; D, dioptre

The mean reassessment interval for both the myopic and hyperopic cohorts to achieve 80%
survivability was 4.1 years. Figures 9.4 (myopic subgroup) and 9.5 (hyperopic subgroup) demonstrate
the relationship between initial age and time since first visit on the likelihood of continuing to pass
the standard. All age groups were negatively affected by increasing time since first visit. For the
myopic subgroup, there was a statistically significant difference in the risk of failing between all age
groups (χ2 = 159, df = 6, p-value < 0.001). This was also the case for the hyperopic subgroup (χ2 =
51.2, df = 6, p-value < 0.001). Older age groups were likely to fail the standard in the shortest time,
although the difference between age groups was not as great as that found for the UCVA group.
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Figure 9.4: Kaplan-Meier curves demonstrating the reducing likelihood of passing the standard in a
cohort of myopic (right eye SER ≤ -0.50 D) individuals (n = 9,209) that initially passed the standard
with corrected visual acuity (CVA). Increasing time since the initial vision assessment reduces the
likelihood of passing for all age groups. The dotted lines indicate the time interval for each age
group by which 80% of individuals will still pass the CVA standard if their refractive error correction
is not updated.
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Figure 9.5: Kaplan-Meier curves demonstrating the reducing likelihood of passing the standard in a
cohort of hyperopic (right eye SER ≥ +0.75 D) individuals (n = 15,155) that initially passed the
standard with corrected visual acuity (CVA). Increasing time since the initial vision assessment
reduces the likelihood of passing for all age groups. The dotted lines indicate the time interval for
each age group by which 80% of individuals will still pass the CVA standard if their refractive error
correction is not updated.

Figure 9.6 shows the time between eye exam visits for both male and female patients in the myopic
and hyperopic groups. The significant majority of visits occurred within 1-3 years of the previous
visit, with just 16.4% of visits occurring at intervals greater than the respective 80% survivability
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threshold intervals across all age groups. There was no statistically significant difference in the time
between visits for female and male patients (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; W = 62674901, p = 0.52).

Figure 9.6: Time between eye exams for female and male patients with refractive error (SER ≤ 0.50 D or SER ≥ +0.75 D). Cumulative percentage shown by dashed line.

Figure 9.7 shows the percentage of patients that would pass at various thresholds for the binocular
CVA standard. At a low CVA threshold of 1.0 logMAR (6/60 Snellen), almost 100% of patients pass
the standard, irrespective of age. The proportion of patients passing reduces only marginally (≈1%)
when the threshold is increased to the most commonly used standard of 0.3 logMAR (6/12 Snellen).
Increasing the threshold further results in a more significant number of patients failing the standard,
with 12% failing at the 0.0 logMAR (6/6 Snellen) standard (estimate = -1.6, t = -9.0, p < 0.001).
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Figure 9.7: Logistic function demonstrating the age-independent change in percentage of patients
that fail the binocular visual acuity standard (even with correction), when the threshold is varied
between 0.0 and 1.0 logMAR

9.6 Discussion:
This study exploited a sizeable EMR dataset containing detailed cross sectional and longitudinal
UCVA and CVA data for the purposes of evaluating visual acuity thresholds as a legal driving
standard. The finding that the most commonly used visual acuity threshold (0.3 logMAR (6/12
Snellen) excludes just a small minority of potential drivers is important for a number of reasons. It is
well established that the cessation of driving in older drivers is associated with increased rates of
depression471,472 through loss of independence and steeper declines in general health.473 Given that
older drivers are most likely to experience reducing visual acuity, it is important to set standards at a
level which does not unfairly bias screening against older drivers. This must, however, be weighed
against the increased risk potentially posed to other road users by those with reduced vision.474 The
available evidence pertaining to the relationship between visual acuity and driver safety is
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somewhat conflicting, with some studies suggesting no relationship,475,476 while others have found a
small but statistically significant relationship.461,477 A recent meta-analysis of vision function and
traffic safety outcomes in low and middle income countries observed a 46% increased risk of traffic
crash in those with visual acuity of ≤ 6/18 Snellen (≥ 0.48 logMAR),478 adding to the evidence base
that reduced visual acuity contributes to an increased risk of traffic crashes. The lack of definitive
evidence is not surprising given that concomitant reductions in other aspects of visual function such
as contrast sensitivity, visual field and useful field of view may also impact driver safety and are not
necessarily captured by visual acuity measures.479,480 It is important to have a measure of visual
performance, however, as diminishing visual function has been shown to negatively impact both
driver safety and driver performance.479
Irrespective of whether visual acuity provides the best index of driver safety or performance, several
factors dictate that visual acuity standards are likely to persist as a core component of driver vision
screening. It does capture certain visual requirements for driving such as road sign recognition and
hazard avoidance.481 Additionally, visual acuity screening is the most commonly performed and
widely understood method for assessing vision, requires relatively little specialist equipment or
training, and is widely enshrined in policy and legislation as an accepted means of classifying vision
(e.g. legal classification of a patient as vision impaired or blind). Setting the standard at 0.3 logMAR
ensures that up to 99% of potential drivers can comfortably be expected to pass this commonly used
visual acuity standard for driving. This is the standard currently used in Norway and Sweden, which
have some of the lowest road deaths per vehicle distance travelled in Europe.482 Other countries
with more stringent visual acuity standards (which would prevent a higher percentage of people
from driving) have substantially poorer road death statistics,482 suggesting that other factors may be
more important determinants of driver safety. Uncertainty regarding the importance of visual acuity
for driver performance481,483 and safety,479 coupled with the established association between driving
cessation and poor health outcomes, suggests there is limited value in setting the standard at a
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threshold value which might unnecessarily exclude a significant percentage of people from driving
without any supporting safety evidence. A 0.3 logMAR standard, therefore, appears a balanced and
fair threshold which virtually all (≈99%) drivers will meet either with or without correction in the
absence of significant ocular disease or other cause of reduced CVA.
Another key finding from this Big Data analysis is that the frequency of driver vision screening
assessments appears to be inappropriately long for younger drivers in Ireland and many other
European countries. Exploring the relationship between time since initial screening, age and the
likelihood of passing the standard for individuals who originally met the standard unaided revealed
that the likelihood of passing reduced with time for all age groups, not just for elderly drivers. With
an average reduction in UCVA of +0.022 logMAR per year, a driver who initially passed the standard
unaided would lose approximately 2-3 lines of visual acuity over a 10-year licence renewal period,
which could result in an individual changing from the comfortably passing category to the borderline
or fail category without correction. Furthermore, in the myopic subgroup, the youngest drivers
included herein (age 21-30) were found to have the fastest reduction of UCVA of all potential
drivers, likely due to increased myopic progression in this age cohort.484 The current standards
adopted in many countries, where repeat visual function assessments are only required when
individuals reach a certain age, usually over the age of 70,465 would fail to detect such drivers and
instead have to rely on driver discretion with respect to their ability to see sufficiently well to drive in
all conditions. In such countries, drivers are expected to self-regulate, recognise and report changes
in their vision. This raises the possibility of lengthy gaps between vision screening assessments,
particularly for drivers who do not wear optical correction and therefore do not routinely attend an
eye care practitioner. This is contrary to public preference, with a 2014 study finding that 87% of
those surveyed thought drivers should have to provide evidence of meeting the vision standard
when renewing their licence.485
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The age-related decrease in CVA and sizeable reductions in likelihood of passing the vision standard
observed among older individuals herein suggests that more frequent vision screening in older
drivers is justified. In most countries, older drivers, usually over the age of 70, are already required
to undertake regular vision screening at each licence renewal.465 There is little evidence to support
the idea that targeting elderly individuals for vision screening reduces the risk of motor vehicle
crashes.463 Increased frequency of screening of this age cohort seems sensible, however, given that
the prevalence of many of the major causes of vision impairment and blindness such as cataract,
glaucoma and age-related macular degeneration is highly age-dependent.256,416,417 Both UCVA and
CVA were observed to deteriorate with increasing age and over time herein, evidenced by the
increasing proportion of older individuals falling into the borderline and failing vision standard
categories. Among individuals that initially met the standard without correction, the likelihood of
passing a future vision screening unaided therefore reduced over time. These findings are not
unexpected as it is well established that visual function diminishes with age,486 but they provide solid
evidence to support a requirement that screening protocol should be age-specific.
Our analyses suggest that separate vision screening protocol should be considered for those who
meet the standard unaided and those who require optical correction to drive. Rescreening intervals
were notably shorter at every survivability threshold for those requiring refractive error correction,
particularly among younger drivers under the age of 50 who would have to be screened every 4-5
years to meet an 80% survivability criterion. Drivers who initially meet vision standards unaided may
subsequently fail due to pathology, or more likely due to the development of new refractive error or
loss of acuity over time due to the progressive manifestation of latent hyperopia. Based on our
observations herein, this gradual decline in UCVA appears to be slower than the change in CVA
affecting drivers who require optical correction to meet the standard. It is likely that the reduction in
CVA is due to progression of existing refractive error in most cases, which may lead individuals to fall
below the standard more quickly if their correction is not updated routinely. Such individuals,
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however, are typically under the care of an eyecare practitioner and likely to attend for regular
review eye exams.487 The majority of individuals with refractive error requiring optical correction in
our dataset attended for repeat visits within the recommended rescreening interval for their
respective age group, so any deterioration in CVA is likely to be addressed for most drivers before
CVA falls below the legal standard. Although the survivability data suggests the need for separate
protocol, it seems reasonable to consider that a single protocol could be implemented. This would
avoid the necessity to implement different screening protocol based on whether refractive
correction is required to drive or not as long as specific provisions are incorporated to address the
issue of poorer survivability among those who require correction to pass the CVA standard. The use
of a single protocol would be a more realistically achievable approach given the apparent difficulties
involved in implementing a single harmonised policy across Europe.
Rescreening intervals varied according to the selected survivability threshold. For those who initially
meet the standard unaided, selecting a survivability threshold of 90% would require approximately
biennial testing across many age cohorts. This would have huge resource implications and is unlikely
to be a sustainable model. Lower thresholds at the level of 50% would require far less frequent
screening, with the oldest drivers only requiring rescreening at 5-year intervals, which would lead to
a scenario where half the population of drivers would no longer meet the vision standards by the
time they are re-screened, which is certainly not desirable. Aligning re-screening intervals with
driving licence renewals might make practical sense, and would certainly represent an improvement
in countries like Ireland. A survivability threshold around 75 to 80% would appear to provide a
reasonable compromise, with an interval between screening that remains relatively close to
standard 10-year licence renewal periods up to age 50, but requires more frequent screening
thereafter.
This study provides the most comprehensive analysis of driver vision standards completed to date.
Particular strengths of the study include the large sample size and longitudinal nature of the data.
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The refraction and visual acuity data were acquired by highly trained optometrists which should
represent high quality clinical data. Limitations of the study include the retrospective nature of the
study. The data analysed was not captured specifically for this purpose, although it is unlikely that a
prospective study of a similar scale would be feasible to conduct. It is unknown what proportion of
the data in this study represents actual drivers or what proportion of patient examinations involved
actual driver vision screening. However, over 75% of all adults in Ireland hold a valid driving
licence,488 and the data is certainly representative of adults eligible to undertake driver vision
screening. Selection bias might be considered as a limitation given the clinical nature of the data
analysed, as it is unknown what proportion of examinations were for the purpose of driver vision
screening. This is unlikely to be a major concern herein, however, as most driver vision screening is
conducted by optometrists in Ireland, so our dataset naturally contains a subset of such data. The
large number of individuals with longitudinal data that maintained good UCVA for long periods of
time (≥ 10 years) should mean the survival analysis is also representative of those with stable good
UCVA. The dataset analysed also contained more female than male participants. This is not
surprising as it has been found elsewhere that female patients are more likely to attend optometric
services likely as a result of attitudinal differences on seeking health services between men and
women.489 Despite this difference the very large number of both female and male participants
should ensure these results can be applied to both the adult male and female populations. All of the
data analysed is specific to the Republic of Ireland which may be perceived to limit generalisability,
but it is unlikely there are significant population differences in terms of change in UCVA or CVA over
time across Europe. Refractive error has been found to vary with ethnicity, with much higher rates of
myopia and faster progression observed in Asia.3 This may mean the reassessment intervals
calculated for CVA are not applicable in all parts of the world. These analyses also do not include a
specific assessment of changes in visual field, an important parameter for fitness to drive, or other
affects ocular pathology may have on the eye. The survival analyses conducted herein are influenced
by individuals with conditions that affect vision, but the data was not available to evaluate their
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precise impact on vision over time. In high income countries such as Ireland with good access to
eyecare, most patients in these categories will be under more regular review, however, this may not
be the case in all countries. These results also apply to the most commonly used visual acuity criteria
for driving of 0.3 logMAR which is the standard typically used for cars and motorcycles.465 The
standard for heavy goods vehicles and buses is usually more stringent, with more frequent
reassessment required. This analysis does not apply to this cohort who represent a small proportion
of drivers, accounting for less than 2% of the 200+ million total drivers in the European Union and
for whom, stricter standards are already in place.490 Lastly, the analyses contained herein represent
an evaluation of the technical suitability of current visual acuity based driver vision screening
standards. The findings do not relate in any way to driver safety, which would require a more
significant body of prospective research to identify which battery of vision screening tools might
provide the best indicator of individual fitness to drive. Indeed, a recent Cochrane review failed to
find any suitably designed study which could evaluate the general efficacy of vision screening in
reducing crashes,463 so it is simply not possible, at present, to implement an evidence-based vision
screening strategy based on safety data.
This Big Data powered analysis confirms that the commonly used 0.3 logMAR standard seems an
appropriate threshold from an inclusionary perspective, and that regular visual acuity screening
should be extended to include all drivers at age-appropriate intervals. To develop these findings into
a harmonised protocol, key decisions would need to be made in relation to the chosen survivability
threshold and in relation to the treatment of drivers who require optical correction, particularly if a
single protocol was to be prioritised. Electronic medical record data derived from ophthalmic clinical
practice has previously been validated as a useful epidemiological tool for refractive error.309 This
type of data represents an ideal resource to develop evidence-based recommendations for acuitybased driver vision screening standards, which might perhaps lead to a harmonised Europe-wide
standard for driver vision screening.
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10 Summary, Conclusions, and Directions for Future
Work
10.1 Summary and Conclusions
This work was designed to investigate the use of Big Data as an epidemiological and public health
tool in eyecare with a particular focus on refractive error and vision. The findings reported are based
on two sources of data; a large dataset of spectacles lenses manufactured for delivery in Europe and
anonymised EMRs of 40 optometric practices in the Republic of Ireland. The findings of the research
presented in this thesis (i) demonstrates the viability of EMR data as a population level source of
refractive error information, (ii) describes a method to use spectacle lens sales data to determine
refractive error distribution in a population and (iii) provides an example of how this data can be
used as evidence to influence public health policy.
Our initial analysis (chapter 7) of both the EMR data and spectacle lens data revealed the EMR data
closely matched the distribution of refractive error found as part of a meta-analysis of refractive
error prevalence in Europe. The EMR data was also a closer match to the prevalence of hyperopia,
myopia and high myopia by age to the meta-analysis than one of the component studies of the
meta-analysis. The spectacle lens data did not offer as close a match, likely due to the effect of
underrepresentation of those that are approximately emmetropic. Interestingly, by combining
information from both datasets it was possible to gain more insight into the spectacle lens data and
estimate the age of those using an addition which allowed an age matched comparison.
Further analysis of the spectacle lens data revealed that outside the approximately emmetropic
range of refractive error, the distribution of refractive error for spectacle lenses closely matched the
that found in population surveys of refractive error (chapter 8). This is not surprising, as due to the
symptomatic nature of refractive error, it can be expected most individuals will seek correction if it is
available. By using previously described work296 it was possible to estimate the likelihood of vision
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impairment due to myopia by age 75 among spectacle lens wearers with myopia worse than -2.00 D
SER. This was found not to be statistically different to the likelihood of vision impairment due to
myopia over the same range of refractive error as estimated from a typical population survey of
refractive error. Significantly, it was estimated by age 75, over 9% of myopes will be vision impaired.
High myopes had a higher risk of vision impairment however the overall number of those estimated
to become vision impaired also contained a significant cohort of low to moderate myopes due to
their large numbers within the population despite their lower risk.
Our analysis of visual acuity in a large number of Irish adults (chapter 9) showed the current driver
vision reassessment intervals are inappropriately long, particularly in young individuals. Although
there is some debate over the relationship between visual acuity and driver safety,461,475–477 it is
visual acuity is likely to remain a core part of driver vision screening and as such the reassessment
intervals should be evidence based. We also observed an exponential increase in the number of
individuals potentially excluded from driving as the visuals acuity standard is made more stringent
than the most commonly used standard of 0.3 logMAR.
There are several recommendations to emerge from this work. The current driver vision
reassessment intervals need to be re-evaluated with key decisions made around the proportion of
drivers expected to still meet the standard at reassessment and how reassessment intervals should
be handled for those with refractive error. A sensible approach may be to align reassessment
intervals with licence renewal (typically every 10 years) for drivers aged 50 and younger with
progressively shorter intervals for older drivers. A single protocol for drivers with and without
refractive error is more practical to have in place and is supported by the finding that the significant
majority (≈ 84%) of those with refractive error will reattend their optometrist before the required
reassessment interval. Given the uncertainty over the relationship between visual acuity and driver
safety, countries that currently enforce a more stringent standard than 0.3 logMAR should consider
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lowering their standard to 0.3 logMAR to avoid the unnecessary exclusion of older individuals from
driving.
Both EMR and spectacle lens data provide a unique solution to the documented3 lack of available
population level refractive error data. The ability to acquire the data with relative ease and on an as
needed basis may allow for almost real time monitoring of the population burden of refractive error
and associated risk of vision impairment. This level of representative and current information can
facilitate public health policy and provide an evidence base upon which to base key decisions. The
burgeoning myopia epidemic will require accurate and current data to encourage widespread use of
myopia control and ongoing monitoring will be needed to assess the effectiveness of these
interventions on a population level. With an aging population, the burden of vision impairment is
likely to increase. Current estimates of vision impairment in the Republic of Ireland are outdated and
likely do not capture the true prevalence.259 The work described as part of this project may provide
an additional way to capture vision impairment risk and plan appropriate resources for those
affected. Some public health policies currently in place, such as the driver vision rescreening
intervals, are not evidence based. This data can provide evidence on which to base these polices to
improve outcomes for the public.

10.2 Directions for Future Work
This project has evolved into a much larger piece of work than was originally envisioned. Data
collection is still ongoing with new data sources becoming available while multiple additional
analyses are taking place. The spectacle lens data supplied by CZVI is due to be updated to reflect
lens delivery to the current year. An additional spectacle lens data source has been acquired
representing over 3 million lens sales in North America. Ocuco Ltd, the developer of the EMR
software used in this project has customers in several countries in Europe and North America, it is
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hoped in the future that data may be acquired from these countries to create a more global dataset
and facilitate comparisons between countries.
Two key next steps should take place to most fully realise the potential of the spectacle lens data as
described in chapter 7 and 8. In chapter 8, we suggest the development of an international
consortium of lens manufacturers, research intuitions and public health bodies. The spectacle lens
data used as part of this study was almost wholly for delivery in Europe and sourced from one
manufacturer. The creation of this consortium would allow the methodology described in chapter 8
to be applied on a global basis and overcome the limitations associated with using data from one
manufacturer supplying one geographic region. Additionally, temporal trends in the spectacle lens
data collected to date require investigation to determine if the prevalence of refractive error has
changed in Europe over time, particularly over the range of refractive error determined in chapter 8
to match population distributions of refractive error.
Additional work using the EMR data acquired is currently ongoing. Establishing the baseline
prevalence of refractive error in this population and historical changes in prevalence will provide
useful insights which may indicate the overall population burden of refractive error in Ireland,
particularly in the current circumstances, in which no other population level data is available.
Current work indicates an overall prevalence of myopia (≤ -0.50 D SER) of 33% with highest rates
observed in the 20 – 30 age cohort. Confining analysis to the presbyopic age group that are more
likely to be representative of the population, a much higher proportion of myopia is evident in
younger age groups. More in-depth analysis is required using higher threshold values of myopia to
confirm these findings.
Having established a baseline level of refractive error prevalence, the ongoing collection of EMR data
will allow continued monitoring of refractive error trends over time. Taking inspiration from the
VLEG International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness Atlas,5,256 work has commenced on the
development of a number of visualisation tools in order to follow trends in refractive error
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prevalence over time and to allow easy to access information policy makers and other stakeholders.
An early-stage example can be found at:
https://irelandrefractiveerror.shinyapps.io/RefractiveError/.
Investigation of vision impairment has also commenced with a total level of vision impairment (< 0.3
logMAR) of 1.04% (https://irelandrefractiveerror.shinyapps.io/VisionImpairment/). Determining the
cause of vision impairment will require further investigation and likely need to employ natural
language processing techniques but will provide very useful data on vision impairment in the
Republic of Ireland and indicate directions for public health intervention.
Aside from using this data as a population monitoring tool, it can also be used in clinical applications.
Recognising the children that would benefit most from myopia control and encouraging the use of
myopia control is key to prevent the predicted global increase in myopia and associated vision
impairment.3,4 Work is ongoing to develop a refractive error centile progression tool based on this
real world data which may become a valuable tool to aid clinicians and parents when deciding to
commence myopia control.491 Centile growth charts offer the possibility of predicting the
development of high myopia however an alternative strategy using AI may be another avenue to
explore in predicting high myopia. A recent study in China described good results using a ML model
for this purpose.316 This model may not be applicable to European children given the differences in
myopia development and prevalence discussed in chapter 3. The EMR data gathered as part of our
project may offer the opportunity to develop a similar model based on European children.
This data also provides the opportunity to explore some of the theories suggested for refractive
error development. It may be possible to investigate the association between month of birth and the
development of myopia. It has previously been suggested that individuals born during the summer
months are more likely to develop myopia.492 Our EMR data can explore this trend and see if it is
consistent in across years. This would provide another risk factor for clinicians to consider when
examining children. Another area that may be explored is the theory that the degree and axis of
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astigmatism varies as a function of spherical refractive error with higher and more oblique
astigmatism thought to be associated with higher spherical refractive error.123 Early work carried out
in this area seems to confirm this association (Appendix 5) but further research is needed.
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12 Appendices
12.1 Appendix 1 – Acuitas Data Extraction Consent Form

Consent to Extraction and Secondary Use of Data from Acuitas
I, _______________________________ (Print Name) confirm that I am the data controller for
_________________________________ (Practice/Company Name). I consent to the anonymised
use of data from my electronic patient record system (Acuitas) by Michael Moore, Ian Flitcroft and
James Loughman for research purposes in accordance with:
1. the best practice guidelines on research in the health sector from the Data Protection
Commissioner 1
2. the approval of the research ethics committee at Technological University Dublin.
The purpose of the use of the extracted data has been explained to me.
I understand that the data extracted will be limited to the dataset outlined in the table below and
will exclude patient names and identification numbers.
I also hereby authorise Ocuco to access my system remotely for the purposes of installing the data
extraction process and allowing it to be run when required for the purposes of the defined research.
Data Category

Data Elements

Demographic Data

•
•
•
•

Gender
Age at exam date
County of residence
Race

Visit Data

•

Date of exam

Clinical data

•

Retinoscopy (sphere & cyl) Right + Left eyes
(R+L)
Autorefractor sphere & cyl (R+L)
Subjective refraction sphere & cyl (R+L)
Prescribed refractive correction sphere & cyl
i.e. Rx Given (R+L)
Refraction Spherical Equivalent R+L
(calculated during extraction)
Unaided vision R+L
Corrected Visual Acuity R+L
Keratometry
IOP
Pathology
History

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Signed: ________________________

Date: _________________ (Data Owner)

Signed: ____

Date: _04/12/16_________ (Researcher)

1

____

http://www.dataprotection.ie/documents/guidance/Health_research.pdf
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12.2 Appendix 2 – Practitioner Recruitment Document as Sent to All
AOI Member Optometrists

Dear Practitioner,

Prof. James Loughman and Prof. Ian Flitcroft are leading an international series of trials to
explore myopia development and its control at the Centre for Eye Research Ireland in the new
DIT Grangegorman campus. This will include an upcoming clinical trial involving the use of
atropine to slow down myopia progression. As part of the MOSAIC (Myopia Outcome Study of
Atropine In Children) trial we are seeking additional data through practitioners currently using
the Acuitas patient management system. We are working with Ocuco with the aim of creating a
large set of vision and ocular related data. There is currently very limited data available on the
distribution of refractive error in Europe. We hope to create a database using pre-existing data
to establish any change in distribution of refractive error over the past number of years,
specifically, any change in the level of myopia present. We also want to assess if the age of onset
of myopia has any bearing on the final level of myopia. Such data will help us to inform future
myopia control strategies and is, therefore, a potentially valuable resource.

Ocuco can remotely extract the relevant data from your Acuitas system. As a data controller we
need your permission to pull this data. No patient identifiers will be taken so all patient data will
be completely anonymous. As all patient data is kept anonymous there is no need to inform your
patients. This is in accordance with the current data protection legislation relating to research.
This method of data collection has a significant advantage over other forms of research such as
longitudinal studies, which are expensive and time consuming.
As the data will be extracted remotely by Ocuco staff, this requires no input from the practitioner
for data to be collected other than signed permission.
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The data we are interested in acquiring includes:

•

Gender

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age at exam date
County of residence
Race
Date of exam
Retinoscopy sphere & cyl (R+L)
Autorefractor sphere & cyl (R+L)
Subjective refraction sphere & cyl
(R+L)
Prescribed refractive correction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Refraction Spherical Equivalent R+L
(calculated during extraction)
Unaided vision R+L
Corrected Visual Acuity R+L
Keratometry
IOP
Pathology
History
Management

If you are willing to participate in this study or require further information please feel free to
contact me by email at michael.moore@dit.ie. The attached consent form can be signed, scanned
and emailed to me directly, or sent in hard copy to:

Michael Moore
Department of Optometry
Dublin Institute of Technology
Kevin Street
Dublin 8
Regards,

Michael Moore Prof. Ian Flitcroft Prof. James Loughman
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12.3 Appendix 3 – SQLite Code to Join EMR CSV Files

CREATE TABLE Extract(
Customer_number
INT,
PX_ID
INT,
Gender
STRING,
County STRING,
Rx_date STRING,
Age
INT,
RE_SPH
INT,
RE_CYL
INT,
RE_AXIS
INT,
LE_SPH
INT,
LE_CYL
INT,
LE_AXIS
INT,
RE_add
INT,
LE_add
INT,
RE_UVA
STRING,
LE_UVA
STRING,
RE_VA STRING,
LE_VA STRING,
Glasses_sold
STRING,
Contacts_sold
STRING);
/*Get data into extract table, repeat for each DB*/
/*NOC*/
Insert INTO Exports.Extract
SELECT
NOC.Rx_Given.Customer AS Customer_number,
NOC.Patients.Patient_ID AS PX_ID,
NOC.Patients.Gender,
NOC.Patients.County,
strftime ('%Y-%m-%d',datetime (substr(NOC.Rx_Given.Rx_Date, 7, 4) || '-'
|| substr (NOC.Rx_Given.Rx_Date, 4, 2) || '-' ||
substr(NOC.Rx_Given.Rx_Date, 1, 2))) AS Rx_Date,
NOC.Rx_Given.Age,
NOC.Rx_Given.RE_Distance_Sphere AS RE_SPH,
NOC.Rx_Given.RE_Distance_Cylinder AS RE_CYL,
NOC.Rx_Given.RE_Distance_Axis AS RE_AXIS,
NOC.Rx_Given.LE_Distance_Sphere AS LE_SPH,
NOC.Rx_Given.LE_Distance_Cylinder AS LE_CYL,
NOC.Rx_Given.LE_Distance_Axis AS LE_AXIS,
NOC.Rx_Given.RE_near_add AS RE_add,
NOC.Rx_Given.LE_near_add AS LE_add,
NOC.Subjective.RE_distance_unaided_VA AS RE_UVA,
NOC.Subjective.LE_distance_unaided_VA AS LE_UVA,
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NOC.Rx_Given.RE_distance_aided_VA AS RE_VA,
NOC.Rx_Given.LE_distance_aided_VA AS LE_VA,
NOC.Visits.Glasses_sold AS Glasses_sold,
NOC.Visits.Contacts_sold AS Contacts_sold
FROM NOC.Rx_Given
LEFT JOIN NOC.Patients ON NOC.Rx_Given.Patient_ID =
NOC.Patients.Patient_ID
LEFT JOIN NOC.Subjective ON NOC.Rx_Given.Visit_ID =
NOC.Subjective.Visit_ID
LEFT JOIN NOC.Visits ON NOC.Rx_Given.Visit_ID = NOC.Visits.Visit_ID;
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12.4 Appendix 4 – R Code to Convert Snellen Acuity to LogMAR

VA_conv <- function(VA){
inter <- sub("\\-.*", "", VA)
inter2 <- sub("\\+.*", "", inter)
dec <- sapply(inter2, function(x) eval(parse(text = x)))
logMAR <- ((log10(dec) * -1))
return(logMAR)}
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12.5 Appendix 5 – Poster Presentations
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Big Data and Driving: Using pooled prac ce data to guide health policy
Moore, Michaela; Loughman, Jamesa; Flitcro , D. Iana,b
a Centre for Eye esearch reland

u lin ns tute of echnolo y

u lin reland Children s niversity Hospital emple Street

u lin reland.

Introduc on

Methods

A core concept of Big‐Data refers to is the prac ce of re‐analysing large amounts of data for new purposes. 1 In this case we have a empted to
determine the appropriateness of the ages at which visual acuity is screened for driving from a large, anonymized sample (n=115,778) of optometry
prac ce data, pooled across 20 individualsites.
Currently to be licenced to drive in the European Union and in most states in the United States, an individualmust achieve a visual acuity of 20 40 either
with or without an op cal appliance. It is a requirement to have a vision assessment when rst applying for a driving licence and when renewing a driving
licence from the age of 70 and over in Ireland. 2 As most people will apply for their rst licence in their late teens or early twen es, there is a signi cant
period of approximately50 years during which it is possible to con nue holding a driving licence without further vision assessment. Such a signi cant
me period between required vision assessments does not seem appropriate,par cularly,given the myopia epidemic a ec ng young people up to their
late twen es and the well establishedincreasing levels of hyperopiain later life.

Results
shows the distribu on of all of the
pa ents by age. The mean age was 47 21
years. The distribu on peaks in the 46‐50
age group.

Anonymizedelectronic medical records (EMR) were provided by a large so ware developer. This data set comprised of 363,457 refrac ons of 152,164 unique
pa ents and included the date of the visit, subject age, vision and full sphere‐cylindrical refrac on. There were 137,294 pa ents with complete data. Pa ents
under the age of 21 were excluded from the analysis as the majority of these are not eligible to apply for a driving licence. This le 115,778 unique pa ents
that were included in the analysis.
Unaided visual acuity for the right eye was converted to decimal format and categorized as comfortably passing the required standard ( 0.6), as failing the
standard(< 0.4) or as being borderline( = 0.4 <= 0.6). The subjects were grouped according to age in 5‐year intervals from 20 years to 100 years.
The data was collated into histogramdata using the SQLite databaseengine and analyzed using the R programminglanguage.
R

shows the average refrac ve
error for individuals in the borderline
category
The change in refrac ve error with age
shown in Figure 4 indicates that this is
most likely due to increasing levels of
hyperopia as the increasing hyperopia
observed in Figure 4 appears to coincide
with the increasing number of
individuals falling into the borderline
category

EU

20 40

Over 70s only

25%

24.4%

UK

20 40

Not required Over 70s must con rm
they meet vision requirement but no
evidence required

Every 3 years

0%

0%

USA (State
dependant)

20 40‐ varies
from state to
state

Variable Some states require vision Variable 2‐8
assessment at every renewal while
years
some never require vision assessment

0‐100%

0‐100%

Australia

20 40

Over 80s only

7.8%

6.2%

Every year

Discussion
shows the distribu on of unaided
visual acuity at di erent ages when
categorised as comfortably passing,
borderline passing or failing the driving
standard.
The mean unaided visual acuity (expressed
as a decimal) was 0.61 0.38. Overall the
number of individuals comfortably passing
the standard reduces with age while the
number failing the standard increases with
age.
Interes ngly the propor on of those in the
borderline category is fairly sta c un l the
h decade when this also begins to
increase with age.

There is some small variability interna onallyon the level of visual acuity required to drive safely but most
jurisdic ons require visual acuity of approximately 20 40 (or 0.5 in decimal). The frequency with which a
vision assessment is required to renew a driving licence is highly variable. Some jurisdic ons such as Indiana
require a vision assessment at every renewal while other states such as Iowa only require it when a licence is
rst issued3. This research indicates that with increasing age more and more drivers fall below the required
legal visual acuity limits due to increasing levels of hyperopia. A rela onship between reduced visual acuity
and the ability to recognise pedestrians at night has recently been reported,4 giving rise to safety concerns
for those with even mildly reduced acuity. This indicates a possible need for a change in vision assessment
policy in many jurisdic ons.

5 shows the propor on of
individuals in the borderline category
that will be detected if a vision
assessment is required at di erent ages.
At the current requirement of over 70
years old, 24.4% of individuals in the
borderline category are detected. If the
requirement for a vision assessment was
from the age of 50, 69.9% of all
individuals in the borderline category
would be detected.

Conclusions
5

shows the total number of people
in the borderline (blue) and fail (green)
categories. The increase in the number of
individualsfalling into this category is more
obvious in this gure with a drama c
increase during the fourth and
h
decades that starts to fall in the seventh
decade.

A signi cant number of licenced drivers may develop an vision impairment over me that cons tutes a safety
risk for driving if undetected. Policy makers should introduce more frequent vision assessment, ideally when
drivers renew their licence. If vision is not to be assessed at every licence renewal, it should be regularly
assessed from the h decade onwards when increasing levels of hyperopiacombined with presbyopiacause
reducing levels of unaided visual acuity.
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12.6 Appendix 6 – Application of big-data for epidemiological studies
of refractive error. PLoS One publication.
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Structured PhD Programme Modules Completed
It is a requirement by TU Dublin to undertake a number of post-graduate modules (discipline-specific
skills 20 ECTS, and employability skills 20 ECTS).
Modules completed as part of the Structured PhD programme:
Discipline-specific postgraduate modules:
TU Dublin Glaucoma Detection and Decision-making in Optometric Practice – 10 ECTS credits
TU Dublin Authoring Principles – 10 ECTS credits

Employability Skills Training:
University of Limerick Reporting Results in Physical Science – 6 ECTS credits
Datacamp Suite of R Modules – 6 ECTS credtis
TU Dublin Postgraduate Diploma in Third Level Education – 60 ECTS credits (awarded 10 ECTS credits
awarded toward structured PhD programme)

Additional Postgraduate Modules Completed:
University of Cardiff Postgraduate Diploma in Therapeutic Prescribing for Optometrists – 60 ECTS
credits
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